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Land cl aim i"" 'fo need grows / : / i  
TERRA. CE- -  Representatives 
from two gro-ps who met last 
week with federal and provincial 
negotiators working on the 
Nisga'a land claim say they'll 
continue to press for more in- 
formation. 
What's needed are regular 
reports on the progress and con- 
tent of the talks, said Pat Ogawa 
from Skeena Cellulose and the 
person responsible for arranging 
the meetings. 
"We just didn't know what was 
going on," he said as the main 
reason for organizing the sessions 
with the woods industry, sports 
fishing groups an~l ocal elected 
officials. 
The sessions were the first of 
their kind between the govern- 
ments and what are called third 
parties interested in the Nisga'a 
claim, 
Along "with knowing what is. 
agreement providing clear rules 
for resourc e development, Ogaw a 
continued. 
"We want to know who we will 
be dealing with and on what 
basis," he said. " Jus tas  the 
Nisga'a say they want certainty, 
so do we." 
going on in negotiations i having: Provincial chief negotiator 
a saY in how a settlement will at- "Tony Sheridan said his govern;- 
feet them, said Ogawa. ~ ment welcomes any suggestions 
"We know we can't go in there on how to better provide informa- 
and do the negotiating, but before tion on the claim and negotia- 
there is a final agreement, :we'd : i lions. : : 
like to take a look at it," he said,, i But that won't extend to giving 
The goal of the woods industry details on the negotiations of 
is to have a final and binding specific items because of a con- 
fidentiality clause in an agree- 
ment signed setting up the negoti- 
ations process, he said. 
"We can discuss the general 
direction of the talks and ask for 
advice and opinions," said 
Sheridan. 
Sheridan did add that comments 
gathered by groups are given to 
the provincial cabinet which then 
sets the government's policies on 
specific items. 
And federal negotiator Gay 
Reardon said her government will 
release the agreement in principle 
for the settlement before it is con- 
sidered for final adoption by the 
three parties. 
"There will be time for com- 
ment from interested groups," she 
said. 
Terrace mayor Jack Talstra, 
who attended the sessions for lo- 
cal elected representatives, Said 
he isn't satisfied with what hap- 
pened. 
He said local officials repeated 
suggestions made a year ago that 
a local person be put on the 
provincial negotiating team. 
"We like the concept of the up- 
dates but we want to get into the 
specifics more than the gener- 
alities," said Talstra. 
"We think we have something 
to offer. We do live up betel to o. 
We'd like to have certainty in our 
lives as well." 
"When it comes to con- 
fidentiality and that kind of stuff, 
I 'm sure a local representative 
could meet that requirement," 
Talstra said. 
The mayor added that local 
elected officials may have to 
make the same kind of joint rep- 
resentations made to University 
of Northern B.C. officials in 
Prince George which resulted in 
more local involvement. 
Hospital closes 
beds,  axes  jobs 
Dancing duo 
LATE SPRING brings out colourful.flowers and dancers as shown here by 8tephanie,Baker 
and 8antrina-Kusta's They are two of dance, instructor.,VcktParviainents students andthey 
v~ere in .¢os~,me,:as dress rehearsals took place for the-"a'nn~*al dance revue this ;Frida~/,'eve'-. 
ning. Stepha~iei~and .Santrina and others, in their Class,:~Vlil-:be dancing to .music:from Ollver. 
Details:'6nPageBi. , " . . . . . .  i (:. !:/i::~!i ' , '  : , : . :  : :  .":' ' .  ' , ' 
TERRACE -- Twenty-two beds 
will be closed at Mills Memorial 
Hospital in early June to avoid a 
$525,000 budget deficit this year. 
Eight hospital workers will lose 
their jobs as a result of the 
closures, hospital administrator 
Michael Leisinger said Friday. 
The measures include: 
lip 16 beds lost due to the amal- 
gamation of the pediatrics and 
maternity wards. The pediatrics 
ward takes the brunt .of the cut. 
The new combined unirwill be 
comprised of six pediatric beds 
and 18 obstetric beds. 
@ Six beds cut from the 
psychiatric unit, which goes 
to lay off staff to pay for inflation 
and contract settlements. Hospi- 
tals in the Okanagan and Lower 
Mainland received budget in- 
creases of six to eight per cent. 
The $525,000 shortfall 
represents about four per cent of 
Mills Memorial's $12 million 
budget. 
"The ministry people categori- 
cally, emphatically and definitely 
stated there is no more money," 
Leisinger said. "Once those beds 
are closed, they are in essence 
lost to the community." 
But the greater danger, he said, 
is that the bed closures will 
down to 10 beds from 16 .... 
@ Cuts in tlie ecluivalent of 10 
and a half full-time positions 
from departments hroughout the 
hospital. 
The cuts were made in response 
to a budget freeze decreed by the 
health ministry this spring. All 
hospitals north of Kamloops also 
face budget freezes, forcing them 
.......... prompt some of  the specialists the"', 
city has attracted to leave. 
"Right now with the number of 
physteians at Mills, we've got 
stability," he said. "If you lose a 
specialist or lose an anesthetist, 
there's a danger the whole thing 
could start to unravel." 
Dr. Geoffrey Appleton agreed, 
Massive march 
to protest cuts 
TERRACE .. Health care 
workers want a large crowd on 
hand Friday evening to march in 
protest against cuts at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
The march begins at the hospi- 
tal and ends with a rally in front 
of Skeena NDP MLA Helmut 
Giesbrccht's office on Park Ave. 
"We want the ordinary citizen 
involved - to get their support and 
tell the government this won't 
do," said organizer Elaine Pigeau 
who is also chairman of the Hos- 
pital Employees Union (HEU) lo- 
cal here. 
The idea for the march began 
with the HEU and support was 
gathered by other unions at the 
hospital - the B.C. Nurses Union, 
said. 
Pigeau last year headed the 
joint action committee at the hos- 
pital which collected more than 
14,000 names on a petition to 
protest cuts that were planned 
then. 
The petition helped convince 
the provincial government togive 
the hospital more money to avert 
the cuts. 
"Why should we have to go 
through another petition drive. 
Why,should we have to collect 
another 14,000 signatures, They 
are still valid," said Pigeau. 
The march is on the agenda 
today of a meeting to revive last 
year's joint action committee. 
It'll have representation from 
TERRACE- -  Dissident Kitselas 
band i~members plan to use the 
Kitsehis Development Corpora- 
tion to negotiate a benefits pack- 
age for local natives with Orcnda 
Forest Products. 
They want the company to pro- 
vide a certain number of local na- 
tives with training and jobs if the 
proposed $400 million pulp and 
paper mill south of Lakelse Lake 
goes ahead. 
"Usually when anybody's de- 
veloping in our country, we end 
up "with nothing," said Mel 
Bevan, the newly elected presi- 
dent of the corporation. "We'ie 
not opposed to any development 
-- just as long as we get some 
benefit out of it." 
Bevan will replace current Kit- 
selas Development Corporation 
president Ralph Wright when the 
change is finalized at a June 14 
meeting. 
Wright is also the embattled 
chief councillor of the:Kttselas 
band, continuing to  ignore calls 
saying that kind of "domino ef- 
fect" is the biggest long-term 
threat o health care here resulting 
from the cuts. 
If a surgeon leaves, Appleton 
explained, then there might not be 
enough work for two anesthetists 
here; and one of them might 
leave. Attrition of that sort can 
make. the city unattractive to 
other doctors and specialists. 
"Quite fi'ankly, the bureaucrats 
just don't give a damn," Appleton 
said. "We have a pretty bare 
bones, basic operation here, and 
we don't feel the people of the 
north should get any less care 
than that." 
,.Dr.,, Mohammad. Howidir.. a 
pediatrician based here, said he 
will consider moving as a result 
of the cuts. 
He said he has given the hospi- 
tal notice that -- in light of the 
pediatrics ward cuts -- he feels he 
is free of the commitment he 
made to stay in Terrace for three 
years. That commitment, he said, 
was based on being able to prac- 
tise pediatrics under reasonable 
conditions. 
"It's unfortunate," Howidi said. 
"I just settled down. I like the 
area. I like the people." 
He said he has had offers front 
other hospitals, including Prince 
George. Howidi said Dr. Martin 
Van Lierde, the area's ear, nose, 
and throat specialist, is also con- 
sidering moving. 
Page 
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the Health Sciences Association ail scctors ofthehospital. I Kemano hearin 0Mill jobs eyed and the International Unio,, of The march begins at 7 p.m. at I mystery, 
• Operating Engineers. the hospital before going across Page AR O. . 
Pigeau and others are also con- the overpass to Giesbrecht's of- 
tatting service clubs and other rice. KItselas carving, 
: * ' groups for their participation. It's timed to coincide with the 
She said support of service 
clubs who have donated money 
and equipment Over the years to 
the hospital is invited. 
"We must change the govern- 
ment's mind. This is a very 
visible way of doing that," Pigeau 
arrival by plane of Giesbrecht 
who'll be returning from the 
legislative session m Victoria. 
Pigcau said the march will fea- 
ture banners, balloons for chil- 
dren and that there will be enter- 
tainment at Giesbrccht's office. 
reference, were to have been fllt- 
ished May 10. 
The study will also determine 
.ways for local natives to benefit 
from •employment and other eco- 
nomic opportunities arising from 
the proposed mill project. 
Northwest Roundup 
A Manalta spokesman said 
the property was purchased 
for its long term potential. 
IIAZELTON .- A trans- 
portation service for disabled 
people and senior citizens ~ be- 
from the majority of voters there 
to resign. 
Bcvan said a deal With Orenda 
is just one of the plans in the 
works, adding band members also 
want to resurrect proposals to 
work with Parks Canada to devel- 
op the Kitselas Canyon area into 
a national historic site. 
The corporation -- formed four 
years ago to develop native- 
owned businesses -- owns the 
buildings on Queensway Ave. 
that house the band's administra- 
tion office, Northern Native 
Broadcasting and a cawing shed, 
Protesting band members who 
want the existing band council to 
resign plan to meet with the 
leadership this week. 
In the meantime, the provincial 
government, Orcnda Forest Pro- 
ducts and native• groups continue 
to:work on details of a study 
that'll examine impacts:of the 
proposed on area natives. 
Those details, called terms of 
PRINCE RUPERT -- City 
residents are paying more 
property taxes this year but 
they still get a good deal, says 
the city's treasurer. 
That's because upto 50 per 
cent of the total property 
taxes in Prince Rupert are 
SMITHERS -- A Calgary- 
based firm has purchased the 
Telkwa coal property. 
Manalta Coal Ltd., the 
largest coal producer in Can- 
ada, bough t the property 
from Shell Canada. 
gan here May S. 
ltazeiton Indeuendent 
The property was. ex- 
&. - - * l . . . l . .  d1-..4.31 k . .  C lL~I I  P~- -  
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$500 reward set 
by Vandal Watch 
TERRACE -- The local Vandal 
Watch program has offered a 
$500 reward for the arrest and 
conviction of the person or per- 
sons responsible for shooting out 
a large number of vehiclc 
windows two weekends ago. 
"This type of incident is what 
Vandal Watch was set up to deal 
with," program co-chairman 
George Clark said last week. 
The program was introduced 
this year to prevent vandalism 
and to provide a way of gathering 
information to catch those 
responsible. 
It's being sponsored by the 
chamber of commerce with an in: 
itial reward pool contributed by 
the city and augmented by bust. 
ness and other donations. 
At least 17 vehicles had their 
windows smashed in Terrace, 
Thomhill and on the Kitsum. 
kalum Reserve the night of May 
9, RCMP said. 
Damage is estimated at $5,000. 
The Vandal Watch phone num- 
ber is 635-5556. Those calling 
remain anonymous and receive an 
identification number when 
making future contact. 
In the meantime, the Vandal 
Watch program is close to paying 
out its first reward. 
Three persons will collect $200 
for reporting the breaking of a 
window. 
A person was arrested, charged 
and court proceedings have now 
concluded. 
"We're pleased people realize 
that the program is working," said 
Vandal Watch co-chairman 
George Clark of the first reward 
payment. 
The decision on this reward is 
the first act of a Vandal Watch 
sub-committee s t up for the pur- 
pose. 
' It'll decide if rewards hould be 
paid and how much the reward 
should be. 
A second committee has also 
been set up to define what 
vandalism is. 
Police say they're also continu- 
ing their investigation into a 
March 13 break-in on the 4600- 
.block of Soncie Ave. RCMP have 
now arrested four suspects and 
have recovered an estimated 90 
per cent of the property stolen. 
Among the items recovered was 
a collection of hockey cards 
valued at $3,000. 
Charges of break-and-enter, 
theft and possession of stolen 
property are being considered 
against the four youths. 
Police have now charged alocal 
man involved in a May 4 break-in 
on Keefer St. 
Russell Murray Cockell, 18, is 
charged with break-and-enter and 
theft. Police said most of the 
items -- A VCR, a number of 
compact disks, and some money 
-- were recovered. 
Open houses pondered 
for land claims talks 
Water 
search 
TERRACE -- Local residents Nisga'a claim to 25,000 square again with various groups as 
will soon hear more about the kilometres centered on the Nass topics of interest o them come 
Nisga'a land claim talks, say he- Valley. up. 
gotiators for the federal and The open house format will be And they said they're looking 
provincial governments, developed by the two govern- for ways to further communicate 
Being planned is a series of ments and the Nisga'a Tribal with localresidents. 
open houses in the northwest to Council. That could extend to formal or 
pass along more information and Announcement of the plan fol- informal gatherings, said 
to take questions on the talks, lowed a four-day negotiating ses- Sheridan. 
Also under consideration are sion held here last week. He said both governments 
pamphlets and perhaps videos to At the~ same time, federal and should be represented at future 
explain the efforts to settle the provincial negotiators met with meetings with local groups be- 
sports fishing groups, local cause ach have responsibility for 
elected officials and woods indus- certain areas that are under nego- 
try representatives to discuss the tiation. 
conduct and content of the talks. Federal negotiator Reardon said 
Provincial negotiator Tony it is important hat government 
Sheridan and federal negotiator negotiators and northwest rest- 
Gay Reardon said they'll speak dents understand each other. 
continues 
onward . . . . .  
. . . .  , , Lh~ V '  ".':=~, ¢, . . , '  
TERRACE -- Even drilling in 
the middle of the Skeena River 
hasn't helped the city in its quest 
for underground drinking water. 
City engineer Stew Christensen 
confirmed atest drilling had been 
carried out on Little Island which 
is located in the Skeena south of 
Kalnm St. 
However, he said the bore had 
found "silts and clays at 35 feet". 
When continued drilling showed 
no change, the hole was abandon- 
ed at the 100ft. depth. 
Although experts hired by the 
city have now suggested Ferry Is- 
land as another possible drill site, 
Christensen said no decision had 
becn made on that one yet. 
\ 
Given its proximity to the failed 
Little Island hole, he wondered, KAWASAK! "Why would it bc any different at 
Ferry Island?" 
Another location being consid- 
ered is somewhere near the 
Kalum River. Christensen BAYOU 4 0 0  anticipated a decision on the next 
round of drilling would be made 
early this week. 
In the meantime, he now ex- ~ • 
pects sprinkler estrictions might L J .  V L JL  
have to be imposed around June "1  = ~ 
l~hat 'sbacka couple of weeks ~ ~ I 
from earlier predictions, but ~ I ~  J 
Christensen pointed out there is II ~ " 7 " ~ ~ ~ ~  - - II 
still some snow left in the Deep I I ~ ~  II 
Creek watershed and water usage ~ ' ~ ~ " : ~ y ~ - : ~ ' ~ ' ~ ~  II 
i ~  ~ All new, 39 lcc 4-stroke single cylinder, liquid-cooled, Single 
~ ~ - ~ "  OverHead Cam engine employs 4 valves for efficient perfor- 
( .~  mance & increased torque. 
- ' - i ra  • Improved centrifugal clutch Is 20% stronger. 
• Speedometer with odometer Is standard equlprnent. 
Cut and split your wood howl 
Cure it over the summer to 
reduce the moisture content, 
And we'll al breathe easier. 
B.C.cv . 
Envlronmenz 
Every Breath You Take,.. 
Neid Enterprises Ltd. 
Recreation=il Sales and Service 
4925 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-3478 
. Fax 635-5050 
sdr-dlsdpline and confidence. 
EXCLUSIVE  ,I 
1/2 Carat 
Diamond Ril 
DIAMOND 
SOL ITA IRE  
RING 
1/2 cL Brilliant Cut 
Diamond. Limited Quantities. 
*1,499 
SINCE 1910 
4637 L ike l l |  Ave., Tiffice • 635.7440 
ike ina  Md,  ron lC l  • 635.5111 
246 Ctlv Cent ,  KIUmal • 632.3313 
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HAIRBUSTERS WINS! 
J 
We would like to thank all our wonderful models for their valuable time. Colleen 
Mackie, Judy Brockanelli, Elaine Jewell, Bonnie Venditelli & Kevin Friesen. 
HAIRBUS TERS 
SKEENA MALL 635-2432 
You'vE TODAY' HEADLINES 
b 
NOW, WHAT ABOUT TOMORROW'S? 
* Are we headed for another depression-style 
econom c collanse? ing the n ommunism *Wil lalnew w°dd 1°? wet arise far more threaten- 
W Where is the battle headed between conser- 
vative religion and an increasingly secular society? 
Over 100 years ago, a remarkable book was 
published that previewed the future. It forewarns 
in uncanny detail the world we read about in to- 
day's headlines. And it went on to describe the 
world we'll read about in headlines soon to be writ- 
ten. 
Know what It predicts.,.see its preview of 
tomorrow's headlines. 
Forget reaching for your checkbook or digging 
out your bank card, Your copy of this amazing 
book - -  The Great Controversy - -  Is absolutely 
FREE. 
For your copy write to: The Great Controversy, 
Box 566, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4B5. 
Victoria firefighter Alan Venn works the controls to aim 
Aqueous Film Forming Foam at a mock airplane crash. He 
and 12 other airport firefighters from around B.C. were in Tar- 
2000 degrees plus 
P 
race last week for a training course. The fireflghters honed 
their skills and responsibilities hould the call come someday 
for their services. 
Flames test fire crews 
TERRACE -- The great 
black clouds of smoke you 
might have seen last week near 
Highway 37 weren't from a 
horrible industrial accident or 
forest fire. 
They were the result of air- 
port firefighters putting out 
practice aircraft crash fires at a 
five-day training course. 
Twelve firefighters and two 
instructors from nine different 
B.C. airports, some from as far 
away as Victoria and Kam- 
loops, came to Terrace to take 
the course. 
"We teach different actics -- 
!rl ............... :'" 
• THE WORLD. 
IS YOURS.../F 
YOU KNOW THE 
RI KT PfOPLE... 
Wherever you move the 
Welcome Wagon hostess is the 
right person to help you find a 
place in your new community. 
Karen 638-0707 
that 
glitters 
I1 Only... =650 =, 
==350 ,=,. 
Ill-.  's 
what would work best in 
certain situations," said Jules 
Cossette, emergency response 
services officer from the Van- 
couver egional office. 
Instructors used old oil and 
gas tanks, laid out to resemble 
a commuter-sized airplane. 
Three hundred gallons of un- 
leaded automotive fuel, which 
bums in a fashion similar to 
aviation fuel, were used per 
fire. 
Once the airplane and sur- 
rounding area was soaked with 
fuel, the fire was lit. One 
firefighter estimated the fire 
"4t r' ' " "  ~~,  ,~r  
& 
was in excess of 2000 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 
Once the plane was ignited 
the drivers of two firetrucks 
waiting nearby paused to 
detemfine the direction the 
wind was blowing, and drove 
toward the fire with the wind 
at their backs, to keep the 
smoke and heat away. 
The Terrace airport is a par- 
ticularly good location for an 
exercise since the wind 
switches direction frequently, 
explained Cossette. This re- 
quired the firefighters to con- 
stantly make adjustments on 
...,~ ....... ,~ -., 
the scene. 
During each exercise both 
trucks concentrated on ex- 
tinguishing the fire on one side 
of the airplane to create a res- 
cue path for the imaginary pas- 
sengers. 
Aqueous Film Forming 
Foam (AFFF) was used to ex- 
tinguish the majority of the 
blaze, and then individual 
firefighters mopped up using 
sodium carbonate powder. 
The crash site fires were ex- 
tinguished in an average of 
three minutes. 
• : , .~" '~t,~ tq r i~,~.. . /  " .2 , . .~ . .~  ~ "~"~u~ 
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 t, , THE MEDICS WAREHOUSE 
"Your One Stop Shop For All Your 
First Aid and Safety Supply Needs." 
Crutch Rental Now Available 
4546 Lazelle Ave. J IM LAMBERT 
Terrace, B.C. Phone 635-6675 
V8G 1S2 Fax 635-4979 
TRAVEL TAL 
FIJI 
The Off Shore Islands 
For sheer escapism and fulfillment there Is nothing to 
match FlJi's off shore islands, each with its own unique 
character, but all sharing the natural serenity and /.,~ 
breathtaking sense of freedom that only small tropical 
islands possess. 
As you would expect, Island resorts are great places i ]~ I 
for exploring the reefs and all manner of water activities. 
But, as in ell of Flil there is no obligation for you to do ~ / -,... I 
anything at all The relaxed Island atmosphere is very ~ '~,~ 
conducive to simply lazing In the sun with a long cool 
drink, chatting with new friends or lust being glad to be ,m . 
free of pressures from a world seemingly left far behind. ~ ,  
Just a few kllometres off the coast from Nadl Interna . . . .  .-._. 
tional airport, the Mamanuca Islands are home to the in- ~ )  
timate Island resorts of .Castaway, Matamanoa, 
Tokoriki,. Treasure, Plantation, Maria and Musket Cove. 
All are easily accessible and well recommended. A 
short distance away Beachcomber Island is a favourite - -r-r-r-F 
with the younger set. To the east, Toberua Island is = 
renowned as one of the w. orld's best hideaways and for 
the diving enthusiast here are few intemailonai lees- ~ 
tions that can match the northern Islands of Qamea or ~ </ ~.~ 
Matagl off the coast of Taveunl, or the value of Kontikl 
Resort and Na Koro near Savusavu. t,, .,~ .'~ I ,~tf'~d 
In Fill. every Island Is Very special and there is a very ,~ 
special island waiting for you. ' / _  {'( '~" ~ l  
I FIRST CHOICE TRAVEL 
~/..~TRAVE TERRACE, B.C.  V8G 1R6 
635-2277 
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Witness 
to L.A. 
inferno 
TERRACE .- Bob Beckett 
fought more fires in one day in 
riot-torn Los Angeles than he has 
in the two years that he's been 
Terrace's fire chief. 
He went to L.A. on his own va- 
cation time to ride along with fire 
fighters there and to learn about 
their techniques. 
He knew about the riots before 
he got on the plane in Vancouver. 
"It didn't deter me," he said on 
returning to Terrace last week. "I 
recognized that that in itself 
would be quite an adventure." 
Beckett arrived April 30 -- the 
morning after the surprise acquit- 
tal of  police officers charged with Bob BeckeR 
the beating of Rodney King -- to were. 
find aeity inflames. He said he and other fire 
"It was like being in a war fighters battling one blaze in 
zone," he said. "My mouth was south-central L.A., wearing full 
wide open in awe at this terrible breathing apparatus, had to con- 
devastation that was happening, tend with looters trying to get in- 
Just everywhere places were on side the burning building. 
fire." "Looters were coming by us 
Although all such ride-along and going in the back door," he 
programs had been cancelled, said. 
Eeekett says an exception was "It was just hoodlums, in my 
made.in his case. After signing a estimation, taking advantage of a 
waiver and being issued a flak situation," he said, adding that for 
jacket, he was whisked off to a every rioter screaming 
heavily guarded police and fire obscenities at them there were 
command centre was thrown into dozens of concerned citizens 
action, helping them out. 
"We continued all afternoon, "It was an experience of a 
literally going from fire to fire to lifetime," Beckett said, but noted 
fire," Beekett said. "In the eve- that the desperation of  the situa- 
ning we would pass four or five tion had an effect on what could 
fires on the way to our assigned be learned. 
fire." "The fire fighting was not 
"Everywhere we were driving textbook fire fighting," he said, 
there were large plumes of noting that procedures go out the 
smoke." window under such circum- 
At one point, Beekett and the stances. 
fire fighters in the truck appar- "It was roll up, put lots of water 
ently came under sniper fire. on, and roll on to the next one.' 
Although Beekett noticed noth- Beekett also did an eight-hour 
ing, a California Highway Patrol shifiwith a paramedic unit. 
officer later mentioned seeing a His four-day tour of duty in Los 
bullet ricochet off the pavement Angeles wrapped up May 3 with 
in front of the truck, a stint ~ith fF~.,~gbt%rs;~.n,~Rilb', 
Becke tt said he was surprised at wood, a much quieter and safer 
how opportuMstic'.the looters place. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I t ' s  
• t ' . ' . :""  
act  ....... 
- -  Library usage has more than doubled since 1979. 
- -  60070 of  the population served by the Library are library 
members. 
- -  Over the last 13 years library membership has increased by 
81070.  
- -  The number of requested books is up 185% over the same 
period. 
m 
la k of  space. 
fact .i.. 
We.al l  need room to grow - -  
• : , .  say yes to the " 
Library Expansion on 
' June 20,  : : : i  
I I I  
14°7o  of  the library's collection is now in storage because of  a 
- -  lt's a fact . we need your support on Saturday, June 20. 
I 
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Special thanks to all 
our contributors and 
correspondents for 
their time and 
talents. 
'i 
F ,  D ITORIA I ,  
1 - -  - -  I 
The next st,: p 
Take a tour of the area nowadays and one 
thing stands out -  an awful lot of people 
are building an awful lot of houses. 
It,s a sign of continuing population 
growth as Terrace and area takes firm hold 
on bee.ruing the largest concentration of 
people in the northwest. 
Yet there is a danger in all of this. Con- 
tinued growth without a rational frame- 
work of where development should go and 
what facilities and services are needed 
eould result in a mess. How many more 
Bobsein Crescents are out there? Will the 
continuing rezoning hassles faced by the 
city continue forever? 
This leads to the inescapable conclusion 
that local government structures must 
change if the area is to properly provide for 
its people and if there is to be a decent 
quality of life and opportunity heading into 
the next century. 
The change, like it or not, could very well 
be an expanded Terrace which will take in 
the heavily urbanized area of Thomhill 
surrounding the city. It hasn't made much 
sense for several years and won't  make 
any sense in the next years for Thornhill to 
remain as it is or for Terrace to try and 
serve its own citizens as well as those on 
its fringes. 
At the same time, the population of the 
two native .bands in the area is growing. 
They are fast moving beyond the semi- 
isolated reserves forced upon them yeats 
ago. As the bands also grow in economic 
terms, so will the need for better communi- 
cation and administrative structures with 
other local governments. 
The great advantage is that a change in 
local governments can take place in time 
before serious problems crop up. It would 
be nice to be ready for something instead 
of having to always react after the fact. 
¢- 
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kilts our k2 .  , - -  
I'erfect choice 
for Ombudsman 
- i 
! 
Miss Terrace VICTORIA -- British Colum- bia is looking for a new om- 
budsman. An all-party legisla- 
tive committee is busy right 
Miss Terrace 1992's reign is different reallvhadnocholcebuttofollowsuit now, sereeningmorethanl00 
Th;re ' l l  be those who welcome the 
applications from all over the from those of her predecessors. That's be- end country from people who 
cause she is the last of her kind. The of the Miss Terrace pageant. They don't do 
organizing committee is abandoning the . . . . . . .  , , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  so with any mal ice.but do, feel: that.such 
~fnal~-~Shl~:.., ,, ,,,. p~g~ant• • concept m . . . . .  fa~,our of things are perhaps atad sexist.in the 908 -a.  
an event that chooses e i ther 'a  'y0ung c i rcumstance  that leads to  unfortunate 
woman or a young man as ambassador for 
the city. 
Miss Terrace dates back to 1973 when 
the local Jaycees first made application to 
the Miss PNE pageant. This application 
was granted in 1983 and the Jaycees put on 
the event until last year when a committee 
of interested people took over. 
That Miss PNE connection is important 
because organizers this year did away with 
it and are staging a young ambassadors 
event instead. Miss Terrace organizers 
stereotyping. 
And there'll be those that will view the 
pageant's departure as the conclusion of 
something valuable for the entrants and for 
the community. 
Of course, the big question is whether 
there will be any male entrants in next 
year's event. If indeed the effort of society 
is toward equality of the sexes, then males 
will have to participate. If they don't, those 
efforts toward equality will suffer. 
And, they' re c,ffl 
Valuable prizes may change 
derbies from c0me-as-you-are 
romps into worthwhile sweep- 
stakes. Already babies have to 
produce their birth certificates 
to enter. 
In last Saturday's Skeena 
Mall diaper derby,, every 
entrant received a Kimberly- 
Clark T-shirt, and each of the 
six winners won a little tikes 
toy; entrants also received an 
Overwaitea certificate for 
Huggies. 
At the moment, derby rules 
are  simple. Once a baby 
crawls, his mother may not 
touch him. She can, though, 
coax him toward the finish 
line by whatever shameless 
means he chooses -- jumping 
up and down in mock excite- 
ment, making goofy noises, or 
tempting him with his 
favourite toy or juice bottle. 
And the judges' decision is 
final. 
But as toys get. more ex- 
pensive, diaper derbies could 
become as regulated as 
Olympics with babies weigh- 
ing in, wearing sleek 
aerodynamic disposable, to be 
assigned a back number like a 
skier. What Kimberly-Clark 
launched as a friendly promo- 
tion of their product Huggies 
may turn into a free-for-all 
among parents jockeying for 
generous jackpots. 
Be prepared for time trials to 
eliminate shy dawdlers; af- 
fidavits attesting to length of 
pre-race naps; and blood tests 
,.rou0. I l l ' '  Bifocals 
by C laudet te  Sandeck i  
to rule out "barb loading". 
Look for sponsor loges 
silkscreened on the twelve- 
foot gym mats, foul line 
referees, and derby fans 
waving pompous. Limits may 
be set on the number of family 
members allowed near the 
racetrack. 
About that ime, those whose 
free time is taken up fighting 
causes will declare derbies ex- 
ploit babies. The Social Ser- 
vices can anticipate an 
anonymous tip of cruel aban- 
donment, referring to mothers 
who deposit heir offspring at 
the starting line, then nip to 
the other end of the mat to 
bribe their befuddled babes to 
creep toward their outstretched 
hands. 
Mothers who skirmish, con- 
testing to judges' decision, 
will cause police to be sum- 
moned to lay an assault charge 
against he lady lest bloodied. 
Some puritan who considers 
an exchange of glances a 
prelude to a life of wantonness 
will picket for cancellation of 
the derby, on the grounds 
crawling across a borrowed 
gym mat could be the slippery 
slope, 
Human Rights will lobby 0t- 
tawa to declare diaper derbies 
illegal, arguing they exploit 
defenceless juveniles for the 
entertainment of insensitive 
grownups. 
Advertisers will file suit in 
federal court charging Huggies 
are stooping to a new low to 
boost sales. Lotteries will sniff 
that diaper derbies encroach 
on their traditional fund rais- 
ing base. And school boards •
will maintain even such 
laissez-faire competition 
damages young peoples' self 
esteem. 
Diaper derbies could end up 
all wet. 
would like to become the pro- 
vince's third ombudsman. 
: We've become fairly used to 
the idea of having an om- 
budsman to whom ordinary 
folks can complain about un- 
fair treatment a the hands of 
the government. But it wasn't 
always o. 
During the 1979 election 
campaign, then premier Bill 
Bennett, looking for a second 
mandate, promised greater 
government accountability. 
If the Socreds were to be re- 
elected, Bennett crowed from 
the hustings, the government 
would bring in both an auditor 
general and an ombudsman. 
The former would scrutinize 
the government's fi cal habits, 
while the latter would protect 
the proverbial little guy from 
big brother government. 
The Socreds were re-elected 
and kept their promise, setting 
up two new agencies -- the 
auditor general's office and 
the ombudsman's office. 
After screening hundreds of 
applicants, an all-party selec- 
tion committee hired Karl 
Friedmann as British Colum- 
bia's first ombudsman. 
Friedmann, who came to 
British Columbia from the 
University of Calgary, was an 
expert in ombudsmanship, 
having cut his academic teeth 
on it, but what he possessed in
abundance -- subject knowl- 
edge -- he lacked in diplo- 
macy. 
To Friedmann, the govern- 
ment was always the potential 
enemy. If he believed that 
someone was treated unfairly 
by the government he would 
go for the throat rather than 
accept a compromise. 
In numerous public reports, 
Friedmann dumped on the 
,_  'roo tsrs!j I SUMME.  .i 
..... 
I iJ,,  " -k ,  
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From the • 
Cap i ta l  / 
by Huber t  Beyer  
• Socreds, and managed to total- ing MI..As from all three 
ly alienate the government, parties, is putting together a 
Cabinet ministers would get short]ist of 10 candidates most 
mad when someone mentioned suitable to succeed Own as 
Friedmann's name. ombudsman. 
I remember asking John David Mitchell, one of the 
Reynolds one day, after he had Liberal members of the corn- 
delivered a particularly heavy mittee, told me the biggest 
broadside against Friedmann challenge was to come up with• 
in the Legislature, whether he someone of Owen's qualifica- 
hated all Krauts or just Freid- tions. 
mann. He assured me with a Now, I can't be sure that the 
grin that I was still on his person I'm talking about has 
Christmas list. actually applied for the job, 
When Friedmann's term ex- nor would I put him on the 
pired, Peter Bazowski, one of spot by asking him, but I know 
the Socreds' favourite trouble if I were him, I would have 
shooters, was installed as ac- applied. 
ring ombudsman, a position he The person I'm talking about 
held for about a year and a is Brent Parfitt, deputy ore- 
half. budsman and ombudsman for 
The second ombudsman to children and youth. 
be appointed was Stephen I wouldn't want to denigrate 
Owen, who was in every  Bazowski's contribution to 
respect the antithesis of Fried- ombudsmanship, but it was 
mann. Where Freidmann in- really Parfitt who for those 18 
sisted on publicly rubbing the months looked after the 
government's nose in its own mandate of the ombudsman's 
foibles, Owen made his mark office -- championing the un- 
as a consensus seeker, a sear- derdog -. while Bazowski 
cher for compromise, acted more or less as an ad- 
Owen achieved what eluded ministrator. 
Friedmann, he got results The tricky part of the com- 
while alienating no-one, cam- mitees's job of finding the 
ing the respect of government, right candidate is that the 
opposition and bureaucrats choice must be unanimous. 
alike. We're talking about members 
It was Owen's reputation for of the NDP, the Liberals and 
being able to forge consensus the Socrcds here. Once the 
where others might trigger committee decides on a candi- 
hostilities that got him his new date, it will recommend him or 
job as chief of the Commis- her to the legislature. 
sion on Resources and En- I think the committee could 
vironment, a job that may do a lot worse than picking 
prove infinitely more difficult Parfitt, and I can only hope 
than that of ombudsman, that this endorsement isn't 
Meanwhile, the ombudsman going to be the kiss of death 
selection committee, compris- for him. 
SACRED 
GROUND 
Lava beds become 
a provincial park 
NEW MYANSH -- When your 
boots crunch across the moon- 
scape of the Nass valley, it's 
more than just a lava flow you're 
walking on. 
To  the Nisga'a people of the 
valley, it's sacred ground. 
The molten rock that flowed 
across the va!ley some 250 years 
ago buried two native villages 
there. 
Now, with the creation of a new 
provincial park in the lava beds, 
the dramatic landscape isgoing to 
make the valley a tourist destina- 
tion. 
"To The Nisga'a, the lava fields 
have always been sacred," said 
Nisga'a Tribal Council president 
Alvin McKay at the ceremony of_ 
fieially opening a Nisga'a 
Memorial Lava Bed Park earlier 
this month: "The announcement 
of this park commemorates the 
destruction of two Nisga'a vil- 
lages, where as many as 2,000 of 
our ancestors lost their lives." 
The flow came from a volcanic 
cone in the Tseax valley. The 
lava flowed 30kin north to the 
Nass valley, where it spread out, 
forming a huge plain l lkm long 
and 5km wide. 
From alpine ridges on Mt. 
Hoeft and Mt. Priestly on the 
eastern part of the park, visitors 
can get superb views of the Nass 
valley and the lava flow. 
Mountain goats and grizzly bears 
can be found on the slopes. And 
in the valley, examples can be 
found of smooth and rough lava 
flows, volcanic caves aud hollow 
tree molds. 
The park covers 17,683 hec- 
tares, including all of the lava 
beds. 
MeKay said the park brings 
protection to the lava beds, help- 
ing to prevent "the desecration" 
of the area. 
Plans are in the works for 
tourist developments, and Nisga'a 
park rangers could be stationed in 
the lava beds as early as this sum- 
mer .  
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NISGA'A  MEMORIAL LAVA BED PARK became official at a signing ceremony in New Aiyansh 
e~ii'lier this month during the 35th annual Nisga'a convention. 
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Lake, The cone is about six kilometres up the lava flow from the 
Nisga'a Highway, and is a common destination for hikers, 
The story of the lava 
t 
Tim following is an account of quite amusing to see the salmon heat from the rocks was very 
the destructive lava flow -. an 
estimated 250 )/ears ago -- that 
killed many of the aboriginal 
people of the Nass, as told by 
Peter Nisyok, of Gitlakdamix, in 
192Z 
Before the volcanic eruption, 
there was a large lake where the 
present lava beds are. The Nass 
River ran on the east side of the 
valley and the White-Spring Sal- 
mon tributary ran into the Nass. 
The different wilps (houses) of 
the Nisga'a had camps and Irails 
at different places along the river. 
The Gitlakdamix were east of the 
tributary and the Gitwinksihlkw" 
(people-of-the-lizards) were on 
swimming with the slate showing great even after they had 
above the water. Not long after solidified. 
these boys started to make fun of Much later they reached the 
the salmon, the eruption occurred, destroyed village and located the 
At first it was only~big smoke, site:.of~,~:,,Chief~, hous¢~ where i
as if a house'were bilrning up. the gir l~!!i i~.i left. ,Tbeie the~ • 
The fire then began to slide down saw÷he~l~i;~!i~£gu~e~wllh a 
the mountainside, Coming Very., 'he~td~l~g:~e~"dl~g',d0~h~t0 
slowly. When the people started her Shoiilders'~: She was quite 
to smell it, they began to suffo- 
cate, and their bodies grew stiff. 
The Gitwinksihlkw on the far 
side of the river began to dig 
holes in the grou,d and bury 
themselves. The Gitlakdamix did 
likewise. A few people were 
asphyxiated, especially at 
Gitwinksihlkw, because that vii- 
recognizable, with all the same 
features, only now she was a 
small pillar of lava reek. 
After the smoke had gone and 
the poison of the volcano had 
ceased to come down, the waters 
of the lake turned into steam and 
fire. 
Many people ran away, but 
the west. lage was lower, others stayed behind. The stones 
~For, many. years the people, had-.. In another..'villag~, a, young~ ~t.umed,r.ed.h~t~ r~#.q.~ qh 
heard~ahe~,trumbhngs :,:from,. the;: woman was, mlpuberty, seclusion .for many~ ,:~ays.L,rTli~,,,vWhtt.e7 
• " ' '" ' " .... ": ! " : "S" in" : "~a , . . .... v.._ :. mountams;~,They, thought this m a, small room at the ,eat'of her pr g- lntOla RiVer Was all 
noise might be supernatural. The house. In this panit:, she was bl6eked and dried up. 
people had been hearing sounds 
from the mountains for about 
three years. 
The year of the eruption, a 
group of boys caught humpback 
salmon, slit their backs, and in- 
serted a piece of slate. The youths 
had been instructed on the sacred- 
ness of all life and knew that hey 
were going against he teachings 
of their elders. The boys found it 
forgotten by those Who fled. 
The whole village was 
destroyed and burned by lava. 
Long after the eruption, when the 
lava seemed to have cooled Off, 
the people went to explore. 
To ascertain whether the going 
was safe, they threw dogs down 
in front of them. As long as the 
dogs sank into the molten reek, 
the people did not proceed. The 
After many years, water began 
to flow once more. A new stream 
ran into the Nass, and a big lake 
began to fill up back of the 
mountains. This lake is now Sii 
T'ax (Lava Lake). When the lake 
had filled up, it began to overflow 
into the Nass, through the creek 
nov,, called Sii Aks (New Water) 
and it has continued to run up this 
new stream. 
Nisga'a language taught in school 
NEW AIYANSH -- Vema Wil- reasons Nisga'a leaders set up 
NISGA'A TEACHER Verna Williams instructs students in the 
Nisga'a language at Nishga Elementary.Secondary School in 
The Start is for people 
New Aiyansh. Teaching the language was a main goal of Nlsga'a 
leaders when they started their own school district in 1974. 
liams was one of the lucky ones. 
A survivor of the residential 
school system, she can still speak 
her own language. In fact she 
now leaches Nisga'a to a younger 
generation at Nishga Elementary- 
Secondary School in New 
Aiyansh. 
"I went to a residential school 
where we were strapped if we 
ever spoke our own language," 
she says. "We had to whisper 
around if we wanted to speak our 
own language. Most of the people 
who went there forgo t it." 
Now most of the teens walking 
the corridors -- with their Air Jor- 
dan sports wear and Detroit Bulls 
jackets -- can speak some of the 
language. But it's not heard often 
outside the classroom. 
Nisga'a is mandatory for all 
students until Grade 7, at which 
point it becomes an elective, 
They can take it through to Grade 
12, and it's recognized as a see- 
end language for university- 
transfer purposes. 
Helping the children learn the 
language was one of the main 
their own school district in the 
Nass Valley in 1974. 
Bert McKay, one of the first 
trained Nisga'a teachers in the 
valley and one of the leaders of 
the move to take control of the 
education system, says the culture 
would have disappeared without a 
school district of their own. 
"Once you allow your language 
to die, your culture dies," says 
MeKay. "It's inseparable." 
The language is used at all 
Nisga'a feasts and ceremonies. 
Without it, traditional Nisga'a 
culture and the hereditary chief 
system could not function. 
With many of the older genera- 
tion having lost the language dur- 
ing the years in residential school, 
the new school district launched a
concerted effort to teach the lan- 
guage. 
The result, he says, is that an 85 
per cent drop-out rate has been 
completely reversed, and today 
all Ntsga'a children have a good 
opportunity o learn the language. 
"Our people will never be as- 
similated," he vows. 
Reward, 
windows. 
A reward has been of- 
fered. It is worth $500, 
The reward is offered by 
the Vandal Watch com- 
mittee. 
A lot o f  car windows 
were smashed. Vandals 
did this. 
This took place the 
night of May 9, 
Police say nearly 20 ear 
II, 
O 
windows were broken in I f  you know who 
Terrace, Thornhill and at smashed the windows,  
Kitsumkalum. call 635-5556. 
It will take more than Your  name will be kept 
$5,000 to replace the secret. 
New flag 
Canada has a special 
birthday July 1. 
It will be 125 years old. 
This special flag was 
made foi the birthday. 
The lady in the picture 
is Kathy Lloyd, She 
works for the federal 
govemrnent. 
She gave this flag to 
mayor Jack Talstra, 
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r g ! er All playing fields in the Tar- | 
O U race and Thornhill area I
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monthly, this program will | 
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Brown. This particular article or Death Squads?" hopefully he will now stick to 
was entitled "A Sell Job for the 
big Corporations." 
Mr. Rob Brown does not state 
where his research took him, but 
it is my opinion that he used the 
research paper that was commis- 
sioned by NDP Bob Skeily who 
happens to be from my riding of 
Alberni on Vancouver Island. 
If Mr. Brown had done full re- 
search he would have also been 
aware that his federal representa- 
tive Mr. Fulton had on his staff 
Colleen McCrory of the Valhalla 
Society who was one of the 
people instrumental in "saving" 
South Moresby. 
It would be in the best interest 
of the so-called environmental 
movement to discredit he share 
groups of B.C. (was there a con- 
This question was repeated and 
again the answer was "No", That 
being the case the taxpayers 
should be asking why were tax 
dollars used to spread un- 
substantiated rumour, innuendo 
and guilt by possible association 
to discredit the share groups. 
Mr. Brown would be bet- 
ter believed if he had done 
his homework and at least 
talked to the share groups. 
Could it just be that the rural 
voice of B.C. through the share 
groups is finally being heard and 
making the so-~lled 'environ- 
what his column implies "an- 
gling", maybe he will do better at 
that topic. 
To the editor, if Mr. Brown is to 
continue his ramblings in your 
newspaper it would be a credit o 
your readers to have the column 
title changed to reflect what he 
really is writing about. 
In closing let me also say that 
the citizens of the Terrace area 
should become more familiar 
with their local issues as it relates 
to land use, be it for forestry, 
mining, cattle grazing, agricul- 
ture, wilderness and urban settle- 
menu 
Just look to the Kitlope, Khut- 
zeymateen, Seven Sisters etc. and 
wait till the so-called preser- 
vationists take your area by 
nection?) mental groups accountable for storm. 
If Mr. Brown would have been what hey say and do? Carol Lundy 
more diligent in his so-called re- Mr. Brown would be better Port Alberni, B.C. 
• ' s no  ev i l  There'
Dear Sir: active in our lives~ And we can classmates at Nirvana, 
As a member of Nirvana surely tell the difference be- There are many different 
Metaphysics and Healing tween a positive, healing ener- ways to come to God's love. 
Centre, aspiritual healer, and a gy showering us with love and No one way is the absolute 
United Church raember, I light,, and one filled with true path for all. And evil 
would like to respond to negativity, fear and darkness, doesn't lurk behind the door at 
Kaeleen Bruce's letter. Nirvana just because some fear 
I am truly amazed at the fear . In my way of ..~inking, th!s the spirit contact. Let go of 
generated by Kaeleen, as if we m no way contradmta he basic your fear. Experience God's 
are tying to entice weak- creed and beliefs of the United love in your own way, but ex- 
minded souls into our web for Church of Canada. There is tend to us the same courtesy. 
terrible purposes. Step Out of still a welcoming spot for me Show the tolerance Jesus had 
your fear, and open your eyes in the Choir loft every Sunday, for.all people. 
and your heart. Many people and the congregation at Knox Shalom, 
from a all walks of life come to United is truly my faith family. Frances Birdsell, 
Nirvana to learn to meditate, 
.and come in closer contact 
with their higher selves. 
'The i~ssons ~heip ~Sto"under- 
stand our sp~ztual journey m 
this life. We ~zre able to bring 
greater peace, joy and light 
into our lives as a result of de- 
veioping aspiritual discipi'me. . . . . .  
I am privileged to have heal, 
ing energy around me, and  
have learned to channel this 
energy for spiritual healing, 
both in laying on of  hands and 
telepathically. In most Chris- 
tian Churches this would be 
called Jesus' healing power. I
consider that it is all God's 
love or universal energy, one 
and the same, however you 
choose to name it. 
And I do feel ever so 
honoured to have it flow so 
Strongly through me, and to be 
of service to others in healing. 
We can all have direct com- 
munication With the spirit 
• . ./SUMMER 
. [ j / / / ]  HIGH PERFORMANCE 
I IT AU. STARTS 
~_g~/~ I THURSDAY, MAY 28 
I Ski & Cycle 
£/7 I ~ 101 First Ave. E. 
IIIIII I Prince Rupert 
It comes loaded 
with a lot of stuff 
and room to stuff a lot! I 
Looking for an affordable family car • AM/FM stereo cassette 
with loads of room and tons of features? For value, the Passer wagon is the stuff 
. Seats five adults that dreams are made of. 
. Fold-down rear seats ~ Test drive one today II 
' 521 litre luggage capacity ' ~W'A'~, • 
• Airconditioning h~/d  pae~, t  S~Itll q"~n* I 
• Height adjustable steering wheel ~k~VAkv l~ ~l~lt, i l L-lIJf~-~Ji J II ' 
• Heated side mirrors ~ I 
"Based on manulaclurer's suggested lelatl plice fol wagon with 5-speed manual transm,sslon 
GST, oplions, freight and pre-delivery mspechon extra Dealer may sell lot less [ [  
Co lumbia  Auto  Hans  Ltd. ~ I 
But so also are the healers and Terrace, B.C. , .=  ~ Sgi[! 
Centre extends:,,il! 
heal ,ng prayers  t ' 
Dear Sir: 
In response to the letter by 
Kaelee/; Bruce ~May 13, 
1992), I would like to make a 
few corrections but will not 
argue religion. 
First of all I am Mrs. not Ms. 
Gregg and I am s fully 
qualified metaphysical teacher 
and a Metaphysical Minister 
and Doctor of Metaphysics of  
the University of Metaphysics, 
a recognized university and 
have documents on the wall for 
anyone to see. 
I am also a full status mem- 
ber of the Federation of 
Spiritual Healers, of which 
 p18 FULL COLOUR 
ROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
PORTRAITS ONE OFFER PER FAMILY 
ohs ortl  
healing centres all over the 
world. 
We are not a New Age centre 
(actually there is nothing new 
about this teaching, we are a 
serious learning centre for 
spiritual awareness, healing 
and self healing. 
we are a metaphysical nd 
healing centre. 
Our hearts are not hardened 
in any way and in fact we 
thank you for your prayers and 
we send you our healing 
prayers as well. 
Love and light, 
Dr. Laurel Gregg, 
,Nhvana Metaphysic and 
4647 Lakelae Ave., Terrace 
Thursday & Friday, May 28 & 29 -- 10.8 Call For Appointment 635-7281 
Saturday, May 30 -- 10 • 5 
9 9 package offer features 
our selection (1 pose) 
on traditional 
blue background 
ON DELIVERY 
$2.00 Sitting Fee 
PACKAGE OFFER: 
1-8x10", 1-5x7" 
16 WALLET SIZE (2xl *) 
"AVDroxlmate Measurem~nt~ 
world, with0uthaving a minis- members are used by clinic, Healing Centre, 
ter as an intermediary. God i s hospitals and other related Terrace, B.C. ~ '~___s .%/ J  L~"x  / " .~  
Rental disputes require 
n to fg  !d s ' ' ewse  u aline S IMPLY  
DcarSir: Landlord-Tenant disputes, refuse to allow apoorly setup. ~~'  IRRESISTIBLE ~ ~ ~  I feel myself being checked On questioning a court worker, overly oiled system to dampen 
and checkmated in a I was told that I would have to my spirit. 
bureaucratic game. I have a apply with the $25 fee and 0iat I, as many others, need to 
dilemma that a lot of people fee would be forfeited if the have a set guideline to follow 
may find themselves in. ease was not acceptable for if we find ourselves inn shared ~ j -~J-~~~~....__._.~ 
At present, and becoming small claims court, accommodation landlord- 
more prevalent in the future, I feel as if I'amaway,Slipping tenant dispute. : " " ~ :  " :~-~'"'~'~• ~ ~ - -  i~:~_":.~i= J ~ ' ~ / ~ - / ~ / '  [I 
we will find a large percent of through well greased fingers '~.."- ~ 
the population living in shared and I should shrdg my Sincerely, 
accommodation because of a shoulders and walk but I Kathy Corbett ' " " ' ~ .  
low rental vacancy and high 
cost of living. The Terrace Support police Y0u w0n't be able to resist these daily dinner specials 
rallies needed 
should be re- 
• " Wednesday, May 20 - -  Beef Ragu 
Thursday, May 21 - -  Roast Beef 
Friday, May 22 - -  Seven Seas 
Saturday, May 23 - -  Roast Turkey with Sage Stuffing 
Sunday, May 24 - -  Veal Scallopine 
Monday, May 25 - -  Closed 
Tuesday, May 26 - -  Fried Chicken 
All are prepared by our master chef and are served with 
vegetable and potatoes and are only 
O OUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
L RESORT LTD. 
. 798-2214 
$10.95.. 
rental vacancy is 0.08%. 
I was recently renting aroom 
with the remainder of the 
house to share and at the end 
of the tenancy I found myself 
in a dispute with the former 
landlady over the return of my 
security deposit. 
On following the avenues of 
resources to the renter I found 
I fall into a "Catch 22" situa- 
tion. The B.C. Renters Associ- 
ation will not verify I am ac- 
ceptable for arbitration without 
the $35 application fee. This 
fee is forfeited if my case is 
unacceptable because of the 
shared accommodation. 
It was suggested that it may 
fall under a different common 
law act and I should go 
through small claims court. On 
viewing the reference booklet 
for small claims court, it is 
slated that'they do not accept 
Authority 
established and the spirit of 
rebellion quenched. 
It all begins when the media 
instigate unrest, when people 
turn their backs on God and 
His laves, when the Bible is 
removed from public schools, 
when preachers turn liberal, 
and when churches become 
empty. 
The slogan of the French ray- 
olutton was, "No God, no 
master". Our generation says 
the same thing. History repeats 
Dear Sir: 
We need more "police 
brutality"I The leftist media 
says,"The youth is frustrated". 
Clear thinking productive 
people say,"We are frustrated 
and fed-up about growing 
numbers o f  not studying, not 
willing to work, looting, 
vandalizing kids, who prefer a 
street life of dope, alcohol, sex, 
and mind destroying rock 
"music." 
But there is also good news. 
There is a group rallying be- 
hind :the police in Toronto that itself and we are not learning 
are no fascists and they say, our lessons• 
"Th, e police should not be 
handcuffed"; We' fieed m6re Bill Homburg,/  i : i l  
rallies like that in our nation. Te/race, B.C. 
Wednesday. May 20.1992 - Page a7 
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2-year 
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Coupon 
FREE DRAW! 
$300.00 Diamond Earrings 
'Name 
Address 
~:~,  c,~/~o.,~ 
~ ~ ,  Phone 
Must be 18 years of age or older, 1 entry per person 
":;9]:~;' 
r; 
i;::;? 
~N 
IN 
i:~g+ 
'If i++ i ?i;:'b:::-;: 
~ " N O W  ON ~LAYAWAY! ~: .... : : 
. . . . . .  . :: :. . : : • . . . . . .  : : .. : -.::.. ,. :: : ! : . :  : : : .  ::.::.: : i : : : :  : ,  
l +-+,Smm2+'mrand sA,-~.99 clasps 
PAP $975 00 SALE 'r~ Jl' ~:~ :i::: .00 ~ I .:~-i:i:.i: 
DIAMOND CLUSTER :i.: . . . . .  
D I N N E R R I N G S i:: :i: 
1/4 carat TW 1]2 carat TW :i:i~: 
Diamonds Diamonds :i. 
~+:.f?:!,~.~: ...................................... ....... 
' _r.enta. < 
, 
AND ~ ::: ';°~: 5-6mm 7 b;ac;let 
::::. t.~.:. PAP $220.00 
CLOCKS ,...~..~, 
SALE $ 99  SAVE ~;~:!~ 
UPTO i:~~;4 5-6mm 16 strand ' $ l d " l l r l i99  Hand 
6 £ ~ 0  ~i  ++':++~+ ~ ' +:~PAP $418.00 SALE JL ++ ~?, knotted. 
++:;::+ 5-6mm 18" strand Sir') I I"199 .,~,.,~  14 karat 
• ,!~;;i~'!i; PAPS460.00 SALE ,~  JL~::~ gold 
Citizen S-year ,,,,,,-~ 
• guarantee ~":+ ~'~ 
Examplos: !:ii 
Ladies'Cardinal s34,,~ :/!:i++ 
PAP $89.95 SALE :::i:) 
,::e,-,t'sc,ro,.,, +39:"' .ii! ii i PAP $105.00 SALE • : 
1/4 camt TW 
Diamonds 
GI OLD 
• CHAINS 
Save up to 
55 
10 KARAT TWISTED OUT SERPENTINE 
7" Bracelet ........................... PAP $17.95 SALE$9.99  
16" Chain .......................... PAP $35.95 SALE $17 .99  
18" Chain ....... : ................. PAP $39.95 SALE $19 .99  
20" Chain ......................... PAP $43.95 SALE $21 .99  
22" Chain .......................... PAP $47.95 SALE $23 .99  
nnt r=et lnn  ~n ~n= f i PAP $875.00 PAP $1649.00 PAP $3295.00 ! :~:: ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~  ~ l  
............... :::::.;:::.: .,:: . . . . . . .  , . i Sale ,~.-.-~/~::~ Sale ~:li~::~ Sale 1~::~::~{::~ !1 ~ ~  ~ ~ ~,~! i5~~,~ .~.'~.]1 
1/2carat'~'W -¢'~ ~.~"~f~99 others ~ ~ ]~ ~ J ~ l ~ ' ~ r l ~  : 'SALE 89 " lml i  
PAP $2995.00+ SALE, Y '+~, . ,~#~ . . . .  !rom ~ .  - .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~i ,~,~ Jo, ca, ra~;[W .. ~,+ :~#,. ~ ~.r&m.t ' ,  $11r1991 ~!  i!! 
'+~' '~" + ' " " " " "  - ' - " -  - -  - -  - - - -  D iamond Rings, Gold Perldant% Earr!ngs,:i i i: :: .15caratTW PAP $60:00 SALE i . )~  l ~ l~ i  
;:i?.!~ :; : . :  . i  .i Bracelets~aewelle~ ::i: ii ii i;i:i ~;;i~ i~ii!i!i PAP $345.00 $ I t"l ir '199 Rmm ,L" . - -nn l  ~!1  ! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ '  r ~ . . . . .  . ~ . . . . . . . .  ; IONLY( .10%:  SALE I1~ ~'~'1~'$7500 SALE~I . I~ : :} -o l~ l l  
The DIAMOND ; FRESH '~ ~ .~!!t ~ #~pC~ . . . .  99 7ram S . '~ngg i~!  
• . , ,  . . . .  - EARRING & . .t~;1 ~:l ,~  ~ Y.,\ SP, LE +").79 PAP$135.00 SALE 4 '~ /~m~H:  
~lgge~! PENDANT WATER ~, ~ ~  ~ ,:::~ ~~: : ,  . . . . .  + ~.~ 
Sale Ever ' SETS  ; D I : :AD/Q ~ ~'~ ( / ,~ /  : ! ~ II • '~..-~i~ ~"I \~  ~ /.:1 ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :>~!i::i!i:~ ~' ........ I ....................... I " i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I~ In 10 karat gold hearts .. White i: , t I Specia ' ~ ~ MEN S D • '::ii~ili GRADUATION SPECIALS. 
• ; ii!~ii i, , ;;: GENTS / ~  C~/? , "~ '~ / Earrings : DIAMOND CLUSTER iiii: ~----].~, 
~'1~'~~% 'NN// L~.'~.}~ ,.~ ~-~ PAP $29 95 ~,, ~.+-^--,^, ! 10 karat , ,o ld ili~ 10 KARAT ~:;ii~ tL)L~ 
• SALE ~ :":ii' GOLD PLAIN ~/  Earrings ~ ~ :. ,~ .,, - , -99 PAP $27.95 $ i  ~n 99 '; ~ ~!!~ ,- . . . . . . . . . .  J '~"  "~ 
~-'%.-.~_ ~y  PAP . -+  ~_  ":' v / I . ,1  O^l= /~ ' :i /~)~;E~\  ~ r. l~l~. lru.w/~Lr,  i11,,.._ ~- I I F /  
°°°°° "4~ : : / ~  ~ ~ TOPS ~~.-~---~.." ..I r~ L,~r=f nnlrl SALE ,, : I/" ~ "1 ~i Many omer 
. . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  : . . . . .  strand : ~ l~_~.~l~J  " ~ Pendant ' 16 strand 18 strand 34 !  
PAPS176.95  PAP .... PAPS29.95  PAP$34.95 PAPS39.95 !i ~ ~  ~:  pAP$239,,99S_~.l~.~99ch_o;s_e_~.om~,'~li, ,tvlesto 
SALE $45 co 99  SALE __  ' SALE _ _ SALE __ i~ 1 4 carat TW ~i~.:~. ~L~"  ~ . , s2( .  ~ ~= ~ : - 7 ~ .  +++:.,~ .......... :+,:+,,::,,:++,:+++,+:,:::; ....................................... , .... : .................... ,-- 
:: $1.150.00 SALE /~, /O  ::::::~: . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S999911S.perar , , ,~U, , , ,o . !  ..... + Matchina earrinas available ~/2 caratTW i!i!! LADLES '  S IGNET 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ..... .... PAP $1  ¢~1P 'Xt~99 ii~ 
:': ::i ................ " :  . . . . .  ,,,, , ~: $1,950.00 SALE I! ~ d '~ i~.:.:i . . . . , .  ~ . ~ ~  
SINGLE I TRIPLE DOUBLE I MINI BIRTH i 1 0caratTW ;~! ,<d3~,~,~ ~P~/ I j '~ / , ,~- ,~ 
HEART I HEART I HEART I DIAMOND I STONE ! ~,p . . . .  99 :~;~i r..~ ~ ..2 p'~.(~'T--'~:,;!!~(t"-L-/~'~ 
lO karat gold I 10 karat gold I 10karAatg°ld I 10karatg~d I 10karatgold i|  +~,0ooo ~,Z2599 ,:iiiiiil ~ ' ~ ' ~  
PAP~$.39#~k599 I PAP~$,~49'95 9 I ~ . .~,  I +oae9 I +o~.e ! SHAPE SHAPE PAP 
SALE" I I " J  I SALE'~%/'ZJ[ • I SALE ~ I SALE i,.};::~ I SALE O¢:~ J . . . . . . . .  $14395 
:;~:~:~,, ...... ; ::~ .... : : +..~,;c.iz..!L~.~,~.~i~i~/~(;!:~i P~;tP~ ~' %.7~ ~° s.r~ 
, ( ~  Complete selection of ~-~-~)~ I ! . . ~  r ,~  ^ . ,n~,~ I~1 ::~ P .=~T~.  ~.an  mm=n~ _~ Ti i~ ,~-  , "0  "-" 
/~ /  WEDDING 1~~ I i " ' " "  ,.,,,-,,v,,.,,,,., I~11 " " " 'E .~_  ;~- ' ;~ . : . .~  . . . .  liiii~ Manymor, attr~c,w s ty~ 
BANDS I ~  [ I  R INGS I~1:~; I ~=~in i t ia land  i~ I! , .+- to ohoo,e fror.~ . ,  
~.~/ J  10 and 14 karat gold. ~..'~..._~-~j~' I I~1  I vv,u, ~ , " I ; C , : ~ C , ; , -  li(ii i~i+~;ii;~i;i:~i;:i~,~.:; ~: ;: i.~ i 
Pain, engraved and SAVE ~tto /_  I'°"~'~°" ~,~ I~LI ~~'_  ~;m'  li::!! ~ ........ ; - .... 
diamondset UPTO ~ /U  . I I Many styles ~ ' ~  I1:::;;I ~1~ I ~ E  I;iiii 
..... ; ' '  .,, I ~  e ~-~ !~!!! ~ .~ I~& !!;! DIAMOND RING !~ 
• , ~ ;~:....~ £..:~ ;i;:: PAP $149.00 i~  S , ,ver  P la ted  ~..i~,"'.~-- ~ . I ~ ~ ~ i  I PAP $~19.~99 I ~=~;~'CI~_Cb 99 i PAP $;4~9~O 9 ~ !~!  
. ' ........ : . '~ SALE O~ ~ ~!~j 
W~negr~ibcle~T;rbjWlS~ore ~ .. ii~i:, ~ ~ l l  
,,,so,, 
reduced up to ~ U 70  ~ ' , ~  
Genuine English ~+,%: 
PEWTER ~ +i~++ 
TANKARD +'~ 
PAP s2499 
$38.oo :v,i~ 
~ • ~ ~ ~i' • ~ : ,~ i :~ i  ~: '  /~ ' i~ / i~ ' ] !  ~ 
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Counci! shorts 
Residents to development 
Some Davis Ave. homeowners will oppose a proposed condo- 
minium development omatter what, warns one of its principals. 
Following an informal open house to get residents' views, 
Dennis Palmu told a council committee some had made it clear 
"They would oppose any development, no matter what it was, un- 
til Davis Ave. is widened and paved. 
Ray Lovstad, through is company Wescor, wants to build two 
10-unit condos on property off Eby St. and between Walsh and 
Davis Ayes. The plan calls for the buildings to be located at the 
north and south ends of the lot with the parking lot between and 
exiting on to Eby St. 
Palmu said residents were mainly concerned about increase traf- 
fic. Pointing out there was already congestion at the Walsh and 
Davis intersections, particularly during peak hours, they had 
"feared any further developmentwould only make the situation 
worse.  
Householders on the 4700 block Davis were especially troubled 
because there is at present no way for them to get on to Sparks St. 
"That doesn't give them any alternative means of access when 
Eby is busy," he added. 
Unless the existing traffic problems are dealt with, Palmu said, 
Wescor was going to run into trouble with residents "for reasons 
which are really beyond oar control.' 
The city planning department will now carry out its own survey 
of the neighbourhood. 
City workers settle 
The city's CUPE employees have signed a new one-year agree- 
ment which provides a 50 cent an hour raise baekdated to Jan. 1 
with a further 40 cents beginning July 1. 
Based on the average wage, the deal means city workers will 
end the year earning 4.6 per cent more than they were at the end 
of 1991. 
Administrat°r Bob Hallsor confirmed the increase had been 
anticipated inthe 1992 budget which had been based on a five per 
cent hike in the city's wages bill. 
The benefits package is unchanged from the previous contact 
apart from a minor amendment extending parental leave to bring 
it into line with federal legislation. 
Negotiations on the 1993 contract are expected to begin this fall. 
Drugs, booze and break-ins 
to be enforcement •focus 
The local RCMP's 1992 game plan is to concentrate on offences 
involving drugs and alcohol and combat asharp increase in break- 
and-enters. 
Laying out this year's strategy before aldermen, detachment 
commanding officer Inspector Larry Yeske noted it'had made 
drug and alcohol enforcement a priority for several years now. 
However, it still remained aproblem area. 
Pointing out officers spend a lot of time seizing liquor from in- 
dividuals either drinking in public or their vehicles, he added, 
'we're dumping allons of  it every month." 
Yeske said the community is now experiencing "a terrible rash" 
of break-ins. "We're finding that it's happening 24 honm a day," 
he added. 
Thieves are switching from businesses to homes and that 
heightens the need for involvement in the Neighbourhood *Watch 
program, he said. 
f i i l  i~" i l"  
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
Cali us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(604) 564.1111 
Toll Free: 1.800.663.5103 
DELOI'U'E & TOUCHE INC. 
#0OO- 299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 5B8 
Parking • r i Ch i ldren Need 
Quality Education problem FIRSMTNK~ATIONSTEADIFFERECI~RS 
persists 
TERRACE -- A council corn- son, Bowsher pointed out the 
mittee will today try to resolve a streets outside the Skeena Hotel, 
controversy about two parking Terrace Inn and TilUcum Twin 
spots outside the Inn of the West Theatre were marked with a yei- 
-- for the fourth time. low line. 
Although safety concerns first If the city were "to turn a blind 
prompted by-law enforcement of- eye' for one, he warned it would 
ficer Frank Bowsher to raise the have todo it for all. "The issue is 
issue more than two months ago, the law," said Bowhser. 
it has now come down to a ques- Bowsher suggested the solution 
tion of whether the city should was to put in the yellow line but 
• enforce its parking by-law, also designate that stretch of 
The 15-minnte parking spots Emerson a loading zone. 
are located on Emerson, near the That would allow delivery 
entrance to the hotel's lounge, trucks to as'e it without he risk of 
That area is also used by trucks a parking ticket and give the city 
making deliveries and pick ups the power to tow away any 
for a minimum of 45 minutes, parked vehicles obstructing track 
A further complication, Bow- access. 
sher has pointed out, is the City's And, he emphasized, it would 
own by-law which is based on not prevent people wanting to 
Section 190(h) of the provincial visit nearby businesses from 
Motor Vehicle AcL parking provided their stay was 
That by-law states no parking is only 10 minutes. 
permitted within six metres Alderman Danny Sheridan sug- 
(20ft.) of ati entrance to an hotel, gested abetter solution would be 
And that means the Emerson to make it a loading zone for 
parking spots should be removed specified times of the day and 
and replaced by a yellow line. leave 15 minute parking in place 
Inn of the West manager Deb- the rest of the time. 
bin McIntyre says trucks use the Bowsher said it could only be 
space because of lack of parking done if the by-law was changed 
in the immediate area. and based on Section 120 of the 
At the May 6 planning and pub- Motor Vehicle Act. 
iic works committee meeting, the That, however, would mean all 
last go-around on the issue, she yellow lines throughout the city 
als0 read out letters of support for would have to be removed and 
her position from J'ohn Heighing- parking regulations spelled out in 
ton of Richards Cleaners and Jim signs. 
Wold of Video Stop. Asked by alderman Me Takhar 
As for delivery trucks parking how much the switch would cost, 
beyond the present time limit, she engineering director Stew 
urged the city to "stop making a Christensen was unable to say un- 
federal case out of this and over- til he knew how many signs 
look I've got people parking there would be needed. 
for an hour." The committee decided 
Repeating the present by-law Christensen should obtain that in- 
required a no-parking restriction formation and in the meantime. 
be placed on that stretch of Emer- again postponed a decision. 
To make a difference, please contact: 
' Native Indian Teacher Education Prograna, 
Faculty of Education, University of British Columbia, 
6375 Biological Sciences Road, Vancouver, B.C., V6T 1Z4 
Telephone (604) 822-5240 
Hazelton NITEP Centre, 
Marion eke, Co-ordinator 
Box 339, Hazelton, B.C., V0J 1Y0 
Telephone (604) 842-5833 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 
MAY 31, 1992 
CONTRACTORS! 
HOME BUILDERS! 
WE'VE NAILED DOWN PRICES! 
BOSTITCH PNEUMATIC 
3" S1OD STICK NAILS 
(Fits Model  #N805)  
24,9 
" BOX 
REGULAR $35.00  
• Special Pricing Available On Other Sizes 
In Stock Also 
O,V) NORTHWEST CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
5239 Keith Avenue, Terrace B.C.. VeG 1 L2 
Phone 635-715.8 Fax 635-6156 
Oe,0me&T0uche  "- ,t 47-44UO- :smttners HELP  US HELP  
YOUR COMMUNITY 
ties throughout British Columbia. 
=: . . . .  "~ .~YS"~ "1 priorities. The remaining half goes to general government revenue. 
. • cancelled. 
~ Ideas Be Sure To See Us "X ~'  lthou~ ,overallan,ountcfraoaeyavai[ableha;beeareducec ~ First ~ ~ amuni ants Pro gr;tm to rep ace the oi,1 progr=m. (;rants fr, 
~!~7 Stop In Today And See Our Newly ,,, ~ tal in e. That is, they ~ ill g~ to elig ble con ~mur ity orgat 
~ '  Expanded Kitchen And Bridal Section "7 ~' rove a ;uch as I- ui [dings zn, t c quipme at, not ~ o co,'er opera 
i " "~, ices. ~ ministr,es provid e ~,p~ rating ~ ssistanc .~ to ~tualifyin~ 
I his is : portunit ~, to advise 1 ot r gover~,ment. Plea., e take a ! the following questions and mail to the address given below, by June 15, 1992. 
I Q u E S T I 0 N S 
IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The Ministry of Forests 
Will Be Changing Their 
Billing Process And Procedures 
INVITATION TO ATTEND A PUBLIC MEETING 
III 
To discuss the changes taking place In regards to the new 
collections credit management accounts receivable system. 
THIS SYSTEM WILL IMPACT ALL LICENSEES 
. i i i 
Guest Speaker: Colin Godfrey, 
Revenue Operations 
Manager 
Place: Srnlthers, Bdtish Columbia 
Aspen Motor Inn 
Banquet Room 
Highway 16 
Date: May 27, 1992 
Time: 10:00 - 12:00 a.m. 
I 
Your opinions will help government develop a new capital grants program for communi- " 
This year's provincial budget sets aside half of all lottery proceeds for urgent health care 
That means there is no longer a separate lottery fund and the GO BC program has been 
To ensure that projects have significant local support, provincial capital grant pro- 
grams traditionally pay only 1/3 of the total project costs. Do you think this is 
fair? If not, what portion of the costs do you think the provincial government (that 
is, all the taxpayers of the Province) should contribute? 
. GO BC had a maximum award of $1 million. Given that funds are limited do you 
think British Columbia's communities would benefit more from a few large grants 
or many smaller grants pread throughout the province? What, in your view, 
should be the maximum grant? 
. 
, 
[ . .  . .  .. . ' .  
PLEASE SEND YOUR OPINIONS TO:! 
What types of projects hould NOT qualify for provincial assistance and why? 
Community Grants Branch 
Ministry of Government Services 
1117 Wharf Street 
Victoria, B.C. 
V8W 2Z2 
Ministry of Government Services 
FAX 356-9358 Hen. Lois Boone, Minister 
What types of capital projects hould the provincial government's Community 
Grants Program support? 
. . ( 
Alt ugh the verall mount of money av ilable has been reduc d, we have creat  anew 
Com nity Gr t  ra  !ace ld a G om this program.will be 
capital in nature. That is, they will go to eligiblecommunity organizations to acquire or 
improve assets uch as buildings and equipment, not to cover operat!ng costs or provide 
services. Other i i e operatinga i t e qualifying.organizations. 
T an op ortuni y y ur nment. se few minutes to answer 
~Jl• ° 
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USINESS REVIEW 
i 
Lots of competition 
Students begin annual job search 
TERRACE -- The service and 
retail sector will be the primary 
employer for area students this 
summer, predicts Nicki Karlash 
of the Canada Student Employ- 
ment Centre. 
She and fellow employee Har- 
pal Manhas warn that student un- 
employment in the area is high, 
which increases the competition 
for available jobs. 
The Student Employment 
Centre opened May 4, and on 
May 5, 50 students had already 
Harpal Manhas and Nicki Karlash are working this summer at the Student Employment Centre to 
join students in need of jobs with employers in need of summer help. So far they have more unem- 
ployed students than jobs, and they encourage businesses to sign up with them. 
OUT ANO 
the political end of things and not do some international flights. 
the administrative functions of "k "k "k -k * 
TERRACE -- Renovations are 
underway as the Coast Inn of the 
West makes, improvements to its 
lobby area. " • 
i There'll be changes to the ceil- 
ing and floor, new art work and 
pay phones, says hotel manager 
Debhie Mdntyre. 
The physical changes ac- 
registered for jobs. 
Interest in the centre increases 
with each day as more and more 
students register. 
Those numbers are expected to 
grow as the high school year 
nears its conclusion. 
The centre is busy at the mo- 
ment with university students 
returning home for the summer. 
They find that living at home is 
cheaper than paying rent and 
working elsewhere. 
So far, local businesses are slow 
in placing job orders, Karlash 
said last week. 
Karlash and Manhas helped to 
place 244 students in part and full 
time jobs, and as casual abourers 
itt 1991. 
Three hundred students regis- 
tered last summer. 
The Student Employment 
Centre also holds group informa- 
tion sessions that any student can 
attend. Students are given tips on 
Roders who has been in business 
here since 1970. 
Jon's Hairstyling will front on 
to the Lazelle Ave. side of the 
plaza. 
B.C. Tel's consolidated earn- 
ings for the first quarter of 1992. 
company a new affiliation with the forests ministry. Two 4600 Block businesses are were 34 cents per average or- 
the Coast hotel nr~aniTatinn fnr McPhee is a recent graduate of moving further down Lakelse to dinary share compared to 36 
e . . . .  -~  ~ ' ," ~ it.,- . ~ ~ . ~ , , . ~  , th Inn of theW6gt~....: , .~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ..... , ,~ . ,  . . . .  ,.. : ... . ce.atS,per_sha~¢..ia.the£trst,, qua ter, 
,.' It is now part of a central reser- ~a law to Graphics and Jon's 
ration system connecting it with firm. Hairstyling will be taking up Company president Brain Can- 
some of the space recently oc- 
cupied by the now-dosed 
Sundance Ski and Sport. 
The outlets are owned by John 
: 18 Coast hotels in B.C. and AI- 
r berta and the West Coast group in 
', Washington State, Oregon, Cali- 
; fornia and Arizona. 
, *****  
i Provincial forests minister Dan 
Miller has hired a former aide to 
NDP MP Jim Fulton to act as his 
ministerial assistant. 
Norm McPhee, born and raised 
in Prince Rupert, begins his new 
job in July. 
"He's a very bright fellow, with 
lots of experience in aspects of 
government," Miller said last 
week. 
MePhee's job involves more of 
He also acted as Fulton's 
eamapaign manager for ihe 1988 
federal election. 
Th E northwest will be part of a 
multi-page photo layout appear- 
ing this fall in a Japanese airline 
company's in.flight magazine. 
A photographer, illustrator, 
editor and fly fisherman from 
Japan were in the area recently in 
preparation for the All-Nippo, 
Airlines publication. 
They were accompanied by an 
American interpreter. 
All-Nippon Airlines is a Japa- 
nese domestic airline which does 
SUMMER 
, ,~...,..~.~ . / / / ]  HIGH PERFORMANCE 
~;~/~.~1 I IT ALl_ STARTS 
]1} I Ski & Cycle 
:~t .~. r r~ 3~/~ I #2 101 First Ave. E. 
IIIIII I Prin e Rupert 
I 627-1 766 \ c0,,.c,, 
Make A Fashion Statement 
With Your Windows! 
i , 
ABBEY 
VERTICAL 
BLINDS 
Up To 
50%0.= 
ABBEY 
HORIZONTAL 
BLINDS 
Up To 
40%o, 
resumes and interview techni- 
ques. If students are not comfort- 
able in a group setting Manhas 
said they will provide one-on-one 
help. 
"Local businesses are pretty 
supportive," said Manhas. He 
and Karlash will bc organizing a
'Hire a Student Week' June 1-7, 
to make sure local businesses are 
aware of the advantages of hiring 
students. 
Karlash encourages students 
who don't get placed to think 
"Last year a couple of students 
got their own yard work thing 
going," she said. 
,we,re hoping the Co ,un i ty  
will get together and do the best 
they can for their students," says 
Karlash. "Employers have to get 
a hold of students now so they 
don't lose a well-educated work- 
force later on. If students can't 
find a job this summer, why 
should they come back next sum- 
mer7" 
Students and prospective 
about developing their own bust- employers can contact he centre 
ness. at 635-7134, Mondays to Fridays. 
Somet in les  s lna l l  bus inesses  ~.  
, hee l  a l i t t le  p ract i ca l  adv ice  / 
FBDB s CASE program I bus inesses  need ing  
(Counse l l ing  Ass i s -~- -q~pract i ca l  advice about ~.  
tahoe for  Small E n - " ~ r  f inanc ia l  p lanning,  E 
terprises) connects uc- "~r  nmrketing, product ion  
eessful people with small [ and personnel. I 
Bob Walch, Co.ordlaator W. 
635-4951 I 
'.~;,!',;,."2;~,',.%r:,'~%, COMM' 'TED' "O vovu s , l c , :Ess  
langue** offit'ielh,~. ~ l [ Ig  ~[  
HEADSHED 
638-8880 
Unisex Salon 
Open Six Days A Week, Evening Appointments 
Available Wed., Thurs., Fri. Seven stylists available 
and qualified barber. 
Jackie, Alanna, Sylvie, Wendy, Cindy, 
Beth, Tons and Jest (la barber) 
We'd like to welcome Tona Kivl to our team 
Tues., Wed., Fri. 
Jackie & Sylvle recently attended an advanced haircut- 
ting course in Prince George, come in and find that New 
Look. 
"Let's Talk About Hair" 
Consultation Free 
field said profits in the first 
quarter were reduced by an in- 
crease of one per cent in the cor- 
porate provincial income tax rate. 
House dens wanted 
TERRACE -- The city's public 
works department wants to flatten 
an old house behind its Graham 
Ave. building. 
Used for storage, the building 
has "significant foundation fail- 
ure," says city operations director 
John Colongard. 
But there isn't enough money in 
this year's budget o pay for the 
demolition. 
The matter's been referred to 
the town's planning and public 
works committee. 
Ilia 
638-8880 
870/0 of 
British Co lumbians  
say  the NDP i 
is wrong.  
t 
See our selection of toppers and draperies. 
Hundreds of styles, designs and colours to choose from. 
Includes Installation. For a FREE Consultation Call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 
635-4444 
Binding arbitration tsthe only fair way to settle the current dispute favoured binding arbll 
between 16e NDP go~te~ent and the doctors of British Columbial dispute. But the NDP 
The doctors are prepared to accept binding arbitration. The Canada dispute in a fair and impartial manner through independent~ 
Health Act recluires it, and eVen the NDP government: tn Ontario sup- binding arbitration, i mvtiH c~.uUtA 
ports it, More important, in a recent poll, 87% 0E British Columbians Let's solve this dispute now. MKmeAL ASSOOOAnO N 
I 
b, , . . . . . . .  
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ABORTION 
K ILLS  
~ . 
I i 
I 
Hu rs 
WOMEN i 
Human 
chain 
Nearly 240 people gathered 
May 10 on the two bridges 
spanning the Skeena River 
to make their views known 
about abortion. Among 
those in the Life Chain were 
Jeremy Freeman, Amber 
Mclsack and Kathy 
Freeman. This is the sec- 
on d year the local pro-life 
education socie~ has 
sponsored the event. 
: ' .  
i 
e 
I 
# 
I 
[ 
Mystery surrounds 
Kemano review plan 
TERRACE -- Nobody seems to The appeal court said the feder- Defence Coalition -- the group of 
know what will come of Premier 
Mike Harcourt's promise to con- 
duct a public review of Alcan's 
Kemano Completion Project. 
Harcourt agreed to the review 
after the May 7 federal appeal 
court ruling that opens the way 
for construction to resume on the 
billion-dollar hydroelectric gener- 
ating project. 
Officials in the premier's office 
would only say the details of how 
the review will work are yet to be 
decided at upcoming cabinet 
meetings, 
' I  don't know what process is 
going on," said Alcan vice- 
president Bill Rich, "and so far 
we haven't been included in it." 
Federal appeal court justices 
overturned a federal lower court 
ruling last spring that ordered the 
federal government tosubject he 
project to a full federal environ- 
mental review. 
al g0vemment was within its 
rights in exempting the project 
from its Environmental Assess- 
meat and Review Process. Also 
restored by the judgment is a 
1987 deal between Ottawa and 
Alcan that sets out how much of 
the Nechako river the company 
can divert to its turbines at 
Kemano. 
Harcourt left some people con- 
fused by telling reporters there 
wouldn't be an environmental 
review of the project, but that 
there would be a "public review." 
He said the review would be an 
examination "of issues important 
to northerners," such as the ef- 
fects on water levels and fish 
stocks. 
"I'm really pleased they have 
indicated they intend to hold a 
public review," said Pat Moss, 
spokesman for the Rivers 
environmentalists and natives op- 
posed to the project. "We've been 
asking for the same thing -- a 
public review -- since 1979." 
She says it will be another 
couple of weeks before the coali- 
tion decides whether or not it will 
appeal the federal appeal court 
ruling to the Supreme Court of 
Canada. 
Moss said the review process 
should have "subpoena power" so 
all witnesses and documents can 
be made available, and a limited 
form of cross-examination. 
She said any hearings must deal 
with the full range of issues. 
Moss also said suggestions that 
the premier means to hold a 
limited review only in the north 
won't wash. She noted that im- 
pacts from the project can't be 
localized, and that it is a provin- 
cial issue. 
, ~ ~.~: ~ ' 1 
Solution, • $ 
not 
excuses 
, .  I1~' 
!~ i: i  
:. Ji: 
i Te  provincial govern- 
ment says education is a 
: priority. But it says we 
can't afford to keep 
current programs and 
services in our schools. 
Something can be 
done. The government is
holding back education 
dollars already in the 
budget. It can release that 
money to school districts 
now. Then we can work 
together to review the 
education financing system 
for the long term. 
Our children deserve 
solutions, not excuses. 
~*"* . *~ Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  Teachers '  Federat ion  
,il~l~t~, 2235 Burrard Street, Vancouver, BC V6J 3H9 
~,-"-f~; (604) 732-8221, -800-663-9163, Fax 731-4891 
May Specials At 
McEwan GM 
..... ~/:~7! '~ "~ ' :~ 
• l ,w ,  
1984 MERCURY TOPAZ 1987 PONTIAC 6000 SE 
2 Dr., 4 Cyl., 5 Sp., $-3 Ant  4 DR., Air, PW/PL, CrlJiseonne 
Stk. NO. 92080-2 ...... ,~:~i,]l Stk. No. 92022-2 ...... $O,a~iO I  
On The Spot Financing 
Trades Welcome 
'.1907 ~ L ~"* 
• l~'~iili' 9nil I 
s~ 025~= ............................. ;! .... ~4,995 
1987 FORD TEMPO 
4 Dr., AWl), AUtl, Air 
Ext. Wona~ $0  ~N¢ 
02098-1 ...................................... U ,~O~ 
1988 FORD 
Red. 
s,~%.~1 ..........  ................. i " / ,995 
1990 ~ A  GI'Z 
~4,  5 ~. ,~,  
~,~.  
=~ 9149.  ......................... : ...... $14 ,995  
1990 GRAND AM 
4 Dr., AUTO, ~, ~m, 
Dk. kl; $'114 nn© 
~.  91493-1 ................................. I I , ;~ ;~p 
1990 ~YOTA C~LA 
4 ~. ,  A~,  ~.  $4~ nNl~ 
~k. 014951 ................................. • ~ , , ~  
1990 LU iA  ~RO 
2 Dr., PW/iq., AJr, Ikd. $4q  nnn  
~.  01~1 ................................. i Lg~U 
1990 LU iA  
4 Dr., Ak, ~so ,  
.~:91492.1 .............................. S11 ,990  
1990 BEORETI'A 
" ,9~, ' ,~"  S l l  ' ~914071 ................................. 990  
1990 CORSICA 
s~.91401.1 . ............................... *10,995 
1990 COGSICA 
4 Dr., Am, Air, ~ae, 
~915..1 ................................. :10,995 
1990 LU iA  EURO 
4 Dr., ~r, PW/PI., 
Cnd~l, it. Rld. 
,.91492.1 ................................. =1L995 
1990 LUI4NA EURO 
4 Dr., Ak, ~ 
m 014..1 ................................. s12,995 
.199~. CORSCA i,.:,., .~ . ,  
3/6, ~uto, Afr, "Yil(, Uas~., 
,,,,no, 8,,. *10 ,995  Stk. 91507-1 ................................. 
1984 CHEV $10 
2w0, v0,5 s,, Wh,,o, '4  995  
Slk. 92051.3 ..................................... g 
1984 CHEV SILVERADO PICKUP 
2 WD., Brown $ ROO;= 
=~ 021451 ........................ ; ...... , , , oo , ,  
1985 FORD RANGER 4X4 
• 6 Cyl., 5 Sp., Grey, -non= 
Stk. 92147-1 ..................................... / , ~  {dP 
1986 GMC $15 2WD 
5 c,,, Auto, White, S ua=~e,nn= 
SIk. 91481.2 ..................................... 
1986 CHEV 4X4 
VR, Auto, 
W/Gas Conversion, 
s,~ 91441.2 ......................... : .......... 25 ,995  
1988 CHEV PICKUP 2WD 
V8, Auto, Cass, Brown, - 'S '41 nnn l :  
Stk. 92144.2 ...... .; ......................... - "  u ,aaa  
1989 GMC 4X4 
Hog. Cab., Ve, Auto, 
Hod. 
s,,.9292o.2 ................................ 513 ,995  
1989 FORD BRONCO l 
4x4 vs Auto =, .0  s12,995 
Stk. 92530.1 ................................. 
1969 CHEV 1/2 TOH 4X4 
Rckup, VB, 5 Sp., COGS., 
Glue, 
s,~ 92023.1 ................................ = 13,995. ,- 
1909 GMC $15 EXT, CAB 
414, V6, Auto, 
H,,  w,,ta, =11,995  SIk. 92127.1 ................................. 
1990 FORD F150 PICKUP 
4X4, XL, VB, AUTO, 
Loaded, Canopy, 
Stk. 91484.3 ................................. s16,990 
1990 GMC 12 PASS VAN. 
~9, Auto A,,, '18 ,990  Stk. 91500.1 ................................. 
- -Se lec t ion  o f  1991 Genera l  Motors  Veh ic les - -  
Wi th  Manufacturers  Warranty  
1991 RREFLY, 4 dr., auto, Stk. 92531.1 
1991 RREFLY, 2 dr., auto, Stk. 92532.1 
1991 OLDSMOBILE CIERA, 4 dr., Stk. 92534.1 
1091 RREFLY, 2 dr., auto, Stk. 92536.1 
1991 FIREFLY, 4 dr., auto, Stk. 92537.1 
1991 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX, 4 dr., Stk. 92541.1 
1991 PONTIAC TEMPEST, 4 dr., SIk. 92542.1 
1991 OLDSMOBILE CALAIS, 4 dr., Stk. 92543.1 
1991 CHEVR0LET CORSICA, 4 dr., Stk. 92544-1 
" " - 1991 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX, 4 dr., SIk. 92545-1 
• • 199i PON~ACGRANU PRIX, 4 dr., Stk. 92546-1 
: 1991 CHEVROLET CORSICA, 4 dr., Stk. 92547.1 
• 1991 PO~AC TEMPEST, 4 dr., Stk. 92548.1 
: :7 ' ! :  :: ::: i /  
• : : 1991 WNBIRD 4 Dr. Auto, Air Gray, Stk. 92520.1 
• : 1091 ~MMST 4 ~. ,  Auto, Air, Hue SIR. 92519-1 
1991 CAVAH~ 4 Dr,, Auto, Air, WMta, Stk. 92518.1 
1991 SUWRD 4 Dr., Auto, Air, R~, 6tk. 92517.1 
1991 ~MPEGT 4 ~1., Auto, Air, Hue Stk. 92522.1 
' 1991 WICK REGAL 4 Dr., Air, PW/PL, Cudse, White, Stk. 92529.1 
' " OUT OF TOWN CUSToMEFI8 
PLEASE CALL COLLECT 
:635,4941 
DEALER NO: 5893 
The Bright Spot On 
i 
J 
Dressed up 
They're not ghostbusters; they're asbestosbustersl The local 
carpenter's union offered a course on asbestos removal May 
9 for carpenters from Terrace, Kitimat and Prince Rupert. In 
the forefront of the picture Bob Viscount demonstrates "glove 
bag removal" while carpenters watch. 
CANADA 
DAY 
ESSAY 
CONTEST 
Join In The .Ce~e!~rAtig~! ~,,.~ ,~ 
r,. 
The Canada Day Committee is asking for essay 
submissions of up to 500 words on the theme, 
"Why I'm Proud To Be Canadian". 
The winning essay will be performed during the 
Canada Day celebration and the winner will 
receive a prize commemorating 
Canada's 125th birthday. 
BE A PART OF ITI 
Send essays by June 15 to: The Canada Day Com- 
mittee, Box 148, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A6. Call. 
635-551 8 for info. 
Dance 
Revue 92 
The 17th Annual Performance 
By 
The Vicki Parviainen 
Dance Students 
Friday, May 22, 8:00 p.m. 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
An evehing of sparkling family 
entertainment 
Tickets Available From Dance students, 
Sight and Sound Or By Calling 
635-3207 
Adults: $6:00 
Children under 12 
and Seniors: $4,00 
All proceeds to 
the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Alive 
Society 
Population 
shoots up 
TERRACE .. The city's popula- 
tion grew by 8.6 per cent to 
11,433 between 1986 and 1991. 
And that gives it the highest 
growth rate of the three largest 
municipalities in the northwest, 
.says Statistics Canada. 
Add in Thomhill's 7.1 per cent 
growth to 7,173 and the immedi. 
ate area can make a strong ease 
for being the largest concentra- 
tion of people in the northwest, 
That's bolstered by the num- 
bers of people living on th~ Kit- 
sumkalum and Kitselas reserves. 
As of the end of December 
1991, the population on the Kit- 
sumkalum reserve was 187 while 
that of the Irdtselas reserve was 
87. 
The population of Kitimat grew 
by one per cent over the five 
years to 11,305 while Prince 
Rupert grew by 5.5 per cent for 
16,620 people. 
These figures were gathered 
during Statistics Canada's census 
"snapshot' of the country's popu- 
lation June 4, 1991. 
The population of the Kitimat- 
"Stikine regional district grew by 
6.5 per cent o 42,053 people. 
Northern growth figures were 
about half of the 13.8 per cent in- 
crease recorded for the entire pro- 
vince. That gives B.C. a popula- 
tion now of 3.282 million; 
This growth rate was the high- 
est of all the provinces. 
Across the country, the popula- 
tion went up by 7.9 per cent: be- 
tween 1986 and 1991 to 2Z296 
million people, i 
That's nearly double the 
amount of people that lived in 
Canada in 1951. 
Statistics Canada attributes the 
growlh to increased immigration, 
decreased emigration and a stable 
natural increase. 
There were 3793 dwellings in 
Terrace, 2470 in the Thomhill 
area, 3843 in Kitimat and 5816 in 
Prince Rupert, census figures 
show. 
The number of dwellings in 
B.C. increased to just over 
1,.250,000, giving the province 
12.4 per cent of the national total. 
GiflGuides 
of Canada 
Guides 
duCanada 
[] MOWERS 
WE FIX ALL 
BRANDS 
:NO WAITING 
L,:!;::I-~/:'I.. :: ,:i:. i•~:;:•:.:: . ::i :',~ ..,.:•,. 
We have two licensed mechanics, Fred Dunn and 
Willie Dehoog to better serve you. 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreational Sales & Service 
4925 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Fax 635-5050 Phone 635-3478 
THERE'S A COLD HEARTED 
THIEF IN YOUR HOME. 
WE'LL GIVE YOU $50" TO TURN IT IN. 
It's lurking outside the back door. Or in the shadows of the 
basement. It's the humming, whining, clicking, old second 
refrigerator. And it's robbing you of cold cash - an 
old inefficient second fridge can cost you up to 
$100 a year to run. 
WE'LL COME AND GET I!'. 
We can take the problem off your hands. We'll pick up your 
old operating fridge (10 cu. ft. to 24 cu. ft. size) free of charge, 
dispose of it in an environmentally 
safe manner and send you acool $50. ~ ~ [ ~ [ ~  
This program is a Power Smart 
initiative from B.C.Hydro. ~--~ [~]  [~]  [ ~  
The Refrigerator Buy-Back Program - currently available 
in selected areas-  will be expanding region by region, and 
should be available throughout the province by September, 
1992. To register in the Program, call the Refrigerator 
Buy-Back Hot Line toll,free 1-800-663-CASH (2274). 
..:~ ,, 
BChydro " IdUI 
*B.C.Hydro reserves the right to change or cancel the rebate offer at 
- any time without prior notice. 
! 
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It's o cnme. 
, • ,  "Save the Fuss, Hire Threugh Us" 
/~ ~ \ 4925 Kelth Ave., 
~]~ ~h% Tenlce, B'c. VeG 1K7 
t ~ HIRE A LOGGER AGENCY 
7 4 ~.ers0nne, Placement 
[ ~ Safety Management 
i,~Equipment Listing 
/C0st Accounting 
Ifs Our 1st 
Anniversaryl 
And we would like to 
take this opportunity o 
thank everyone who was 
instrumental inmaking it 
such a success. We look 
forward to your continued 
support in the future. 
Burga Anderzon 
Phone 635.5G00 Fax 635.5524 
Timber Values 
and the 
Private Landowner 
Is that valuable timber on your land? Do you know how to determine or realize the value 
inherent in the timber? Increase the awareness of the value of your own property or that 
of your clients. 
Guest Speakers: 
* Mike Lane, Senior Forester 
B.C. Assessment Authority, Victoria, B.C. 
* Rod Arnold, R.P.F. 
Consultant, R.J.A. Forestry Ltd., Terrace, B.C. 
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 1992 
Place: Coast Inn of the West 
Time: 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. .... . 
Cost: $25.00 per person (includes dinner)i; : i  •"  . 
Space Is limited, so please confirm your attendance nO later 
than May 21, 1992 
638-0371. 
by contacting Sylvia Griffin. at 
Presented by: 
The Real Estate Institute 0f BrlUsh Columbia 
and the Real Estate Foundation, 
JVow is the time to dress your home with style. Give 
your kitchen, family room. hall or bathroom a 
fashionable new look with a new Arm strong floor. 
And from May 2nd to May 23rd. during the Armstrong 
"Trade In Your Old Floor" event, you can save $4 per 
yard when you select one of Armstrong's "Best" floors. 
There's Designer Solarian 1~ and Designer Solarian IP * 
with the rich handcrafted look of Inlaid Color's*... or 
Visions Solarian'" with its high definition patterns and a 
range of today's most popular fashion colours. And both 
feature Armstrong's exclusive Solarian "~ with 
CleanSweep '~wearlayer for unsurpassed ase of 
maintenance. 
Oryou can save $3 per yard on a new Armstrong 
Candide '~ floor, a perennial favourite right across 
Canada. 
All-in-all. there are more than 150 patterns and colours 
in 4 of Armstrong's most fashionable and most popular 
floors for you to choose from. But hurry, because this 
offer only lasts for a short while. So come in today and 
"Trade In Your Old Floor" for a whole new look and great 
savings too. ( ~ ~  
O . .:L.. ¸. • ,- - • 
• Terrace CarpetCentre Ltd. 
3202 Munrodstreet a Hwy. 1,8 W. 
:::: .: TERRACE 
635-2976 : ' " 
YOUR DECOR 
I 
I 
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"Trucki ng in The Savi n gs For You" 
PEPSI, REG. OR DIET, j )"1 l J) PORK MR. NOODLE l' t 
,.,~, ,E,. o, ,.ET, , , ( ( ' O.A.,E c,us,, I P ( i=) ( . )  TENDERLOIN = i  9 ~ SOUP f I )  z '(,) 
MTN DEW HIRES ' • ._ .,,, ,.,,, m NOODLES - " -  
ROOT 'BEER, • Ai r  u..,. =.u mm ' m [] l 
SCHWEPPES RASP. ~/  I LOIN CUT i m i 
ALEcaseof24/355mL • " , : / :  ~ INTO.  CHOPS 11- -  " = , .  Imp . 
Reg. 19.96 I PLUS DEPOSIT Reg. Price 3.79/LB :m L4B,DIKG Reg. Price 8.40 I I !  I I  
Produce Items Available 
50LB. BOX OF POTATOES 
9LB. CASE OF MANGOES 
5LB. BAG OF CARROTS . ~ ~1~ ' 
12LB. BOX SPARTAN APPLES ~ k% 
¢AMPBELLS ~m 1: i:I ~ ' I  I 
TOMATO m ~ " '"' ~ lv - ' -  ~ , .  
souP , , ,, ,. 
I ReD. PriceD.48 ~1 ~ ~ . R' V '  
BIJLK FOOD'S GREEN , / I  ~.  I: 
DEPARTMENT GIANT (m ,,=tl m i, 
co,. 
Cream or Kernel 
Case of 12/341mL tins ~ l~. ,  
Reg. Price 16.68 
VALUE ~1~ (~( I  
.OUSE ~ I ~ ;,IP 
BREAD jp J l  
Sliced, White or ,~ ~"  
Whole Wheat. 4 Pack. J m~mmmn= i .  
Reg. 4.76 | i  
soup " r  Ali:l DELSEYBAT""OOM4~)('=)('I "IDRI 
TISSUE i in TOWELS = ) i Mushroom, Chicken j r .  ~ ~ Case of 12/2 roll 
Noodle or Vegetable. . , J m | ~  ~ ~J C:~e;~12~4.r;l~. B ~ [ ]  I~=1 ~ ~ W ReD. Price17.88 [ ]  , F 
'Caseof121284mL'Reg'Prlce$13"08""'" I I  " " , D I N N E R K R A F T ' / . ' "  " i " " ,, ,"'"=,,,, ,c,,cM,., ":. '  ' ,,C,A.,,SSOE' ,.EE,EX Z.'.41'; 
Caseof,G1225g. Reg. Price lT.44 • , ' [ ]  I I~ ~ i  , Case of Price 26.16 ' .m I ,  Pm*;~ I, %: :,,,:: ;,o;, , 
NABOB ++' + +' ' ' I "  SUNFRIE =all 1 +911 WEST BEST +'~1 9 ( lml 
COFFEE Fne " ~  ~I~ ( ' l=t VEGETABLE OIL I ) MUSHROOMS i= 
Reg. Fine., E. J m w I j Case of 4/3L. N i l  Pieces and Stems Case of 12/300g. , mm r ,n  ' m ~ [] 
ReD. Price37.08 mm ,m m ~ ~ ~ ReD. Price21.00 ! i i m Case of 12/284mL. Reg. Price 15.48 
m It " 
SReENSmA.T , 41'; °o,o,,, I'I 41:1 PLA.tAt,O. ~~'l Z I:I BEANS ~ C UUINK LIGHT TUNA , WHITE raCE 
Sweetlet Peas. ' ~ i 
Case of 12/398mL tins. g" /I [ ]  m ReD, Price 16.68 m w 
Reg. Price 16.68 [ ]  IN Reg. Price 17.88 
Zm(: I WESTERN FAMILY :I 
[] To , ,To . ,uoE  I:;I. 
( kl~ Caseof 12/398mLRegPflce 13.08 [] m , 
It ) MEAT PIES ( . . )  Case of 18/200g. 
Reg. Price 25.02 
 ;.41i; 
LIBBY'S BEANS 
WITH PORK 
Case of 12/395mL, 
Reg. Price 16.68 
11 
I:; 4(:; U [] 
11:; 91:1 I; ,,,= o,,,w,.= Z : i • . ii!!~i~ll;ii::: " I • ' .  
MR. NOODLE 
CUP OF NOODLES 
Case of 12/70g 
ReD, Price 11,88 
KOOL-AID 
COOLERS 
I IN 
i MANDARIN ORANGES n ' r ii 
Case of 12/284mL, 
m~ ~ Reg. Price 21,oo = m m 
PRICES IN EFFECT FRIDAY, MAY 22 -- SATURDAY MAY 23 
Asst. Flavours. Case of 9/3 pc, 
250 rnL. Reg. Price 13.41 
WESTERN 
FAMILY 
MARGARINE 
Case of 12/454g. Reg. Price 13.41 
I I  
MR. FREEZE 
Carry Home Pak. 
100% Reg. Price 4.99 
PLUS MANY MORE ITEMS 
! 
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WHAT'S 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is intended 
for non-profit organiza- 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis- 
sion charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
issue in which it is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on 
the preceding THURS- 
DAY. 
We also ask that all sub- 
missions be typed or 
printed neatly. 
MAY 8-30, 1992 - -  At the Ter- 
race Art Gallery. A show by local 
quilters. Come and see the colour 
and versatility of our local 
designers. Opening reception 
May 8, Fri. at 19:30 hrs. 
MAY 20, 1992 - -  Homebased 
business meeting. 12 noon. Gims 
Restaurant. 635-9415, 635-9533. 
MAY 20, 1992 ~ the Riverboat 
Days Society will be holding a 
general meeting Wed. at 7:30 
p.m. in the Legion Auditorium 
in Terrace. This meeting is for 
update and planning purposes. 
All members and any interested 
parties are urged to attend. 
MAY 22, 1992 --  Don Ryan, 
speaker  of  the 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en will speak 
about self government, Fri. at 
7:30 p .m. -a t  Knox United 
Church, 4907 Lazelle St. For 
more info contact 635-2436. 
Everyone welcome. 
MAY 22-24, 1992 - -  75 Year 
Reunion for all former students 
and staff Boston Bar/North 
" Bend'school in Boston Bar, B.C. 
Contact  the schoo l  at 
(604)867-9222 for further infor- 
mation. 
~ ~r'k i" ~ 
MAY 23, 1992 - -  Poster 
workshop at the library. Sat., 
1:30 - 3 p.m. All necessary 
materials supplied. Pro-register 
by calling 638-8177. 
'MAY 23, 1992-  12-3 p.m. 
Open house: The Multicultural 
Assoc,, Northwest Development 
Eduction' Assoc., the Nisga'a 
Tribal CounCil, B;C. Senior 
Gamesand the Read ing  
Place/Literacy Project invite you 
to our shared open house in your 
new offices at St. Matthews Cen-' 
tre, 4506 Lakelse Ave. Drop by 
for a visit. Coffee and goodies 
will be served. Call Mary at 
635-6233. 
MAY 19, 1992 --  Information 
session to establish a Canadian 
Red Cross Society branch here. 
4:30 p.m. in kthe library base-' 
ment. Call Lissi Sorenson 
635-2158 for more information. 
0r 0r ~" i" ~ 
MA~' 30, 1992 -- Sat. from l0 - • 
2 at the Petro Canada Stn. on 
Lakelse Ave. there will be a 
FREE carwash. Lucas the clown 
will he there with balloons and 
coffee and cookies will be served 
while you wait. For more info. 
contact he Terrace Pentecostal 
Church. 
JUNE 2, 1992 - -  Aurora Sum- 
mer Arts School anflual general 
meeting. 9 p.m. Tues. in  the 
REM Lee Theatre. Everyone 
welcome. For further info: Tom 
Walker 635-2101 or Karen 
Birkedal 635-5603. 
JUNE 3, 1992 - -  The Order of  
the Royal Purple's Annual 
Senior Spring Tea. 2-4 p.m. Elks 
Hall, 2822 Tetrault St. Terrace. 
Admission free. For info. call 
Joyce Martel 635-4277. 
~..k ¢¢ t. .k 
JUNE 6-21, 1992 - -  Local 
childrens art show. This show 
will feature art by local school 
children. Watch for it. It should 
be colour ful. 
JUNE 11, 1992 -- Terrace 
Special Olympics General  
Meeting at 7 p,m. in the Library 
basement, Everyone welcome, 
NOVEMBER 14, 1992 - -  The 
Dr. REM Lee Hospital Founda- 
tion will be holding a Christmas 
Arts & Crafts Fair. Door prizes 
and a raffle held. 40 craft tables 
syllable. Craft tables are now on 
sale and going fast. To book a 
table contact Debbie at 635-4601 
evenings. 
BIG BROTHERS & BIG 
SISTERS are recruiting new 
members, •Regular meetings are 
the third Monday of every month 
at the new office, 4650 C Lakelse 
Ave., from 7:30 - 9:30 p,m. For 
more Info, phone 635-4232. 
~•~i i•  ~ ¸~• 
) ' 
. , .  ~: , .,. 
i ~' i • 
KITSELAS CARVER Ken McNeil chisels away as he and his cousin, fellow car- an art gallery in Vancouver this Week. The cousins learned the art of pole carving 
ver Stan Bevan, put the final touches on a totem pole that's to be shipped out to from their uncle, Dempsey'Bob, and their work is becoming more widely known. 
Carving the trad=itional way 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
K 
EN McNEIL climbs 
up and plants his 
hiking boots firmly 
on the base of the un- 
finished totem pole that lies face 
up, raised off the floor of the car- 
vers' shed. 
"The eyes are a little bit off," he 
says, leaning forward slightly and 
looking at the human figure at the 
top of the pole. "The eyes should 
look right down at you. It's not 
quite there yet," 
His cousin, Kitselas band mem- 
ber Stan Bevan, standing to the 
side of the pole, nods agreement. 
The carvers are working on  
their latest commissioned piece 
-- a 10-foot cedar house pole for 
the hmit Gallery of Vancouver. 
It is the third pole they have done 
for the gallery. 
Below the human figure on the 
totem pole is a wolf's head and 
body. 
"We intended to do an eagle or 
a raven first, bat the shape of the 
pole was wrong," says McNeil, a 
member of the Greenville band. 
The lnuit Gallery did not 
specify the design of the po le  
when it commissioned the piece 
but, according to Bevan, buyers 
like eagles, ravens attd frogs." 
Before they started carving the 
design, McNeil and Bevan 
Cousins finish new totem pole 
trimmed the bark, sap wood and was 18 years old. Both men are 
heart wood from the pole. Tradi- now 31 years old. 
tionally, totem poles are carved Bevan helped Bob on larger 
from cedar logs, and the::cOUs!l~'~, projects but it: wasn't until the 
have continued this practice, : • 
"Cedar is versatile, l i ght  and 
has:natural preservatives," says 
McNeil. "It ages slowly and the 
grain is good." 
Another of the wood's virtues is 
the oil which is responsible for its 
wonderful fragrance. This aroma 
wafts up from the cedar shavings 
littering the floor to fill the shed 
iu wliieh the carvers work. 
The cousins have worked to- 
getlter for two and a half years, 
and this project is their ninth 
pole. Because of the nature of 
their art, they collaborate closely 
on each phase of their projects, 
since a misunderstanding could 
result in cosily misplaced chisell- 
ing. 
Fortunately, explains McNeil, 
"we more or less think the same." 
"We grew up together so we 
know each other well," adds 
Bevan. 
Following tradition, the cousins 
received their training from their 
uncle, Dempsey Bob. McNeil be- 
came interested in carving when 
he was 15, and Bevan when he 
cousins were asked to do four 
totem poles for the local Muks- 
Kum-OI housing project, that 
they were professionally launch- 
ed, 
"Our mtcle is one of the 
They are always studyiug, 
trying to improve their technique. 
"It's important hat every time 
we do something we learu and 
make it better," says Bevan. "We 
keep changing." 
"We study a lot of the older 
poles in Vancouver and Victoria," 
says McNeil. "When we go down 
there we always make a habit of 
"We've been working towards our own style. We're get- 
ting into a Tsimshian/Nisga'a style, trying to bring the art 
back to where our ancestors had it." 
pioneers iu starting a change in 
the arts," says Bevan. "He went 
far with traditional innovatious." 
going to the UBC museum or the 
provincial museum." . 
"As we learn more we see 
more," says McNeil. "There are 
by using tools which are similar 
"We've been working towards 
to those used by their ancestors. 
our own style, different from his," things you don't see until you ac- 
says McNeil. "We're getting into 
a Tsimshian/Nisga'a style, trying 
tO bring (the art of pole carving) 
back to where our attcestors had 
it." 
McNeil describes Iliat style as 
"delicate, simple and intricately 
carved." 
Vicki's young dancers 
give their season finale 
pudgy pre-schoolers into adulthood. "I see lots of 
familiar faces downtown," she says, smiling. 
The secret to organizing 78 multi-aged students 
into one performance? "I think it's loving the 
people you teach more than the art itself," 
Dance Revue 92 should be an audience-pleaser, 
with musical numbers ranging from the classical 
opera "Carnten" to the "St. Elmo's Fire" theme. The 
varied dance styles include jazz, tap, and ethnic va- 
rieties, due number, a gypsy dance, is performed to 
a soundtrack Parviainen first heard at the age of 
twelve. 
"The record's o old, you can almost hear the fire 
crackling/' she laughs. 
Dance Revue 92/tits the stage for one night only 
-- Friday, May 22 at 8:00 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. Tickets are available at Sight and Sound, 
from Parviainen's students, or by phoning 635- 
320Z Proceeds go to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Alive 
Society. 
By STEPHANIE WIEBE 
When Vicki Parviainen began teaching children 
to dance in 1971, her end-of-the-year recital was a 
small affair. 
"The only place to perform was a little stage at 
Skeena High," she remembers. 
Stage lighting was provided by the f.athers of 
young dancers, who held light bars with oven mitts 
to protect heir hands from the hot bulbs. By chang- 
'ing the coloured bulbs, the men created special 
"eolour wash" effecls. 
Twenty-one years later, Parviainen's popular ex- 
travaganza is a showcase for78 students with the 
professional facilities at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
"It's come a long way," agrees Parviainen, who 
creates her own choreography. This year's per- 
fomtance, Dance Revue 92, features more than 25 
different dances in Parviainen's 17th benefit for the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Alive So6iety. 
Parviainen sees many of her dancers grow from 
"There aren't oo many modem 
day tools which can match up to 
them," says McNeil.. 
For many of the tools he attd 
Bevan buy the blades, and make 
their own handles. For example, 
with the adz¢, McNeil ties the 
blade on with seine twine. 
"It's taken us a lot of time attd 
patience and dedication to get this 
far,!' says McNeil. Carving is the 
main source of income for both 
McNeil and Bevan, and lhey are 
working to become more visible 
in the lower mainland market. 
The hmit Gallery of Vancouver 
sells their totem poles for up to 
$25,000. However, because of the 
high COlnmission most galleries 
take, McNeil and Bevan only 
receivc a fraction of the final sell- 
ing price. 
Recently the cousins' artwork 
has travelled beyond North 
America. One of their totem poles 
has been included in the B.C. 
Cookie Monsters devour all 
Kathy Davies calls this year's 
sales campaign a "bang-up 
job", Most of the cookies were 
sold on a one-night blitz in 
April, 
"We're so excited about how 
generous people have  been," 
tually do it. You go down (to pavillion at Expo '92, in Seville, 
Davies says, noting that all 
cookie proceeds remain in B.C., 
with most of the money support- 
ing local units. 
"We really want to thank Ter- 
race," she added. ,i'The support 
was just fantastic. 
museums oil the Mainland and Spain, which opened thismonth. 
the Island) once and you thittk 
that this pole is this way. Then 
later on you walk by again attd 
say 'Holy Smokes I didn't see 
that before. '" 
One way the cousins have re- 
captured the art of pole carving is 
Cookie lovers here bought 
close to 184,800 Girl Guide 
Cookies this year. 
That's almost 700 cases of 
cookies -- up 40 per cent from 
last year's Ideal cookie binge. 
Tall Totem division leader 
Locally. northwest citizens will 
be able to see the cousins' work 
in a Port Edward art show, which 
runs for two weeks, starting July 
16. The carvers will be showing 
some of their individual pieces, 
such as masks. 
MICHAEL CHINN spent a quarter for this stuffed unicorn he 
picked up at the Centennial Christian Garage Sale. The pro- 
ceeds from the sale will go to purchase science and sports 
equipment, and books and desks for the school. 
= i  I I I n J m ~ I P ~ N , N  I ^ 1 m i l e =  ' 
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Helen speaks again 
'Here ,n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
/ 
After 13 years of silence, Wil- 
lows Apartment resident Helen 
Windsor has got her voice back. 
Thirteen years ago, Helen had a 
bout o f  laryngitis, and lost her 
voice. Since then .- despite 
therapy and and the attention of 
specialists -. she has been only 
able to communicate by whisper- 
ing. 
That was hard on her, because 
she would get short of breath 
while whispering. 
About a month ago, Helen be- 
came seriously ill and was ad- 
mitted to Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal. 
After about three weeks there, 
she woke up one morning, and 
went to say good morning to her 
nurse, and discovered she had her 
voice back again. 
"Welcome back, Helen," her 
surprised nurse told her. 
Helen says thank you to her 
family and all the caring and 
Wonderful nurses, and Dr. Brown. 
She also thanks Shirley and 
Elizabeth and all at the United 
Church for their prayers. 
Now, of course, it is hard to 
keep Helen from talking. She 
says that after 13 years it is just 
wonderful to be able to talk 
again. 
God bless you~ Helen. 
Also at lhe WilloWs Apartments 
on Kalem Street, Minnie Poder- 
sen celebrates her birthday on 
May 29. +, 
More than 130 well-wishers 
filled the Terrace Christian Fel- 
lowship Church on Munroe St. to 
celebrate the wedding of two 
longtime Terrace residents on the 
Easter weekend. 
Alice Skoglund and Mel 
Gellner were joined together as 
husband and wife. 
Alice's father (Ray Skoglund) 
and wife Connie drove up for the 
occasion from White Rock. Also 
travelling the same distance was 
Alice's son, Jared. 
Her brother Dave, wife Moyra 
and two children, Melissa and 
Jason, drove from Kelowna to 
join in the very happy event. 
Dave took memorable videos of 
the wedding. 
Mel's parents -- Hem and 
Anna Gel lner - -  and brother 
Doug, the best man, travelled the 
furthest from Middlesex, New 
Jersey. 
Present o help make the occa- 
sion such a joyous one was one ot ~ 
Alice's oldest school friends -- 
Leona Towers (nee Goodlad) 
from Surrey. 
The bride was very radiant in 
her floor-length dress of cream 
lace over coral satin. The wed- 
ding party consisted of groom 
Mei Gellner, best man Doug 
Gellner, matron of honour Vicki 
Powell, ringbearer Jonah 
McEwan and flower girl Rebecca 
MeEwan. 
Alice and her father made their 
entrance to a moving rendition of 
the 23rd Psalm -- "The Lord is 
my Shepherd" -- setting the tone 
of the wedding ceremony, which 
focused on the bride and groom's 
commitment to the Lord. 
HAPPY COUPLE Alice Skoglund and Mel Gellner were married 
before about 130 well-wishers here on the Easter weekend. 
Pastor Mike Roseneu led the 
couple through their commitment 
to each other as they shared vows 
they had personally written. 
The ceremony ended on a joy- 
ous note as the groom, bride, best 
man, matron of honour, pastor 
and MC for the reception took up 
musical instruments and sang 
four songs of praise, including 
two renditions of "Forever in 
Eternity." 
A reception catered to by the 
members of the Terrace Christian 
Fellowship was held at the church 
at 5 p.m. where guests were again 
treated to musical specials from 
church members and wedding 
party. 
The bride and groom will live 
in Terrace taking an extended 
honeymoon over the summer 
months. 
The Flea Market is now open 
every Sunday from noon to 4:00 
p.m. There are plenty of shop- 
pers, but more sellers are needed. 
For more information on how to 
get involved, call Lena Chapplow 
at 635-5740. 
In news at Tcrraceview Lodge, 
four people are celebrating 
birthdays this month: 
Gertrude Crick celebrated 
hers on May 6, Marie Emerson 
turned over another year May 17, 
Franeois Blab celebrates her 
birthday on Friday, the 20th, and 
for John Shewchuk, the big day 
is May 31. 
Some Terraceview residents 
had a day's outing at the circus h= 
Kitimat. And they'll also be tak- 
ing part in Canada Fitness week 
May 22-31. Also everyone will 
be taking part in Senior Citizens 
week June 1-7. 
Residents there are also busy 
making delicious homemade ice 
cream. Yum, yum! 
• THE CI?"Y OF ] 
TERRACE J 
HEADSHED 
Styling. Team 
Beth Evans 
Junior Stylist 
Available Wed., Thurs., Frl 
Haircuts $7.00 
Kids Cuts $5.00 
All Work Checked By Qualified Stylist 
Wednesdays Only, Perms $35.00 Inc. Haircut 
638-8880 
+' '  '+'"" Public Notice Douglas ~ ~ l~ I Channel ] ; R 11 
~,-  ,ql Kitamaal 
-~tR 2 Village 
Alcan's Kemano-Kitimat 
high voltage trans- 
' o,,..,.. ~ mission line is built on 
~ private property except 
:I'":"? ~'"' where it crosses Indian 
~.:~,,~ ~,. .o Reservations, as shown 
/ onthe map. 
/ ,..., :?,.,:,,.,, Trespassing and hunting 
' '::;;::::::°'"~ r no" rmi--- ) " ~ (','~ ae  tpe ~te~on 
"' [ f f  rAIcan transmission line 
I ( j .  properties, 
t +,.+,,,c,,-.,+, 
) Gardner  ~ ln l l  
+ + .  ,,+ \ + . . . . . .  re,o, /! ~ ~ , . o  ,o*.mo°. . . . . .  . 
Alcan Smelters and Chemicals Ltd A,~"LLCAN•, ,  ' 
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NOTICE 
CLEAN-UP WEEK 
MAY 25 to 29,+ 1992 " 
" ThgClty%fTelPi'aEe's PubliC Works'D+p+a'ttment will pick up'  
extra garbage and refuse, free of charge, on the above 
dates. 
This service does NOT Include car bodies, stumps or in- 
dustrial waste. Kindly arrange to have this extra garbage and 
waste material set out on your regular pick up day. Please 
have garbage and waste material in plastic bags or cartons to 
assist In the.pick up. 
Residents are reminded to check their Add-A-Day Calendars, 
as garbage pick up days change •following all Statutory 
Holidays. 
The City of Terrace 
• .%• 
I~e  Name: Taylor Raymond and 
Kyla Catheflne 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Apdl 27, 1092 at 5:11 & 
5:43 pm 
WMIM: 5 Ibs. 1 oz.; 5 Ibs. 15 oz, 
• I~x: Male & Female 
Pm~l: Canny & Lorraine Baker 
k lq ' l  Nam: Christopher James 
Danlels 
Bate  & Time d Birth: 
April 30, 1992 
WdOM: 8 Ibs. I~x: Male 
I~nmtz: Jim and Bonnie Oanlels 
II~dq'e Name Bryce Alan Thomson 
Date & Tim d Bklk 
May 4, 1992 at 10:00 am 
tiVaIDI¢ 9 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Male 
P~ltl~ Laurel Thomson 
Little brother for Kyde 
Baby's Name: Aaron David Klrkaldy 
Bate & Time ef Birth: 
May 5, 1992 at 7:31 pm 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 12oz. SeX: Male 
Pmenlt: R0~ & Raquel 
Baby brother for Ariel 
Baby's Name: Mitchell Ryan Kumpula 
Date & Time of Biflh: 
May 5, 1992 at 4:51 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 1 oz. Sea: Male 
Parents: RItchte Malfett/Sherrl 
Kumpula 
Baby's Name: Sabrlna Erin Campbell 
Date & Time of Birth: 
May 6, 1992 at 10:15 am 
Wofoht: 7 ibs, Sex: Female 
Parente: Jeaflnle & Randall Campbell 
f - ' - -~  -.% 
Skeena  Mall 635-5236 
When you buy q  anadian, . 
+ .,., . + .+  . + ,  ere s,.a 1oavback. ..................... .............. 
I c jobs and a sty" - riger economy+ ', 
EVERY TIME YOU GO SHOPPING, YOU'VE GOT CHOICES TO MAKE AND DECISIONS TO REACH. ~F CERTAINLY, YOU SHOULD COMPARE PRICE 
AND QUALITY. THEN, TAKE A MINUTE TO THINK ABOUT CANADA.~[I~ BECAUSE WHEN YOU BUY A CANADIAN-MADE PRODUCT OR SERVICE, 
OR SHOP IN A CANADIAN STORE... THERE'S A PAYBACK. ~ IN CANADIAN JOBS AND A STRONGER ECONOMY. ~b~CANADA. BuY INTO IT. 
N 
I+®i t++';.+~}!+:x~+ 
• Itm 
footwe~ 
$1.5 bill 
12,000 I: 
Figures from the Department of Industry, Science and T~hno/ogy Canada 
I+I 
Canada 
i i i 
I Sneaker Day May 22 
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DIAPER POWER 
I BABY RACER 3illy Saline was the second-place winner in Mall. Billy probably would have finished first and been in the 
his heat against two other competitors in the six- to nine- prizes if not distracted midway through by the third-place fin- 
months category .in the May 9 Diaper Derby held at Skeena isher. 
Zen and the art of tree-planting 
Tree planters near town may 
have been a bit surprised to see a 
robed Tibetan monk striding 
among them last Friday, com- 
muning with nature and planting 
seedlings. 
It was no illusion. 
: Zen buddhist monk Amchok 
Rimpoehe -- who works in exile 
w i th  the Dalai Lama at a 
monastery in Dharamasala, in but at the same time you are 
• northern India -. came to Terrace planting the trees," says the 48- 
to learn about our forestry prac- year-old Rimpoche. "In Tibet, 
tices, there is cutting but not really any 
lie's worried about the planting. They keep cutting, cut- 
deforestation of his homeland, 
which intensified following the 
Chinese occupation of Tibet in 
the 1950s. 
"Here you are logging the trees, 
Money raised 
I Just over $14,000 was raised canvass, shesaid. 
by residential donations local- I by , . . . . . . .  Work by the society con- 
~y, says me presmem ot the e a • I ly, tinues with a breast s. l f  ex m- 
Canadnan Cancer Society's 1o I Ca.1 .' " " ination teaching clinic May 23 
I eal umt. at the clinic on Emerson. 
I The  $14,303 raised during 
I the society's April drive is sub- It runs from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
I stantially over the $12,000 col- and will be conducted by 
I leered last year, said Nel nurses trained by the cancer 
I Lieuwen. society. More information is 
I More than 100 volunteers available by calling Nel 
[ helped with the door-to-door Lie uwenat 6,35-7857. - 
ting, cutting all the time." 
He's gathering as much in- 
formation about reforestation 
here as possible, and went tree- 
planting on Friday to learn about 
The Public 
is invited to a 
presentation of 
i7 , 
the 
RESOURCI/M--ANAGEMENT 
CONSENSUS REPORT 
for the 
Kispiox Timber Supply Area 
An integrated resource 
management strategy 
and accompanying Resource Analysis 
Tuesday, May 26, 1992 
at St. Mary's School Gym 
Hazelten, British Columbia 
< 
~i~ ~?  ~i ~ 
i ~<~ ~,~ i :•  
!i ¸ •:!i : i :~ : :  i ¸ 
SPECIAL PERFORMANCE, ON TOUR • 
2 
MOND  I g  25, 
7:00 .m. 
R.E.M.  Lee Theatre, No Admittance 
Cost, But Restricted Seating 
Not For Young Children 
q 
It's 
act 
i 
I 
- -  14070 of  the library's collection is now in storage because o f  a 
lack of space. 
- -  It's a.fact .... we need your support on Saturday, June 20. 
We all need room to grow - -  
say yes to the 
Library Expansion on 
June 20. 
j , . j  ~ 
II I I III I 
- -  Library usage has more than doubled since 1979. 
--60°70 of  the population served by the Library are library• 
members. 
- -  Over the last 13 years library membership has increased by 
81070. 
--  The number of  requested books is up 185°7o over the same 
period. 
." - c  ' 
',,7" 
i i I ZI ~'~  • ~ 
!!:ii%/ii~!~,171/~!!:~ii ~  ~ ~i ~ ~ ~ 
PROJECTSTEER CLEAR 
SkeenaTheatreArts presents 
that aspect of  the B.C. forest in- 
dustryfirst-hand, at 7:30 p.m. 
He said there are more than Come out and give us your opinions. 
1,000 monks in Tibet who want 
to plant trees in that country. But Copies of the Consensus Report and 
they need better information ana lyses  are available at the: 
about how.to do that, and they Kispiox Fores t  D is t r i c t  O f f i ce  
want t o learn how to set up their Amchok Rimpoche . . . . .  ,  
own nurseries, to the leggin-" ,lgnway ~z 
The Chinese give the monks in g . .  . . • . 
Tibet some saplings to plant, but He said northwestern B.C. and I Hazelten, Br i t i sh  Columbna ,~  
the survival rate is low and its mountains, lakes and forests []  ~ 
Rimpoche believes the trees are remind him of  Tibet. []  ~ - 
raised far from Tibet, unsuited to "It's very much similar to this" - ~ ~ "  - - - n I h i l l  
conditions there, part of Canada," he explained. ~ ~  
"The Chinese are doing a little," "This is one of the reasons I enjoy 
Jac.says, "but very little compared- being here,' 
. . . . .  ,r  B '  
?: . 
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Theatre performance 
benefits travel legacy 
Contributed legacy which will actually help there are framed certificates, 
Every year Terrace Little make future trips to the festival a complimentary tickets to 
Theatre has the same problem -- little less expensive. 
well, not every year, but the way Friends of the Festival is their 
things are going, almostl catchy tide for what is a fundrais- 
The problem is how to find the ing umbrella designed to contrib- 
money to travel to festivals. Both ute tO travel expenses for winning 
regional and provincial festivals ensembles going off to other paris 
are expensive travel propositions of the province to represent Ter- 
when one lives in the north, race. 
Most festivals are at least one or What Marianne Weston and 
two days' drive away from Ter- Ray Mordan are doing is inviting 
race. Last year's trip to Mainstagn the community of Terrace to 
at Nelson was a three-day drive make donations to their fund. 
which included the transportation 
of a set in a truck. What's in it for a sponsor? 
This year, two actors in a "BenefitsP says Mordan. "Just 
festival-winning play 5ave taken like the ones you get on public 
it upon themselves to establish a television." No mugs or CDs, but 
tonight's show of Living Together 
at the McColi Playhouse, and in- 
vites to the social after the show. 
"That is if your donation is $50 
or more," he said. 
The fund created will become 
an ongoing legacy, helping to pay 
for such trips in the future. 
For more information call 
Marianne Weston at 635-2942. 
Benefit shows of Living To- 
gether . .  a hilarious look at 
married life through the eyes of 
Britain's foremost comedy writer 
-- are May 27.29 at the McUoll 
Playhouse. Tickets at the door. 
/ rt program deadlines near 
Seats are going fast for pro- 
grams in  the Aurora Summer 
School for the Am this July 6-24. 
And organizer Karen Birkedal 
reminds residents that the dead- 
'lh~e for registration isMay 31. 
She said some programs, such 
as James Fadie's theatre arts 
workshop, are filling up rapidly 
this year. 
It's the school's second year 
after their start last summer, and 
Birkedal says arts enthusiasts can 
look forward to many of the same 
programs put on last year. 
In the music department, 
they're running choral music pro- 
grams for children and adults. 
There's also a songwriter's work- 
shop. And Brian Fairholm -- back 
by popular demand -- returns this 
year to teach two courses in corn- 
pater music composition. 
On stage, they'll have Eadie's 
youth program and an adult 
theatre workshop. Fadie is a well- 
known dramatist and teacher of 
voice and acting at the University 
of Alberta. 
Ai Richardson will teach a 
comprehensive two-week work- 
shop in 35mm photography. And 
Donald Walker will do a three- 
Session workshop on lighting and 
marketing commercial product 
photography. 
Edward Epp brings his ex- 
tensive fine arts experience tohis 
adult painting workshop. And 
Cathy Soutar hosts a drawing and 
painting workshop. Landscape 
painting will be the focus of a 
workshop with Terry Fenton -- a 
consultant to many western Cana- 
da art galleries. 
In the fibre arts department, 
Seattle-based artist Michelle 
Wipplinger holds a dye and 
colour workshop, and there will 
also be evening lectures and slide 
shows. 
Cash calendar winners named 
April was another lucky month O'Halloran, of Prince Rupert; Hank Bard, of Terrace; Linda 
for many holders of the Dr. Ruth Kennedy, of Terrace; Mr. Wesley, of Hazdton; Mary 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Founda- and Mrs. Houlker in England; Ilse Brown, of Terrace; Mr. and Mrs. 
tiou's cash calendars. Kienapfel, of Terrace; Louis Da Piffer of Smithers; Ethel Chap- 
It was no April Fool's joke Silva, . of Terrace; Harold plow, of Queen Charlotte City; 
when Cheryl Lippert, of Kitimat, Desousa, of Terrace; Derrick Doris Emery, of Abbotsford; and 
collected $100 after her name Delisser, of Kitimat; Tim Flem- Robert Walker, of Kitimat. 
was drawn Apr. 1. And themonth ing, of Terrace; Gloria Hogg, of The cash calendai's help raise 
finished Apr. 30 with Shelley Terrace; Mr. and Mrs. Banks of money for the foundation's CT 
2ee, of Hazeiton pioking up Mission; David Dediluke, of Ter- sctnner fund. The fund now totals 
$100. race; Rhonda Fad, of Terrace; approximately $455,000. 
There were also $50 winners Steve Dimback, of Terrace; That total was boosted recently 
for every day of the month inbe- Mario Desousa, of Terrace; Mr. by an $850 donation from the 
tween. The lucky cash calendar and Mrs. Woeldens, of Houston; Caledonia grads of 1981. The 
holders are: Gary Slater of Mis- Jane Henderson, of Terrace; donation came from money left 
sion; Lana King~ of Kitimat; Elaine MeKay,. of Houston;Mrs. over from the grads' successful 
Myrna Davies, of Terrace; Kevin G. Anderson, of Burns Lake; 10-year reunion last August. 
JULY 6 -  24 
ILTS & YOUTHS 
/ , -  
, . .  . 
~/::i ~ 
 urora 
su  m m e . r  a r ts .  schoo l  
-MUSIC 
CHORAL MUSIC k;m,cw - ~,=,. m,m 
Cldklmn's Chok: July 20- 24. 1:00 pro- 3:30 pm 
Ages 8 • 14 
Adult Choir. JulY 19 - 24, 7:00 pro- 9:30 pm 
Ages 17 and over TUITION $1§0 
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER MUSIC 
Instnlcton Bdan Faidmim 
Level I: July 13 - 17, 9:00 am. 12:00 am 
Lab time: 1:00 pm -.4:00 pm TWlilOH 17§ 
COMPUTER/ELECTRONIC MUSIC 
COMPOSmOH 
instructor:, Brian Falrhoim 
Level I1: July 13 - 17, 7:00 pm• 10;00 pm 
Lab time: 1:00 pm • 4:00 pm 
11JmOH $17S 
SONGWRITER'S WORKSHOP 
July 11 • 12, 10:00 am • 4:00 pm 
TUITION $200 
REGISTRATION FORM: 
DEADLINE MAY 31, 1992 
MAIL TO: 
AURORA SUMMER ARTS SCHOOL . :, 
4920 STRAUME AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C, VBG 4V8 
NAME 
. . . . 
AGE ' : : " SEX 
ADORESS 
PHONE . . ,  • 
HOME " : . .  wORK , 
FAX " 
COURSE(S) TITLE : 
" : '=  r -- TUITION , ' 
. :  - ~ . . ~ ,  , . . .  . .  
• TU IT ION 
" " : "  , TUITION 
RESiDENCYREOUIRED :LYES/NO'~ / "  . . ,  , . . . .  ,Ii 
AT $200 PERWEEK ' $ 
TUiTiON AND RESIDENCY 
SUB-TOTAL , $ II: 
;~GST $ . ;" '" I 
f ! 
TOTAL $ - I 
I 
NOTE: ALL TUfflON FEES iNCLUOE A ~ NON.REFUNOAB$ REGOSTRATN~N I 
L . LJ 
THEATRE ARTS 
YOUTH PROGRAM 
AGeS 14 • 18 
July 13 • 24, Monday. Fdday 9:00 am - noon, 
1:00 pm. 3:00 pm & 7:00 pro. 9:00 p~, 
Saturday 9:00 am. noon & 1:00 pro. 3:00 pm 
T1AIlON $480 
ADULT THEATRE WORKSHOP 
AGes 18 & up 
July 11 • 12, July 11 • 9:00 am • noon, 
1:00 I~ -  4:00 pro, 7:00 I~m • 10:00 pm 
July 12 • 9:00 am • noon. 1:00 pm. 4:00 pm 
Inebructor - James Eadie Tta110N $100 
VISUAL ARTS 
DRAWING & PAINTING 
Instncl~ Cathy hutar 
Ages 9 • 14 years 
July 13.17,1:00pm,4:O0pm ~$90 
EXPLORATIONS IN PAINTING 
Instructor:, Zdwanl Epp, BFA, MA. 
Adult program 
July 6 • 10, 9:00 am • 4:00 pm "111111011 $200 
LANDSCAPE PAINTINg TODAY 
Instructor: Terry Fenton 
Adult program 
July 20 • 24, 9:00 am- 4:00 pm 
.TUITION $300 
FIBRE ARTS 
CHALLENGE YOUR COLOR CONCEPTS 
July 13 - 17, 9:00 am. 4:00 pm dally 
$300 lndud,s ~ lee 
EVENING LECTURE & SUDE SHOW 
Tuesday, July 14, 7:30 pm• 9:30 pm 
"COI.~, CULTURE ANO CLOTH" 
with llcheae Wqdlnger 
Thursday, July 16, 7:30 pm- 9:30 pm 
"COLO~: IN~IRMION FOR CREATIVITY" 
wm 14¢lwle W~le  
Tuesday, July 22, 7:30 pm 
."LANI~CAINE NOW" with Tiff'/Nnt=l 
~ . Ik l lgM ,l l l lpl l lel~. FIEF.: $1e 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PALACE 
~iS==l  ~ ~ m ~ ' ~ r ~ = ~ ~  i~ '= 
1 2 Brothers Softball 
3Terrace 4 ~o~i!! ~ Kermode 6Terrace 
Athletic Friendship Blueback 
Association I Society SwimClub 
I l l  12 : 13  
Athletic Minor Friendship Peaks 
Association Hockey Society Gymnastics 
17 t8 19 20 
Terrace Terrace Kermode Terrace 
Athletic Minor Friendship Blueback 
Association Hockey Society Swim Club 
a to.co 25 26 27  "J: Athletic 
Association Terrace Kermode Tei:race 
Terrace 'J Minor J Friendship Peaks 
CommunRy").l I Baseball Society Gymnastics 
Band ~J- I  
Terrace 
747 
Air Cadet 
Terrace 
Anti Poverty 
4 Order d 
Royal 
Purple 
Te~ce 
Anti Poverty 
21%°° 
Air Cadet 
Terrace 
Anti Poverty 
N.T.C. 
Terrace Local 
Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Association 
N.T.C. 
Terrace Local 
5 Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Association 
N.T,C. 
Terrace Local 
9 Canadian 
~" Paraplegic 
Association 
i 
• N,T,C. 
i Terrace Local 
28  Orderof I ~N Canadan 
Royal ( L~Parapleglc 
, Purple ~ Association 
i Terrace N.T,C. AntI-PovorbJ Terrace Local 
Klnettes 
Figure , 
Skating" 
Little 
Theatre 
Kinsmen 
Search & 
Rescue 
6 Rlngotte 
Terrace 
Soccer 
Figure 
Skating 
3 Little 
Theatre 
Parents I-or 
French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
0 M inor  
$gftball 
Kinettes 
Figure 
Skating 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
KERMODET C .LASS IC  
I 
Saturday, May 30 
w,a , lo . I z . . . . .  
1 kin., 5 km., 10 kin. 
Late Registrati~:~ 
Deadline 9 a.m. Race Day 
ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE AT THE 
COAST INN OF THE WEST. 
Sign Up Today 
Interested in joining the Skeena Valley 
Runners Club? Ca l l  
Gall Ed or 
635-4670 635-3434 
G God . . . .  Lu-ck-ld:AllRddners[ 
(~)  "~1 IIALUW[tL AVE. 
CLASSIC 
(~)=WatERStAr,O. ~ 5ROUTES & 10KM
NORTH 
THOMAS 
McCONNEG 
IOKM 
ROUII 
IIIG}IWAY 16 
TO PR. RUPERT 
~W) EBY ST, 
Iv- I tUCK 
I.ABEU.E : _ ." 
/t 
IOKM ROUIE 
i-----1 , s,, ..,j 
• TtJRN I 
I I I: 
.e j O' 
5 a IOKM 
' 4. , . j  
KENNY ST. I ~ PARK AVE, 
k___ 
I HIGHWAy 16 
The Coast 
Inn ofthe  
4620 Lakelse Avenue 638-8141 
OVERWAITEA 
Skeena Mall 
Good Luck To All Participants 
AROUND TOW N 
It's a paper chase 
CHILDREN IN local schools are going on a paper ecycling of- 
fensive. 
It's all part'of the Skeena Valley Recycling Society's new Rccycl- 
able Paper Contest. 
Society marketing coordinator Jackie Thomsefi said all of the 
paper is going to be collected at the local recycling depot on May 
30 -- in time for the start of Environment Canada's Environment 
Week ~Iune 1-7. 
The fourteen schools involved will be going head-to-head to col- 
lect the most paper, and the school receiving the most will win a 
trophy and prizes, she said. 
"We've had a really good response from the community," she 
added. Thomsen said the depot will be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
May 30 
Ready for the challenge 
FITWEEK HAS arrived and once" again its time for the three 
cities of the northwest to compete for the title of the most physically 
fit community. 
The city that can get the most people to do a minimum of 15 
minutes of continuous physical activity on Wednesday, May 27 
wins. 
Prince Rupert has won the coveted honour for the]ast wo years 
in a row, blowing away the competition last year With 70 per cent of 
the population doing their fitness quota. Terrace was second with 
44 per cent, followed by Kitimat with 41 per cent. 
Terrace hasn't won the event since 1989. 
Also on May 27 is the Corporate Cup -- in which the trophy of the 
same name goes to the business or organization that has the highest 
percentage of employees participating that day. 
And on May 22, beware of the "Pump Patrol". To enforce Sneaker 
Day, patrollers will be inspecting businesses and organi~tions to
levy fines of 25 cents against people who aren't wearing "exercise 
footwear". A trophy again goes to the business or organization with 
the greatest participation. 
CDC workers at symposium 
TWO SUPERVISORS at the Terrace Child Development Centre 
fare in Sydney; Nova Scotia, this week for a national childcare 
mainstreaming Symposium. 
Julia Jacobs and Karen Skog are taking in SpeciaLink's 
Symposium '92 to learn more about mainstreaming -- which is the 
inclusion of disabled children in regular neighbourhood childcaro 
programs, with appropriate supports. 
Red Cross to set up shop 
THE CANADIAN Red Cross is planning to set up a branch in 
Terrace. 
Anyone interested in becoming a part of the organization can at- 
tend an initial meeting in the library basement May 29, starting at 
4:30 p.m. If there's enough interest elections will be held for execu- 
tive l~ositions. 
For more information, call Lissi Sorensen at 635-2158. 
Harley riders help food bank 
KARLEY-DAVIDSON owners here are holding a poker run in 
support of the Tei'race Food Bank this weekend. 
They'll meet at lot 8 in the Gossen Creek subdivision Saturday 
and Sunday, starting at 11 a.m. each day. 
There's a $10 entry fee for poker players, and all proceeds go to 
the food bank. 
For more information, call Ron or Barb at 638-0789 eves. 
Double Exposure 
duo hits Rupert 
Comedy duo Bob Robertson Spectrum City Dance will be 
and Linda Cullen of CBC performing a number and Taylor 
Radio's Double Exposure will be Stegavig will be doing an upbeat 
ho~ting the fifth anniversary show tap solo. Trish McKay has 
for the Prince Rupert Performing prepared a short skit. 
Arts Centre. An open house will b¢ held at 
The special variety show will the Centre on Sunday, and for 
be held May 23-24, beginning at those who have not had the 
.8 pm. This is the second ap- chance to go behind the scenes, 
pearance in Prince Rupert by backstage tours will be provided. 
Robertson and Cullen. The duo Also on Sunday at 2 pm, Randy 
were also present for the Centro's Raine-Reusch takes to the stage 
gala opening in 1987, with several dozen instruments 
Included on the Saturday eve- from around the world to present 
ning program are Prince Rupert a one-hour family show. There is 
singers Tracy Gladue, 3ames no admission charge to this Show. 
Demings, Charlene Mechalchuk, Tickets for the Saturday night 
Colleen McLaren, Nancy Green, 
Genero Falvo, Sonja Kozmaniuk, performance are $16 for adults. 
Mary-Eliin Instance and the For further details, call the Per- 
Prince Rupert Rotary Choir. forming Arts Centre at 627-8888. 
VALUE-ADDED 
WOOD PRODUCTS SEMINAR 
The City of Terrace is pleased to sponsor a Value- 
added Wood Products Seminar on Friday. May 
22nd, in room 2001 at the Terrace campus of Nor- 
thwest Community College. 
Participants will gain valuable knowledge on: 
• Timber Information 
• Utilization past and present 
• Value.added opportunities in the northwest 
• Domestic and international markets 
0 Types of sources of specialized equipment 
• and more 
The seminar fee is $85.00 plus GST. Registration 
deadline is Wednesday, May 20th. 
For registration information call the City of Terrace 
at 635-6311, local (238). 
~:! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
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 -WANTED  
BIG BROTHER FOR CLAYTON 
O -- 10 Years Old 
T M ~  -- Interested in sports, designing, building 
-- Likes karate and funk dancing 
BIG BROTHERS OF CANADA 
LIES GRANDS FRP-RES DU CANADA 
.. 4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
CALL LOIS 635-4232 
i 
iiii 
~MINUTE *GUARANTEED AT 
~ ~ U F F L E R  OVER 12o LOCATIONS 
~'~~J - - - - "  s BRAKE ACROSS CANADA 
~ FOR A SURE 
~, '~AND A SMOOTH ~ 
ON 
~-~,~. --~ " ' ~ - ~  MUFFLERS 20% OFF 
BRAKE PARTS 15% OFF 
SHOCKS 10% OFF 
. 'IN STOCK ITEMS oNLY 
~~weet  l 
i i i 
• .o  $39.92 
ECONOMY INSTALLED 
(Hardware & Tax Extra) 
Ask about our National Ufettme Guarantee on Mufflers & Shock Absorbers 
*Free Pick Up & Delivery In Kltlmat , 
so J~_ .D0WN ~-~.~,  M INUTE 
HUIF IR~ TO~ MUFFLER 
ON 
" - --~ BRAKE 
WE DO IT RIGHT... 4526 GREIG AVENUE, TERRACE 
THE FIRST TIMEI 
SALE ENDS 635"7707 
A 
great ' 
big. I to those who 
made NATIONAL FOREST 
WEEK a super celebration: 
NorthWest Loggers Association 
Kevin Anderson 
Gordon Hamilton 
Ross Holtem 
Alex Houlden 
Earl Houlden 
Ken Houlden 
Percy Gavronskl 
Bill Marsh 
Bob Middleton 
Jack Smaha 
RJA Forestry 
Brock English 
Skeena Sawmills 
Murray Alaric 
Bunty Athaus 
Carl Elde 
Steve Gagne 
Sonny Jay 
Damien Keating 
Hire A Logger 
Burga Anderson 
Larry Anderson 
Shelly Anderson 
Yvonne Anderson 
Shelley Houston 
Marianne Hill 
Janet Hultkrans 
Dane Gansen 
Dodie Marsh 
Jan Thomson 
Laurel Thomson 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
Blake Asselstine 
Brian Boyd 
Kevin Derow 
Amle Euverman 
Connie Hansen 
Connie Knoedler 
Archle MacDonald 
Bert Mast 
Rand Menhinick 
Erika Nicholson 
Pat Ogawa 
Hank Randrup 
Dave Rice 
Brian Smith 
Sylvia Robinson 
Dallas Stevenson 
Dan Tuomi 
Ken Zeigler 
Pacific Regeneration Technologies 
Russell Benzer 
Glen Goodwill 
KIm Haworth 
Bill Lee 
Roy Scully 
Orenda Forest Products 
Dave Conly 
Tony Kelly 
KDM Forest Servlces . 
Doug Davies 
Ministry of Forests 
lan Bowie 
Roxton Chan 
Don Coburn 
Suzanne Cooper 
D. Duncan 
Barb Elgeard 
Owen Fewer 
Erie Holt 
Trevor Jobb 
Carl Johansen 
Joe Katasonoff 
Dan Lindsay 
Rod Meredith 
Art Mol 
Cheryl Morton 
Dave Nicholson 
Marilyn Pearson 
John Perras 
Christina Ripley 
Pat Smith 
Andy Spangl 
Chris Spangl 
Ron Tanner 
Bob Wilson 
Stalin Radford 
Violet Grant 
Canadian Women In Timber 
Patti Cyr 
Donna Diana 
Peggy Julseth 
Maureen Ogawa 
Karen Parker 
Diane Smith 
Diana Wood 
Bell Pole 
Jacques Corstanje 
Inn Smith 
Other 
Solveig Adair 
Bob Broome 
Unda Breffeld 
Edna Cooper 
Fad Ellis 
Alan Ippel 
Ted Johnson 
Wayne Kilgren 
Ron Landridge 
Bill MoRae 
Travls Murray 
Rose Owens 
Jake Polzin 
Anne Silsbe 
Doug Smith 
Peter Turner 
Tom Walker 
B,C. Forestry Association 
Canada Safeway 
Dairy Queen 
-~; : !~Eurocan  Pulp & Paper" 
.... "<~Heather's Balloon Magic 
,:Inn of the West 
Mt, Layton Hot Spdngs 
Northern Motor Inn . . . .  
Northern Mountain Helicopters 
Northwest Skydivers 
Pizza Hut 
REM Lee Theatre 
River Industries 
Skeena Broadcasters 
Terrace Review 
Terrace Standard 
Valley Oxygen 
Western Equipment 
Woodlma Forestry Services 
Workman's Compensation Board 
Cassle Hall students. Mr. Springer's class 
Clarence Mlchlel students- Mrs. C. Foster's class 
Uplands students. Mrs, I. Brewer's class 
Caledonia School. Mr. G. Sharpies' Forestry 11 students 
Debble Beggs 
Willy Bolan 
Tanya Braun 
Phil Bradford 
Randy Carey 
Paul Houillebeco 
Dan Hawke 
...and many, many others. Thanks to everyone who t;c)l< 'A CLOSER LOOK'. 
- Terrace National Forest Week Committee 
'1 
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A S 'A 
Luxurious 
executive 
home 
Feature Home By 
Wlghtman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3221 KIIUm 5I@IHII• Tiifface, B C 
635-6361 
,1511 i )liq ~r l  . II%~NI (1 ANI) O I+l I l j l l )+ 
Ted Garner 
In Attendance 
4633 Strauma Ave. 
Saturday, May 23 
1:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
Wlohtman & Smith 
Independently Owned and Operated. 
Truly a quality home tains 3 large bedrooms 
in a desirable area in the plus the master bedroom 
Horseshoe. This home which includes sitting 
"~.i'i~I~s:3,163 :.sq.:,'ft: Of- '  .... 'room; and ~4 piece bath 
:.~.fimshed, vzqg area, - .... ......... with ]acuzzz tub. -,, ' 
.'":T~6:'uppei" level con- " "The main floor has a 
1743 CREEK . o,;:>.: : '. : . This family home on the Bench is 
! ' : i i  Neat & clean newly renovated ~: : ~ situated on a quiet street just 
house on full basement. Property minutes from downtown Terrace. 
backs onto Thornhill creek. Quiet 3 BR, 2 bath, family room, and 
dead end road, veff private .69 game room. Won't last long! Just 
'acre. $58,500. Exclusive. $114,900 EXCL. 
JUST LISTED COMMERCIAL BUILDING " JUST • LISTED IN THE 
New executive home with wrap IDEAL FOR THE 4700 sq. ft. presently used as a RIGHT BUY - -  RIGHT NOW HORSESHOE! 
around sundeck and over 1700 sq. "FIRST HOME" BUYER restaurant. Full 4700 sq. ft. base- Start now and build yourself some This terrific 1330 sq. ft. full'base. 
equity! An affordable' 12x68 foot ft. of charm with open design and If you qualify, 5% down will get you mont. Upper floor above restaurant ment home is a great find on today's 
vaulted ceilings. Over two acres of into this comfortable and cozy 3 is 5000 sq. ft. All floors have 10 ft. mobile home in Skeena Valley market! Features include Natural 
ceilings. All restaurant equipment is M.H.P. is just lhe way to do it. Gas heat & hot water, 3 plus 2 
privacy only minutes from town. i bedroom bungalow. Added features included. Vendor may lease back Very clean and well looked alter, bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, all carpets 
Listed MLS $165,000.00 are a floor to ceiling double fireplace restaurant. MLS $650,000.00 Just $14,900. 1V:, years old, brick fireplace, plus a 
BUILT WITH PRIDE ] and extra storage off the carport. " ' wonderful 14x32 sundeck on 2 
Thelarge 81x1321otis attractively RETURN TO THE COUNTRY levels. Won't last long at 
Modern 2 storey home, quality landscaped with lawn, shrubs, and 150 acre farm at Cedarvale on AFFORDABLE LIVINGI $114,500. MLS 
throughout, over 1200 sq. ft. on evergreens. Call for more details to-Highway 16 east, just past the col- Within wa k ng distance to 
Ceramicmain' Europeantile on kitchenStyle &kitchen'dining day. Asking $79,500.00 MLS fee shop at Cedarvafe. Property downtown Terrace in Sunny Hi l l  THORNHILL-HIGHWAY 
fronts on the'Skeena and is Mobile Home Park. This3br, 12x68 room floors, twin seal windows, en- -1 FRONTAGE separated by the Highway. Approx. mobile home may be just what you 
suite, concrete surfaced sundeck, S0 NEAR, FEELS S0 FAR ] 35 acres cleared and fenced the are looking fortl Priced to sell at Zoned highway commercial. 
vinyl siding, double garage, and 
lower floor finished with 4th.. Located close to downtown on a balance wooded with some timber. $13,500! Located on the highway access 
~"~J"~;~S ~ bedroom, family room; 3 pce;:bath • dead end street in the Horseshoe Various out-buidings, barn, older ,; ..... ...... ~")~ ~ '~ e~ road this 1.2 acre parcel provides 
this cozy 4 bedroom fult basement, house and~iguest,cabn Asking ""PRiCE:SEA~S ,l~.lll~ W '"~lgh~Vqisibll~ ad~l: 'b/Jsy 'access~: 
laundry, room and 'foyer., Asking: .bdngalow has hardwood~flobrs in $99,500.00. ~ '" ~A~ng $5,9;900. MLS-; : . ' . : :~ : 
: $1Exclusive.42,500.00 odly '1 '/( years old: (he living/dining area, lireptace, 4th. ' Vendor must sell!!mobile.Bea Jtifull~iEweP~l~hon: 
living room, family FAMILY FIXER UPPER bedroom, rec room, 3 pce. bath, BENCH AREA wellmaintained, COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
laundry, wood stove, and storage in ; Homey and comfortable 4 bedroom large addition, 4 hr. dining rm; fatal. Commercial Building on 4600 Block 
Five bedroom, non basement home the basement. Large lot landscaped ' home with fireplace in spacious liv. ly rm, provide lots of space for the Lakelse. Lower level currently leas- 
H room, dining room,  inThornhill, over17O0sq, ft.N. gas in lawn, established lruit and ingroom;diningroomanddownstairs growing fami ly-at  an affordable ed2600sq, ft. mainleveland1800 
"'=" 1 laundry  room and and electric heat, carport, wood evergreen trees, garden pond, car- rec room. Covered sundeck pricel! In a nice setting on a large sq. ft. on the upper level. Natural 
washroom, siding, situated on a landscaped port and paved drive. Asking overlooks fenced back yard and pad, at a low pad rent! Central air Gas fired hot water heat. Excellent 
~.~]~ The kitchen is tasteful- 80x200 ft. lot on Pine Street. MLS $96,500.00 MLS established garden area. $102,500. conditioning, PLUS 6 appliances, holding property! MLS $149,500. 
/ 
• $49,500.00 ~ MLS Asking $30,500. MLS 
• ly done with oak cabinets ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~  ~.~ ?~(~,~ and an eating island. A ~ / .......: "~"@ .i..: 1 I I  ~'~' ° ' ' : t  bright and moder  home ' i.~';:~i~ . i:' ~ ~ 
-. " for those who want -;/ .i.~.:: 
home living at its best, ..~g:. 
....... Listed MLS. For more " ", ".: 
........ ":.<. information call Shaunce 
Licensed P?ernises Kruisselbrink at Century Ralph Godlinski Rusty Ljungh Christel Godfinski Sylvia Griffin Cam Simon Run Redden 
, ..... 21  Wightman d Smith . . . . . . . . .  ' ° ' '  
:,:.:' , .Realty Ltd. 635-6361 or 
' " evenings at 635-5382. 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT ~ ~ INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
Joe Bar~sa 
REASONABLE PRICES ® 
. ,  . i . . . . . .  im • i i r L~;  . . . . .  ~ . ...... I = = I ' "~ . 
- 1,190 sq. It. - 50 x 122 lot 
- 3 bedrooms - 3 baths -- 0uality built -- 4 Bedrooms 
314 Basement - Family room -- Great location BUSINESS AND HOME 
Listed at $104,900 MLS Call Jim. MLS Take care of your business and be 
at home at the same time with 
1,452 sq. ft. of retail space and 
1,567 sq. ft. of living area upstairs. 
With a 22 x 40 workshop on a large 
lot, this would make a go~l 
business investment. Call Shaunce 
for more information. $110,000 
MLS 
Wi=DNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY : BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY STARTING OUT 
Senior Citizens receive If you are tired of paying high rent Look at this 2 bedrodm home! New- 
1 0% o f f  menu pF ices  and need a go~ shop with 2 bays, ly renovated with oak trim cup. 
hydraulic hoists, offices and show boards, new ling and carpet. Call EXTRAI EXTRA! 
(Specials exempt) room, maybe this could work for Now! Ask for Ted. 635.5619. CALL US ABOUT IT[ 
you. There is paved parking, partial. Listed at $62,000. MLS LARGE ROME WITH SHOP 
ly fenced and over 2 acres Ior BUILDING LOT SPECIAL Truly one of Terrace's finest homes. 
storage or expansion. Call Curdle Attractive residential ot in prime CUSTOM QUALITY EXCEPTIONALLY NICEI This home offers 2,250 sq. ft.of liv- 
Olson for your appointment to view. location in town. Underground ser- Can be yours with this fully finished This home and property is a must to inn space on the main floor plus a 3/4 
Monday to Friday Priced at $174,900 MLS vices, paved street, and is ready for 2,400 sq• It. 2.storey home located see to really appreciate all of the basement. It also features 7 
your new home. Call Curdle 01son on 2.24 acres. Living room has features and immaculate condition, bedrooms, Iving room, dining room, 
7 a, ln,  , 8"30  p ,m,  lor more tntormation. Priced at vaulted ceilings and brick fireplace. Some features lnclude: 1,350sq. ft. family room, rec room, 4 
Saturday 8 a.m.. 4 p.m. $21,900 EXC. Kitchen with breakfast area. Family plus a fully finished basement, 3 bathrooms, N/G hot water heat, at. 
room with hardwood floors. Three bedrooms, 3 bathrooms including a tached garage, workshop and much, 
RURAL ACREAGES bedrooms, master with 4-pce. on- full ensuite. Family room off kitchen ATTRACTIVE ACREAGE AND much more. For more information or 
RURAL LIVING Just north el Terrace we have for suite and walk.in closet. And much, )lus 22 x 20 rec room. Beautifully HOME your personal appointment to view 
Sunday 8 a.m. 3 p.m, Located in Usk on the Highway side, sale 2 acreages. One ol them is much more, Call Jim for more inlor- landscaped with shrubs, lawn, fruit Located on main highway, 23 acres call Hans. MLS. 
this 1,430 sq. ft. home comes with 16 + acres in size and the second mation on this quality priced proper• trees, 40' green house. 20 x 40 in two parcels can be purchased SIZE! PRICE! CONDffl0NI 
many extras. On a 2.67 acre parcel is 10 + acres in size. For maps or ty priced at $140,000 EXCLUSIVE. shop, wired, heatod, gyprocced, and 
with a 30 x 30 shop, 15 x 25 barn. more intormation, please give Hans separately. Mostly cleared, ready GREAT VALUE! 
located in 3 rental units to help with the tour- a call. Asking $19,900 each MLS. STOP - LOOK -- REAR cement floor. All kitchen appliances for cultivating, fruit trees, berry If you require size but are working 
the tgage payment and much more. Call For the young couple just starting included. Asking $f15,00 MLS. bushes, garden, green house. Also with a budget- Don't overlook this 
Sbaunce for information todayl MLS GREAT LOCATION out this very affordable 1,020 sq, It. Call Laurie for viewing, provides a very well maintained and exceptionally developed home. 
JUST LISTED In the Horseshoe, close to schools, 3 bedroom bungalow may be just SPRING IS HERE decorated 14 x 70 mobile on full 1,400 sq. ft., 4 bedrooms, 12 x 24 
Very attractive 6.89 acres in prime Is this 1,145 sq. ft. full basement what you're looking for, Priced at Looking to build this spring? Check basement•like structure. Power pro. family room, and many more 
location in the Horseshoe. Property home. Four bedrooms, two baths, only $59,500 MLS and also featur• out these lots: Lot 4 Mountalnview vlded by generator back.up, pro. features. 4 appliances included. Ex. 
iszonedR1 and may be sultable lor paved driveway. 68 x 131 lot. inn NIG heat, single carport, paved - ,31  acres; Clore & X l rka ldv-  pane main. Impressive property, ceptionagy well decorated from floor 
residential lot subdivision. Call Cur. Available for occupancy July 1st. driveway, and fenced back yard. 136' x 115'. These lots have all Asking $45,000 for home and 11.5 to ceiling. Great package for the 
die Olson for more inlormation. Pric. Call Jim about this home priced at Close to hospital, schools and walk. service available. Call Shaunce for acres. Additional 11.5 acres asking price of $52,900 MLS. Call 
ed at $130,000 MLS. $94,300 MLS. inn distance to downtown. MLS more information. MLS $17,000, Call Laurie for viewinq. Laurie for viewing. 
4 702 Lakelse s~n Parker ......... Jim Duff ..... Gordo~n Olson 'Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbdnk Ted Garner .I 
PHONE 638.4031 635-6688 638-1646 635-6382 635-§739 635.5382 635.6619 ~_ 
635-6302 No QUESTION ABOUT ITS 
I I I I 
m 
' • + ' . . . .  "*"  . e ' ' # 
-'.i '. 
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BASEMENT FLDDR PLAN 
• + 
, Heritage +style 
basement home 
By M. TYNAN 
It seems that  the 
heritage look will never go 
out of  style. There's 
something warm and in- 
viting about a covered 
veranda. Perhaps because 
we can visualize it with an 
old porch swing; Gables 
and palladian style win- 
dows complete the friend- 
ly country-style look that 
this design has to offer. 
Enter into a good sized 
foyer. To the right, a 
spaciou8 rooms 8et apart 
from the rest of the un- 
finished basement cou ld  
be used as a home office 
or games room. To the 
left, a good sized utility 
room could also service a 
poss ib le , '  futUre;:,in:l~w 
suite,  
Upsta i r s ,  a s ty l i sh  l i v ing  
room has a vaulted ceiling 
and a window •seat set into 
a palladian style feature 
window. An open plan for 
the kitchen/family room 
creates a country kitchen 
style atmosphere, featur- 
ing a handy work island 
and a bya window. Sliding 
glass doors lead to a 
covered sundeck. 
All three bedrooms are 
a good size. The front 
bedrooms boast the addi- 
tion of feature Windows - -  
the front left bedroom has 
corner windows and the 
other has a window scat 
set into a palladian style 
window. The master  
features a walk-in closet 
and a large four piece en- 
suite. 
Plans for GL.612 may 
be obtained for $335 for a 
package of five complete 
set8 of working prints and 
$29.00 for each additional 
set of the same plan. 
Allow $15.00 extra to 
cover the cost of postage 
and handl ing (B.C.  
residents add applicable 
sales tax to plan total) (All 
Canadian residents add 
7% GST to plan total plus 
postage and handling) 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many innovative 
plans are now available in 
our NEW Basement Entry 
plan catalogues for $9.58 
including postage and 
handling and 7% GST. 
Please make all che- 
ques, money orders, and 
Visa or MasterCard 
authorization payable to: 
Terrace Standard Plan of 
the Week, 13659-108th 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V3T 
2K4. 
I 
.. L) }"-~' i•  .' .: ,!. 
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Verne Ferguson, 
635-3389 
• . ,  / • • 
+~ ~ ~; 
.--Brenda Erickson • 
638-1721 
, , .+ .~ . . .  
: .?++~F':':" %. 
~t+:+++"+' >:  
Olga Power  
638-3833 
Gordon Hamilton 
635-9537 
LOVELY, LARGE & LOG 
If you've been looking for the uniqueness 
of log and the convenience of town We 
• Have It[! On a quiet residential street on 
the Bench this home Oilers 4 bdrs., 2~h 
baths, large living room, master bdr. up 
has ensuite & gallery. Family room off kit- 
chen has trench doors leading to rear deck 
and fenced yard. Call Brenda to view 
638-1721 MLS. (92009) 
COMMERCIAL PLUS 
Large well developed property on almost 
an acre.el land. 5,400 sq. lt~ opt building 
with overhead crane, secdrity "system, 
and many features which makes it adap. 
table to various business ventures. Great 
location for asking price of $269,500 
MLS. 
WOODLAND PARK ACREAGE 
Uncleared acreage minutes from city 
limits - located in Woodland Park. The 
gently sloping terrain make this an ex. 
cellent property. Call Evan Young 
' 638-1273 or Olga Power 635.3833. 
......... I i 
GOOD THORNHILL STARTER 
3 bedroom home in good condition on nice 
large lot. Large enclosed front porch, 1 O x 
16 storage shed and 12 x 16 workshop. 
Wood stove in living room keeps 
everything cozy. An excellent buy at 
$56,500 (920045) MLS. Call Gordon 
Hamilton 635.9537 
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST[ 
Very large acreage close to town on 
school bus route. Ranch style 4 bedroom 
home, Attractive country style kichen, 
very spacious well designed home. Large 
shop on property fully wired but not in- 
sulated. Also has tack/barn for animal 
care. Fertile soil, hay field, turned over 3 
yrs. ago. Your own country estate, scenic 
area close to town. Call 01ga at 635-3833 
MLS (920 007) 
COMMERCIAL ACREAGE 
Choice light industrial acreage in Thor- 
nhill. 2;109 acres - excellent location for 
,harehouso :or"shop.' iPriced at us[ 
$124,400! 'Daft M~rne Fergu's0n 
635.3389 (910160) MLS 
ADJACENT LOTS NOW 
AVAILA8LE 
Beam Station Drive - Lakelse Lake lots 5 
& 6 are now listed with us. 
Two rural lots available on John's Road 
just north of city centre. Lots 21 & 22 Ior 
$10,000 each. Call Evan Young 
638.1273 or Olga Power 635-3833 to- 
CO;'Y CABIN & HOUSE 
Russwood area. Cabin 320 sq. ft. with 
loft. House - 1,130 sq, ft,, needs 
finishing. Wood heat, propane fridge, on 
school bus route. Only $25,000. Call Olga 
Power 635-3833, Evan Young 638-1273 
MLS. 
" '  BRIGHT 2 BEDROOM 
STARTER HOME 
on 1/2 acre in town leatures twin 
seal windows and vaulted ceilings, 
This beautiful ittle home is in ira. 
maculate condition and has natural 
gas furnace and hot water. You'll 
have to hurry to see this one at 
$59,500 Exclusive, call Joy. 
3 BUILDING LOTS IN TOWN 
on Kenney & Medeek 
65x120 each. Buy one or all 
three. Paved and all services 
available. Priced from 
$16,500 to $17,000. Call 
Joy. 
2 LOTS 
Side by side zoned R-2, Each lot is 
61 x146 located close to town. Ask- 
ing $17,900 each MLS. Call Dave 
Now. 
LUXURY HOME 
is styled for the times and perfect 
for the growing family. The kitchen 
features lots ot custom built oak 
cabinets and is only a step away 
lrom a comfortable tamily room with 
sliding doors to the patio. Solid con- 
struction is 2x6 hamed and sided In 
easy care vinyl. Situated in an ex- 
clusive area of the Horseshoe. A 
new home at $197,500, call Shella 
to view. 
A GREAT WAY TO STAR'1 
in this charming 928 sq. It. 
bungalow, The rooms are spacious 
and appealing. Upgrading includes 
new N/G furnace and hot watol 
new wiring and plumbing, and new 
windows, A separate garage 
doubles as a workshop. Landscaped 
lot has two mature cherry trees. 
Listing at $69,000 MLS. Call 
Joy. 
John Currle Joy Dover 
635-9598 635.7070 
II 
THIS HOME HAS EVERYTHINGI 
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, a study, fenced 
yard, and a large rec room. Call us now for 
an appointment• Ric or Deborah 638-0268 
wk, 635.6508 hm. Reduced to $114,951 
PHONE DI=BORAH OR 
RIC TODAY 
For An Expert Market' I 
Evaluation 
635-6508 
NOTHING TO DO BUT MOVE INl 
-- Dream kitchen 
- 0pen plan 
- Two levels, updated 
- $129,900 
Must be seen inside, Call now. Ric or 
Deborah 638.0268 wk. 635-6508 hm, 
NEW LISTING, SURPRISE 
PACKAGE 
This lovely 3 bedroom home has 
been fully renovated and includes 
large family room, new kitchen 
cabinets and French doors from the 
loyer to living room, Decorated in 
light bright colours with new 
carpeting throughout. $79,500, 
must I~e seen, Call JOy tO view. 
• COMMERCIAL BUtLDING 
'Located in town. Currently leased 
also has 3 Ixlrm living accommoda- 
tions. Listed Exclusively with NRS 
at $99,900, Call Dave. 
Day8 Reynolds 
635.3126 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
QUALITY HOME 
built in a quiet area on a no.thru 
street. 2x6 construction, 4 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 2 family 
rooms, oak cabinets in large kit. 
chen, eating area, separate dining 
room, hay window in living room. 
Home is on double lot that can be 
subdivided, ~ , ,  ~arden soil and 
lots of fruit trees. Call Wanda tor ap- 
pointment o view $154,500 MLS. 
NEW LISTING]I 
14x70 Mobile in good condition, 
Features spacious kitchen in front 
offering views of the distant moun. 
tains. Master bedroom has been 
redecorated in todays fresh and 
bright colours. Also included is a 
joey shack with workbenclL Call 
Suzanne today for the location of 
Ihis affordable mobile. Listed at only 
$27,9001l MLS 
Suzanne Gleason 
638.8198 
I + : i /{ I®'  
. , , . , . .  
Julie Focker 
CARRIER 
OF THE 
WEEK 
- Quarter Cheese or Big Mac 
- Large Fries 
- Regular Soft Drink 
- Sundae 
Compliments of MacDonalds 
In a c lear  record  of  de l ivery  
and  a Job wel l  done  you 've  
earned  a FREE McHappy  
Meal .  
• _TERRACE STAN A  D 
IDEAL LOCATION - STARTER 
HOME 
Requiring innovative ideas. $49,900. Call 
Olga or Evan. 
STARTER HOME 
Ideal starter home in Horseshoe located 
close to park, schools, arean, pool and 
downtown. The home offers 2 large 
bedrooms, one with an ensuite. Natural 
gas furnace and carpeting installed 3 
'years ago.. Reel one year old, For lurther 
• inlo..p!ease call Evan Young 638.1273 or 
Otga Power 635.3833. 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING LEASE 
Centre ol Terrace. Sub lease until August 
31, 1992 with further 5 yr. lease 
available. Property includes 1,200 sq, ft. 
cooler, offices, 8,400 sq. It. el space. 
Two bays to CH rail tracks & 3 bays to 
Ioadingyard that is fenced. Call Ofga 
Power 635-3833 or Evan Young 
638.1273 or ollico 638.0268 Ior further 
details, 
REALTY WORLD-CANADA, 
OLYI~C TELECAST 
John Taylor 
635.7603 
+i+i':. +~ . . . .  +~i:++i! 
! Evan..Young :: 
638 .1273 
Ric White 
635-6508 
il 
Deborah Ashton 
635.6508 
FIRST AO $136,900 
Spectacular custom built rancher 
featuring over 1500 sq. It. on the 
main. Has been built with privacy in 
mind and oilers a spectacular view 
of the Thornheights area. Inside 
you'll find a dream kitchen with 
solid oak cabinets. Separate dining 
room and master bedroom which 
boasts an enormous ensuite with 
jacuzzi tub and skylights. This love- 
ly home is sure to please even the 
most discriminating buyer for an ap. 
pointment to view or for more 
details please call Suzanne at 
635.6142 or 638-8198, 
ONLY 3 LOTS LEFT 
Located on McConnell Ave. Two are 
65x131 the other has 96 feet of 
frontage. Asking $26,900 and 
,$28,900 MLS, Call Dave Now. 
OLDER HOME 
Ideal for the young couple or as a 
retirement home, Situated on a 
fenced 1/2 acre park like setting 
close to hospital and schools, 3 
bdrms 1120 sq. It. The full base. 
ment has a root cellar, large storage 
area and a one bedroom suite to 
l l l $1 l J  Wl l l l  l l l d |  l l lU l tUdUlT+ l . sd l l  U~I IGK 
for an appointment today, 
$109,O00 MLS. 
A GREAT LITTLE BUSINESS 
with lots of room for growlb. Conve. 
ntence store/laundromat nd 3 bay 
ear wash. Recently built cement 
block buirding designed for e second 
floor, Comes complete with a home 
next door for owner or rent. Call 
Derick for more details EXCLUSIVE. 
Derick Kennedy 
635.3042 
I 
,+ 
Wanda Watherg 
635-3734 
Shella Love 
635-3004 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
I , I 
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HOME PLAN 
Beautiful Looks 
Great Floor Plan 
This up:to-date non-basement of the house...to the left of 
rancher has all the features the foyer is the sunken living- 
most looked for by today's room, a wood burning fireplace 
home buyer,..and all in a corn- and railings between it and 
pact package. Beautiful look- the dining room enhance this 
ing, it has three bedrooms, already beautiful bay-windowed 
1½ baths, a large kitchen/nook room. The exterior is designed 
area, and spacious formal for horizontal siding, accented 
living and dining rooms. Sliding by trim boards of a contrasting 
glass doors access a l l  parts  color.  
PATIO 
I -'" 
=~ 
KITCHEN NOOK 
18-6 x 9-0 
DINING 
9-6 x 10-0 
2895x3048 
LIVINGROOM dto 
12-0X16-6 I 
3657X 5029 
~ ~ . ,  ...... ,:. " .,.,., ,,:. : ,~. :,=:, ,,,. ,, -- . . . .  -:  ~ _,::,. 
DESIGN O..  WP-926 
Width :  38 ' -0 ,  
Depth:  52'-0" 
Main  F looz :  1238 sq. f t .  
House  P lans  Ava i lab le  Through 
Zerz"ace 
:Dotl;oen:l   
MEMBER OF  T IM.BR-MARTS LTD.  
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
. ABIG 
THANK-Y 
,, ',lhe~Oanadlan Cancer 
Society says thank-you 
to all our volunteer 
partners - 
foryOurhard work, 
and dedication. 
)U 
assist 
seniors' 
Colund . 
L 
FIRST AID TIP 
. . . ,~  ' '~  
BURNS AND SCALDS 
The size, location and depth deter- 
mine how serious a burn is and 
whether the person's life is in danger. 
Burns on infants and the elderly are 
always serious. • Immerse the burn 
area in cold water to rellsve pain • 
Cover the burn with dry, sterile dress- 
ing (no ointments) and bandage lightly 
• Monitor breathing when the burns 
are around the face • Transport to 
medical aid. 
; St ~ohnAmbuiance 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Fdday at 9:30 a.nl. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 I 
2 games for 4 games for $1 ,000 .  I $1,000  each week  every other  week  
Tickets Available At: 
House of Simoighets, Benson Optical. Northem Drugs, Sheffield & Son, Northem Health 
Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G Grocery, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Copperslde III, Rhoda 
• Seymour, Kltselas; Gloria Morven, NNB; Riverside Grocery, Thomhill; Gitlakdamix Youth 
Group, New Alyansh; Roberta Clayton, New Alyansh; non Sampare, Greenville; Wayne 
Taft, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
ACREAGE CLOSE 10 TOWN 
Approx. 4.5 level acres with a 
spacious 3,500 sq. ft. 5 bedroom 
home less than 5 minutes from 
downtown. Natural gas heat, Easy 
care vinyl siding. A terrific rural set- 
ting with lots of space. Listed at 
S142,500 BY DICK EVANS, MLS. 
JUST LIKE NEW 
2.storey home in Dejong Subdivision. Over 
2,100 sq. ft, fully linished. Only 5 years 
old and has all the features you would ex- 
~ect. If you have considered building, con. 
sider buying finished. Asking S155,000, 
CAll DICK EVANS. MLS, 
JUST LISTED 
Rural residential setting best describes 
this attractive 4year old split level home 
in Spring Creek Subdivision, If you have 
been looking for a special home with a 
view on a ~/4 acre lot, check out this pro. 
perty with DICK EVANS. Listed at 
$172,900 MLS. 
GREAT CONDITION, GREAT 
HOME 
14 x 70 mobile home set up with a 
fenced yard. interior has been upgrad. 
ed and in great condition. Set up to 
meet CMHC specifications. Listed at 
S56,500MLS. Call ERIKA today~ 
LOTS OF NEW LOTS, NEW 
SUBDIVISION 
41.1ot subdivision under construction. 
Already 8 sold. Reserve your lot now and 
start building in August. MLS. Call ERIKA 
for all the details. 
$109,00() 
Large home for the Growing family located 
in the Horseshoe area close to all schools. 
With the minimum 10% down, your mon- 
thly payments are only $860, Exclusive. 
Call ERIKA, 
,S 
©Wesplon 
I 
MBR [ 
13-0 x11-0 
3962x 3352 
i • 
- - - -1  
Environmentalists. 
Start Here ,   
BR 2 
lO-Ox 9-0 
~ 2  BR3 9-Ox 9-6 
743x2895 
DOUBLE GARAGE 
$ $ 
Do You Deal With 
A Finance Company? 
- Our rates have just dropped to an all:time low] 
- If you presently have a loan, mortgage, or furniture ",', 
contract with another local or out-of-town finance com- 
pany we know we can save you $ on interest costs. 
- We have the lowest rates and easiest payments in the 
industryl 
LOANS & 1ST OR 2ND MORTGAGES 
Open Till 7 P.M. Tees and 8 P.M. Thurs. For Your 
Convenience 
Avco Financial Services 
4~-A ~.,e,e 635-2826 
Avenue,  Ter race  
$ 
PHOTO'S  • 
For 1992 
Skeena Country Tourist Guide 
We are looking for pictures depicting fishing and recreational scenes  
in the re~ 
• 7'i 
Please identify any persons in photos and location and name of photographer;: 
We will give credit line if picture is used. Drop off pictures to the Terrace Stan- 
dard by May 20. Attention: Janet Viveiros. Marked: Skeena Country. Please at- 
tach self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish your pictures returned. 
The Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazel le Ave. V8G 3L2 
of Terrace "~ ' ; ;~:  
638-1400 
• " 4)  r~ ' ,  .t~ 
OWNER TRANSFERRED 
and looking for oilers on this 3 brm 
home on Agar. ~, r~t  to see inside. 
Carpets ,I~ I~ l l lh~.  ed two years 
ago. N.(~l~lPa~'-hot water. Track 
lighting. 6"0x376 lot. Call GORDIE for a 
quick showing. 
COPPERSI~I~OMS • 
Well kept n~l~ j~ lafg~t at Copper- 
side. j ~ a  ~,q ,~r i  ng tggO. 
LarglJ~'azk~ionn~l~Jl-l,,*c~., ~' family room, 
Look§great.~iOD. MLS. Call GORDIE. 
TERRIFIC.,~OBILE 
Excellent 12x5j~,.~oB~,,~hume in Graham 
trailer cou~_~i~le"~nd line upgraded. 
Bathroom i.lD,~T~d. Neat as a pin. Ridge 
and stove included. Asking S15,000. 
MLS.. Call GORDIE, 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday,, May 24 
1:00 • 4:00 p.m. 
5319 Mountain Vista Drive 
NEW - CUSTOM RANCHER 
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, eat-in kit- 
chen and dining area plus skylight, 
built-in vacuum and dishwasher. 
Large 82x255 lot. $119,900. JOYCE 
FINDLAY, 635.2697. 
ONLY 2 YEARS OLD 
with view. Daylight basement, completely 
finished, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, carport 
plus garage/shop, Asking 5152,900. a 
must to see, Call JOYCE at 635-2697. 
BOARDING YOUR HORSES? 
Why not check out either of these two 
acreages: 2,66 acres, 4 brms, 3 baths. 
Woodland Park . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $119,900 
8.4 acres, 5 brms, 2 baths. Halliwell Ave. 
$149,000 
Call JOYCE for your appointment at 
635-2697. 
I ,en, estafe 
63S-2Bg , 
ml~ ioyce f lndlay 
WONDERFUL! WONDERFUL[ 
Fully finished family home in an ex- 
cellent resale area• This 5 bedroom 
home has a fully finished basement 
with a wet bar, 2 bedrooms and a 
three-piece bath. Upslairs is even bet- 
let with a new oak kitchen and new 
flooring throughout. Call now to view! 
Priced at S127,500 EXCL. 
I STARTING 0UT? 
This is a super little starter Iome close to 
town. Recently redone ~ new flooring, 
vinyl siding, E~v,jp~hr~p.~ plus a brick 
leature wall v lq f~1~-e .  Priced to sell 
at S56,500. L"~ JOHN tor more intorma. 
tion at 638 1400 EXCL 
LARGE FAMILIESI 
Must be made aware of this large family 
home in the Horseshoe. The original 
owner has maintained thi.~l~me b autilul- 
ly. Aside lroql,,~tlle~b~l ~, this home 
teatuies n.g. ~l~r/1ff'6-deck, double 
paved drive willTcarport, plus this gem is 
located on a large 80x132 lot in the 
Horseshoe. Call JOHN tor furiher detailS.. 
Priced to sell at Sl19,900. ML6, ~ ,: 
f 
tl 
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R USINESS DIRECTORV 
i ' TERRAOE EXPERTS " - ' IN  A GLANCE JC  I 
I I  I ' ' I I I  
I 
SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services i B USI N ESS O F TH E WEE K I I 
124 H~UR SERVICE I 638'0663 
I I BRIDALBOUTIQUE I :ll 
I I ~ " Wedding Dresses • Invitations I I 
I I 4'/J • Tuxedo Rentals • Lingerie I i 
I I ' / /  " Grad& Party Dresses ° Wedding Cakes I ."1 
I I (~( Complete wedding service to make l I / 
I I " '  that day 'Uniquely Yours' I I 
461 7 B Lakelse Ave., 638-1  773 I m i i 
I . KITIMAT- TERRACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
I " T i l l  E lec t rmc .~f,. ~ l ' ": 
I t ,~~ BRIDAL BOUTIQUE " ' &OornmercialWiring 6,32.5585 ~ : 
! I ,~ l~ l~~esses  *Invitations l ' * 24 hr. Answering Service : 'FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION" " ' 
: I /uT~ ' * Tuxedo Rentals ~ Lingerie ' • Service Calls our Specialty Ride in elegant luxury; ;. 
I ,// • Grad & Party Dresses • Wedding Cakes ~ ~o"~ • " Celebrate in extravagance 
~ i ~ Complet e wedding sea!co to make O~O'~/o /  ' !; Create an unforgettable memory. ) 
I ~ that day 'Uniquely Yours' 353201d Lakelse Lake Rd. Rick McCarron Featuring: bar, TVIVCR, stereo system i ; 14617BLakelse Ave., 638-1773 ' Terrace,,&& VSG5A7 RegistrationNo. 16984 Proprietor , RESERVE EARLY N0n-SlnokingVehlde,, 
I MACKAY 'GFUNEHAL I I  TOLSEC ] 
I T oSERVlCES~D%. .oo  I I LOCK l KEY I 
I ,,,c Cr, ' I I CERTIFIED I 
| Directors: E I I LOCKSMITHS I 
. I JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLAN, I I .. , :11 • 3238 Kqlu~ Street,, I JEANETTESCHULMEISTER i ~ ,.~ ~, I,-:.1 -- __  • , I  
[ l ' 0"= ~ ' 2 ! ~ U R :1 7'<I ":i : ~ , ~ ", 
~.o"  "'e"t" Answering and Pager Service fA  ..... I ' I 638-0241 I I I Terrace, Kitimat, Smi thers  l~ . l~ .~/ I / I /1  Funeral Service I I TOLL FREE -- 1-800"661"2§76 • 
I & Prince Rupert v . , .~  . . . .  ..=ci.,on l ,  I I 
SPRING CLEANING SPECIAL 
Carpets In Any 
Three Rooms... 
GREAT RATES ON 
FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY I 
49.95 
FOR ALI~ YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
Terrace & Kitimat Building Maintenance 
Insured 635-6772 Bonded 
Cover-It ® protects from the elements and is great for greenhouses, cars, palntbooths, 
workshops and is available in many sizes. 
RENTALS AVAILABLE FOR FLEA MARKETS AND FAIRS 
BURDETT DISTRIBUTORS (1977) LTD. 
4759 Highway 16  W.  
Terrace, B.C. ', 
VSG 1 N3 
PHONE .................... 635-2818 
FAX ......................... 638-1188 
Wherever You're Going, 
We're Going Your Wayl 
Dependable Door-To-Door Taxi Service 
24 Hours~7 Days A Week 
NOW OFFERING 
Prompt, Courteous & Reliable Delivery Service 
24 HOURS A DAY! 
For Complete Details Call 
4449 Lakelse KALUM KABS 635-7177 
/ '~1~ Mobiles Starling' As Low As $699 
',, [~:  - -  Portables StartingAs Low As 8519 . I I I  w,  I .EVERY FEATURE W EK. AN CALL EXCiT,NG US FOR NEW DETA,LS, SPECIAL ' ~v! i ~;;::~i:;:~;~Tu~;pY ,~ .A~ Rugged & Reliable $1,000 roperty 
'NORTHLAND COMMUNICAT IONS II Perm Special$49,001o.ghairextra I I 
. o  4-5oo~ ~o.,e 638-0261 I 6-4717 Lakelse Ave., l:errace B.C. 635-3637 Pierre Lussler 635-7400 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
Specializing in Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
- Renovations • Mill Work 
638-8478 
- i  n i 
-/-/airma 
SALON BARBER SHOP 
4646 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635"5727 or  635-4555 
I I 
~ Skeena Valley 
VIDEO CLINIC 
Specializing in repairs to: 
• ¥CRs  • Camcorders  = CD Players i 
I make it work for you! 
202 - 471 6 Lazelle Avenue 635-7762 
. . . . . . .  • - V 
"Our ex l :~ng service win ~ve your comfy  i~ey"  
CHIM0 DELIVERY 638-8630 
i i - -  
J ~°r  Windshield Repair/Replacements 
SKEENA HEAT ING SERVICES I ~ ~ ~  ,AutoGlass 
Bonded "A"  I ~ ;~ j~yy~ .... • ICBC Replacements 
Class I / ~ ~ ~  I Mirrors 
Gas Fitter I ~ ,Y"~~I~I  • Windows 
For all heating Installailon service, I ~ J , ~ '  ~ • Sealed Units 
Industrial, commercial and reslden- CALL STAN H OLLANDtlaI' I I '~AL-C '$  RG LrATeS]e LTDI 
Ph. 635 7979 I I ~ ~ .  - - 3,20 r ' . I 
Fax, 838.22o8 ] I ~ .~ 638-8001, in Kltlmt 6si,4eo0 I 
i 
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AERO 
~AIR CONDITIONING 
~AUTOMATIC OVERDRIVE 
TRANSMISSION 
~/3.0 LITRE MEFI V6 ENGINE 
• ~,/DRIVER'S SIDE AIRBAG 
:"~:-~(REAR WHEEL ANTI-lOCK 
° 
~DUAL CLOTH CAPTAIN'S 
CHAIRS 
~V~AM/FM STEREO 
JREAR WINDOW WIPER/ 
WASHEPJDEFROSTER 
~'3 YEAR/S0,000 KM 
NO DEDUCTIBLE : ii '-~ 
BUMPER-TO'BUMPER 
WARRANTY ~ 
;, ~ 
" r . .  
TH FAMILY E! 
%, 
GET 6.9% FINANCING FOR UP TO 48 Mq 
OR CHOOSE $1,250 CASHBACK* 
~ '~ * . . . . . .  YOUR B.C. FORD & MERCURY DEALER s i~ 
*MSIIP w~th aishk~ applied for 1992 Aerostar XL, regular length, 2-wheel drive and Prefered Equipment Package 590A. Cashback and financing often may not be combined. Excludes license and applicable taxes. Dealer may sell for lest See dealer for details. 
**lqnandng and cashl~:k offers may not be combined, Financing available on approved credit, Finance example assuming $15,000 financed: 6,9% annual percentage rate over 48 months, monthly payment is $358.50, cost of borrowing is ~20K00, total to be 
rel~kl is $17,20g,00. If financing chosen instead of $1,250 cashback, effective interest rate is 10,57% and cost of borrowing, including $1,250 cashback not taken, is $3,458,00, Effective interest rate and total cost of borrowing vary with vehicle purchased and ;:~ 
amount financed, Umlted time offers available on lgg2 model retail purchases from dealer inventory only, See dealer for details. B.C, FMDA 666 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B,C. V6C 2X8 
635.4984 4631 Keith Ave,, Terrace DLRNO. 5548 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
r 
!~i~!i~i~i~ i: :-,. ~i~ii*i ~/~ • * 
!!i!i~ili~!~ , ~i~i !i~i! ~i ~ 
4"  
.% 
d 
Sports 
Menu 
TONIGHT 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 10s - 6 30 p.m. 
Co.op v Shoppers 
Copperside v Skeena Cellulose 
AGK v Surveyors 
Carlyle Sheperd v Cent. Lions 
GIRLS - 6:30 p.m. 
t'izza Hut v Kinettes 
Riehards vTide Lake 
4 
TnURsVAy, Zl 
i Yonth Soccer 
(ChristyPark) 
UNDER 12s - 6:30 p.m. 
Wildwood vFinning 
Bandstra V Cedarland 
Sight and Sound vBrady's FC 
SATURDAY, MAY 23 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 7s - 9:30 a.m. 
Terrace Shell v Vie Froese 
Philpots vTilden Tigers 
Wilkinson Canons vAll Seasons 
Sofeway v Northern Motor Inn 
Rotary vKinsmen Jets 
UNDER 8s - 10:30 a.m. 
Cramptons v Dairy Queen 
Terrace Chrysler v Totem Ford 
McAIpine v Skeena Sawmills 
SUNDAY, MAY 24 
Rugby 
Terrace Northmen v Prince 
Rupert - 2 p.m. at Northwesl 
Community College pitch. 
Running •
Smithers Duathlon -- 5kin run, 
30kin cycle and 5kin run. Contact 
Jenny Cairnf at 847-5460 or Les 
.Priest at 846-9522 for details. 
I MONDAY, MAY 25 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 17s - 6:30 p.m. 
Takhar vBrainds 
Northern Drugs v Manuels 
TUESDAY, MAY 26 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 14s - 6:30 p.m. 
_.Qyet'~.aitea v Terrace Builders 
Bavarian I n v Sanberry 
: (}IRLS ~ 6:30 p.m. 
• Terrace Travei v Richards 
THURSDAY, MAY 28 
Try-a-tri-athlon 
~Youth triathlon sponsored by the 
Terrace Blueback Swim Club. 
Start ime 3:30 p.m. at the pool. 
SATURDAY, MAY 30 
Running ('I'¢~rraee) 
KERMODEi CLASSIC 
10 a.m. start o lkm, 5kin and 
10kin walk, jog or run. 
The Terrace Standard 
offers Sports Menu as a 
public service to its 
readers and local sports 
organizations. 
I f  you have an event 
planned for which there is 
no admission charge, 
bring the details in and 
we'll add it to the Menu. 
To make the following 
week's paper, submissions 
must be in by 5" p.m. 
Thursday. 
Trip to the desert is rewa 
enough for striking quint rt d 
Headed for fun in the sun this November are the 
Spinarounds of the Sunday night bowling league. 
The quintet of Annie and Norm Hohnes, Lori 
Kasporski and Debbie and Richard Rauschen- 
bergerwill be among the hundred plus B.C. teams 
playing in a tournament inReno, Nevada. 
Pins over ave.rage was the deciding factor in the 
May 9 local roll offs and the Spinarounds rose to 
the occasion finishing with a plus 242 total over the 
four games. 
That was 16 pins better than runner-up Deadliners 
-- Daria Saunders, Doug and Dcbbie Middleton, 
Bob Petho and Brent Tlaherty. 
And what do the Spinarounds stand to win in the 
Rend event? "Nothing," says Diane Francis of the 
Terrace Lanes, who will be going along as "tour 
guide". 
The prize, she explained, was qualifying for the 
week-long et together in the biggest little city in 
the world. 
"They put a whole bunch of bowlers on about 10 
buses and off they go,', she said, adding, "it's a lot 
fun." 
There will be some striking action at the Terrace 
Lanes this weekend as the members of the 300 Club 
take to the alleys. 
Every bowler who put in a 300 or up performance 
during the course of the Fall season is qualified to 
take part in the three day event. 
More than 100 bowlers made that grade and the 
competition for the $500 in prizes is sure to be stiff. 
Bowling gets under Way Friday evening and 
winds up on Sunday. 
And there are still slots open in the various Spring 
leagues. 
Francis said these leagues offered an ideal op- 
portunity to learn to bowl, how to keep score and 
what the leagues are all about. 
',It's a good time for people," she explained, "be- 
cause the staff have a little bit more time to spend 
with them. 
!'It's just fun," she added, pointing to the example 
of the Family league which got under way Friday 
night. 
For more information on the leagues, contact 
Francis at 635-5911. 
SKB wreck Point's 
attempt at double 
SKB Molson Wreckers 
were amply rewarded for 
their efforts in staging the 
10th annual Icebreaker 
slow pitch tournament. 
They won it! 
And in doing so they 
foiled West Point's bid to 
repeat last year's success 
in the Icebreaker. 
The Wreckers put to- 
gether a three game un- 
beaten streak in the 
championship double- 
knockout round to ad- 
vance to the Sunday, May 
10 final. 
For West Point, their op- 
ponents in the big-money 
showdown, outscoring 
SKB also meant evening 
the score. 
The Wreckers had ear- 
lier handed West Point its 
only loss of {he 
championship round. 
That had sent West 
Point to the B side where 
they dropped Kitimat to 
earn a shot at the lop spot. 
However, SKB con- 
firmed the form with a 12- 
8 win to take home the 
$1,200 first place prize 
money. 
West Point picked up 
$700 and third place 
Kitimat $400. 
Rudon beat ont CN in 
the consolation final to 
collect $100. 
Mothers' Day Massacre 
WHEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME. Johnny McGowan shows the Camels a clean pair 
of heels as the Northmen breach the Camels defensive dike for the second time. The floodgates 
opened soon after as the Northmen stampeded the visitors 52-0 to maintain their unbeaten streak 
in North Coast Rugby League action. This Sunday, the Terrace team will host Prince Rupert. 
wv 
And massacre is the only way 
to describe what the home team 
Terrace Northmen did to the 
Smithers Camels in their May 10 
return match. 
Having eonae out on the wrong 
end of an 18-7 score a week be- 
fore in their season opener, the 
Camels were looking to even the 
score and end the Northmen's un- 
beaten streak. 
It only took scant minutes to ex- 
tinguish any such hopes. 
Winning the serums and 
lineouts right from the opening 
whistle, the Northmen exerted 
relentless pressure, trapping the 
visitors in their own end. 
Only a desperate clearance 
stopped the Northmen scoring at 
the eight minute mark but it was a 
brief reprieve. 
With Johnny McGowan having 
just failed to get over, the 
Northm~n ,won, the e.nsui_ng, five 
yard scrum and George Da Costa 
went in for the try. 
Graham Bayles, filling in for 
regular kicker Doug Wilson, 
missed the convert o leave the 
score at 4-0. 
At the 14 minute mark the 
Northmen three-quarter line pi~t 
on another smooth passing dis- 
play ending with the winger 
going back inside to Johnny 
McGowan who this time was not 
denied. 8-0. 
And from there it was a pro- 
cession. 
Four minutes later Dale Orosz 
picked up a loose ball to go over 
for a converted try: 14-0. 
With 22 minutes gone, Craig 
Soutar pounced on'a fumbled up 
and under. A diving Camel tackle 
tripped him but Soutar's 
momentum carried him across the 
line. 
Bayles was on target with the 
convert again and the gap yawned 
to 20-0. 
Before the half ended, Darren 
Eaves and Brian Sayich grabbed 
their share of the limelight o take 
the score to 28-0 at the whistle. 
The half time break over, the 
/ - 
Northmen took up where they left 
off, Arnie Pelletier feeding Kerry 
Friend only two minutes in for 
the home team's eventh major of 
the match. 
Almost immediately, Pcileticr 
used his amazing speed to good 
advantage, notching a try of his 
own. 
With Bayles making good on 
both and Friend marching in for 
his second of the day, the score 
became a stratospheric 44-0. 
All credit o the Camels, despite 
the annihilation they'continued to 
fight the good fight. In their most 
spirited display of the match, the 
Visitors produced two fine goal 
line stands at the 18 minute mark 
of the second half. 
It was, however, only delaying 
the inevitable. The Northmen 
again won the five yard serum, 
put together two quick passes and 
Bayles took it in. . 
Friend closed out the Scoring to 
take his tally to 12 and the final to 
52-0 
Bayles, with four converts and a 
try, also contributed a round 
dozen to the Terrace scoreline, 
taking his weekend total to 22. 
Bayles hid scored a try and sent 
three converts the previous eve- 
ning as the Northmen again kept 
the opposition off the scoreboard 
with a 29-0 rout of Prince Rupert. 
Speed demon Arnie Pelletier 
went over for two tries while 
George Da Costa and Roger 
Valdez added eve each. 
The double triumph weekend 
during which they outscorcd their 
opponents 81-0 left the Northmen 
with a 4-0 league record and 
Smithers and Prince Rupert both 
wondering what tl)ey had to do to 
stop Terrace. 
Commenting on the results, 
long.time wearer of the black- 
and-red jersey David Hull could 
not recall ever having seen the 
Northmen play that well. 
The visitors probably hope they 
won't see it again for a long, long 
time. 
Worming his way into I:)usiness world 
Times are tough, really 
tough. 
Provinces have run up 
debts in the billions, former- 
ly well-to-do nations have 
racked up deficits in the tril- 
lions and n6w records are 
being set for bankruptcies a  
fledgling businesses drop to 
the ground like flies. 
Things are so bad that 
even the New ~democrat 
governments of the West -- 
those former social program 
spendthrifts -- are running 
around pulling on their 
belts, preaching austerity 
and generally acting like 
restraint-minded conserva- 
tives. 
Not the ideal climate for 
enterprise, you might think, 
Apparently, however, not 
so for some creative and ad- 
venturesome indivtduals 
who thirst for the thrill of 
i c0mpetitlon, the rough and 
tumble campaigns and cut 
and thrust of the market 
place. 
Thomas Zak of Terrace is 
one of those fearless young 
businessmen who have de- 
cided to ignore the limping 
economy and launch a new 
undertaking. 
After examining some of 
his product in Terrace's 
fishing central and home of 
the Terrac6 Backgammon 
Club, the Northwest Sports- 
man, I resolved to find out. 
more about the man who 
was marketing those goods. 
According to his business 
card, Zak's operation was 
located on Thomas St. 
I pulled in to the driveway 
and .parked next to an 
aluminum jet boat. A pair of 
neoprene waders was 
draped over the rail on the 
front porch next to a couple 
of fishing rods. 
The Skeena 
Angler 
by Rob Brown 
I lifted the waders. The 
sign underneath them said, 
"Zak". 
An attractive young lady 
opened the door. 
!'Is Thomas Zak in?" I 
asked. 
"No, sorry," she answered. 
"He's usually here around 
five," 
"I'll comeback  then," I -  
said, knowing that dinner 
might be the best time to 
catch a young businessman 
with a busy schedule, 
When I returned the young 
lady came to the door again. 
/ 
A mouth-watering aroma 
escaped as she opened the 
door and ushered me in. 
A young man I knew must 
be Zak was sitting at the 
dinner table next to his 
Morn, tucking into a pair of 
pork chops. 
"Sorry to bother you at 
II dinner, I said. 
"No problem," said Zak, 
putting down a pork chop. 
I pulled out one of Zak's 
business cards: 
Zak's Worms 
Good Quality 
Reasonably Priced 
3307 Thomas St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Thomas Zak, Manager 
638-1844 
Next to that was an attrac- 
tive log0 showing two 
young Huck Finns standing 
on a pier, one holding up a 
large fish to his buddy. 
"Oh, yeah," said Thomas, 
"Those were printed up at 
Totem Press by Nelson 
McGinlay. We also have 
some that stick to our con- 
tainers." 
He picked up a card and 
peeled back a layer of paper 
exposing the adhesive back. 
"How did you get into the 
business?" I asked. 
"Oh, me and a friend were 
digging in the back yard one 
day and I picked up this 
worm and thought, ' I  should 
sell these to Steve at the 
sports store;'" 
I thought of the neatly 
packed containers I'd seen 
in the store. "Do your 
worms last long once 
they're packaged?" 
"Oh, sure, we pack them 
with a bit of potato, some 
apple peel, moss and grass. 
They're good for four 
weeks. We sell them for 
$1.10 a dozen." 
Thomas al~b told me of 
his failed partnership -- "He 
just didn't like the digging" 
-- his opposition to bait bans 
and even let me in on a new 
harvesting technique involv- 
ing burlap and dish washing 
liquid, which he hopes will 
streamline the operation and 
give Morn back the use of 
her garden. 
"So, do you like to fish, 
Thomas?" I asked. 
"Naw," replied the 10- 
year-old CEO of Zak's 
Worms, "I just •don't have 
the patience for it," 
. ,  " i ? , " :  
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Bowling 
Below, the final stats for the Fall bowling leagues at the 
Terrace Lanes. Spring leagues are now up and running and 
updates on action there will appear on this page at regular 
intervals. 
MONDAY MEN'S  " 
League Champs: Terrace Builders 
(Grog Saundem, Larry Lopushinsky, 
Ron Greaves, Wayne Adams, Kelly 
Francis and Russ Hicks) Marwyn 
Trucks Trophy. 
Roll Off Champs: Avco (Dennis 
Mailloux, Alden Anderson, Dean 
Franzman, Rene Mailooux and 
Randy Durand). 
League High Triple: Terrace 
(Shtela Teichroeb, Lesley Durand, 
Helen Murie, Kathy Miller, Lorraine 
Lend, Barb Beintema nd Elenore 
Archibald) Jan's Plumbing and Heat- 
ing Trophy. 
L~ague High Triple: Next Time, 
3070 (Durand, Miller, Teichroeb, 
Murie and Lurid). 
League High Single: Five Aces, 
1037 (Bonnie Hovland, Joeelyn Ban- 
ville, Maureen Zak, Kathy Mansouri 
ORE BOARD  
Youth Soccer 
May 11 
UNDER 17 DIVISION 
Braids 3 Manuels 4 
Takhar 4 Northern Drugs . 6 
GIRLS DIVISION 1 
Richards 1 Pizza Hut 2 
May l2  
UNDER 14 DIVISION . . . .  
Terrace Builders 4 
Sanberry 3 
Surveyors 1 
Co-op 3 
Shoppers 2 
Skeena Cellulose 1 
Buildem, 3670 (Saunders, 
Lopushinsky, Greaves, Adams and 
Francis). 
League High Single: Fish "N' 
Chips, 1317 (Bob Fisher, Udo Lang- 
beinrich, Daroy Netzel, Wayne 
Lebeau and Jason Prevost). 
Individual High Average: Greg 
Saunders, 257. 
Individual High Triple: Wayne 
Lebeau, 883. 
Indlvldual High Slngle: Don O31- 
l i son ,  385. 
MONDAY MIXED 
League Champs: Half Ass Gang 
(Cindy Motschilnlg, Moniea 
Peacock, Kelly Francis, Don Croft 
and Victor Whitaker) Keenloyside In- 
surance Tiophy. 
Roll Off Champs: Undecided 
(Jean Burkett, Laona Bowman, 
Deborrah Burkett, John Sharyk and 
Wes Sharyk) Erwin Jewelers Trophy. 
League High Triple: Half Ass 
Gang, 3305 (same as above). 
League High Single: Gutter 
Hounds, 1143 (Kelly Gittens, Leu 
Gittens, Lorna Sperman, Ron 
Cameron and Bob Doney). 
Individual High Average: Reg 
Watson, 231~ (Men's) and Moniea 
Peacock 219 (Ladies). 
Individual . High Triple: Del 
Bjomson, 835 and Patti Anderson, 
735.. 
- Individual- High Single: Don 
Henry, 370 and Cindy Motschilnig, 
TUESDAY COFFEE 
League Champs: Optimists (Lorna 
Dyck, Leslie Allan, Lynn Kinney, 
Eva Daniels, Wynn Hill and Vivian 
Rapeso) Overwaitea Trophy. 
Roll Off Champs: Next Time 
To. get your results on 
SCOREBOARD drop 
them in at the office at 
4647 Lazeile, phone 
Malcolm at 638-7283 or 
fax them to 638-8432. 
This space is all 
and Carmen Mailloux). 
Individual High Average: Lynn Bavarian 
Kinney, 209. Overwaitea 
Individual High Triple: Marlene . : . 
Thornton, 725. 
Individual High Single: Ileen 
Sutherland, 318. 
TUESDAY MIXED 
League Champs: Flying Start 
(casey Eys, Lesley Alway, Dorothy 
Alway, Sandra Heeloy, Brenda 
Pastershank, Jim Bradley and Karen 
Wait) Inland Kenworth Trophy. 
Roll Off Champs: Steriods (Bob 
Fisher, Sally Ryan, Henriette Gag- 
non, Allan Dubeau and Evelyn Fran- 
cis) Emao Jewelers Trophy. 
Consolation Champs: No Name 
Brand (Rob Adami, Debbie Raus- 
ehenborger, Bob Clifford, Marlene 
Duncan and Bill Clifford). 
League HIRh Triple: Who Cares, 
3659 (C'y Renney, Sherry 
Lopushinsky, Wayne Adams, Colleen 
Renney and Lynne Niesner). 
League High Single: Whn Cares, 
1357 (same as above). 
Indivldnal High Average: Leif 
Thomsen, 235 (Men's) and Sherry 
Lopushinsky, 243, (Ladies). 
Individual High Triple: Doug 
Middleton, 898 and Kay Parker, 781. 
Individual High Single: Bob 
Fisher, 435 and Henriette Gagnon, 
364. 
WEDNESDAY COFFEE 
League Champs: Cob Webs (Mel 
Lane, Marlin Kluss, Carol Campbell, 
Marg Hull, Erika Kluss, Cindy Hull 
and Ada Gillard) All West Glass 
Trophy. 
Roll Off Champs: Invalids (Dar- 
lene Striker, Florence Orengo, Mar- 
lene Thornton, Gwen Cooper and 
Connie Schritt). 
League High .Triple: Invalids, 
3128 (same as above). 
League High Single: Coffee 
Whippers, 1108 (Annie Holmes, 
Sadnder Dhami, Sybille Ginka, 
Diane Francis and Faye Muir). 
Individual High Average: Gwen 
Cooper, 210. 
Individual High Triple: Robin 
Evans, 777. 
Individual High Single: Erika 
2 
4 
May 13 
UNDER-10 DIVISION 
Copperside 1 
AGK 8 
.................... Shepherd 1 
Centennial Lions 4 
GIRLS DIVISION I 
Terrace Travel 4 
Pizza Hut 1 
WEDNESDAY LADLES 
League Champs: Striker's Bunch 
(Mary Hamakawa, Eileen Miller,~ 
Sandra Shippit, Karen Brown, Dar- 
lene Striker, Pat Sheichuk and Pat 
MeGinlay) Skeena Hotel Trophy. 
Roll Off Champs: Ewoks (Elaine 
Ritehie, Debbie L'Heiroux, Loma 
Sperman, Pauline Presby and Karen 
Lindstrom) Gim's Restaurant 
Trophy. 
League High Triple: Road Run- 
mrs, 3031 (Lynne Nigher, Eva 
Wilkinson, Henriette Gagnon, Gilda 
Edgar and Carmen Mailloux). 
League High Single: Road Run- 
hers, 1114 (Annette Pelletier, 
Wilkinson, Gagnon, Edgar and Mail- 
loax). 
Individual High Average: Eva 
Wilkinson, 205. 
Individual High Triple: Dinae 
Trogi, 745. 
Individual High Single: Loma 
Spearman, 338. 
THURSDAY MIXED 
League : Champs: Moonlighters 
(Rone Mailloux, Jean-Guy Mailloux, 
Lisa Mailloux, Lynne Niesner, Anrea. 
Tank, Tom Payne and Dennis Mail- 
loux) Lehmann Jewelers Trophy. 
Roll Off Champs: Rudon Rowdies 
(Judy Collison, Byron Muller, Mar- 
lene Muller, Rich Rausehenberger 
and Don Collison) Omeniea In- 
dustries Trophy. 
Consolation Champs: Mamas and 
the Papas (Doug Johnson, Lesley 
Durand, Laura Huhn, Randy Durand 
and Lueie Green). 
Lehgue"~.i'High Triple: Moon~ 
Kinettes 0 
Tide Lake 6 
lighters, 3394 (Rene and Lisa Mail- 
Ioux, Niesner, Tank and Payne). 
League High Single: Just Us, 1304 
(Maureen Leach, Tom Leach, Casey 
Eys, Thelma Odall and Stuart Smith). 
Individual High Average: Reg 
Watson, 233 (Men's) and Lisa Mail- 
Ioux, 215 (Ladies). 
Individual High Triple: Casey 
' Eys, 861 and Thelma Odell, 807. 
Ind!vidual High Single: Stuart 
Smith, 366 and Fran Ruehotzke, 376. 
FRIDAY MIXED 
League Champs: Hagen 5 (Karen 
Wait, Bill' Tilt, Del Bjornson, Cathy 
Rochette, Dave Wiebe and Cathy 
Wiebe). Bill Preston Memorial 
Trophy. 
Roll Off Champs: Gutter Snaps 
(Loft Roberts, Kelly Francis, Diane 
Francis, Cecile Boehm, Ron Boehm 
and Bob Fisher) E&B Sauer Trucking 
Trophy.. 
Consolation Champs: I&C Rel- 
Icts (Les Alway, Dorothy Alway, 
Betty Hemmons, Glen Hemmons, Pat 
Beggs and Ernie Beggs). 
League High Triple: •Gutter 
Snaps, 3468((Boehm, Boehm, Fran- 
cis, Francis and Roberts). 
League High Single: Hagen 5, 
1233 (TAR, TaR, Bjornson, Dave 
Wiebe and Rocbetto). 
Individual High Average: Del 
Bjomson, 229 (Men's) and Diane 
Francis (232 (Ladies) 
Individual High Triple: Cam. 
McBean; 800 and Cecile Boehm, 
774. 
Individual High Single: Tony 
Sorenson, 345 and Janet Colns~i, 
325. . . . .  ~, 
Men's Slow Pitch 
Terrace Paving 9, Terrace Custom Cycle 11 
Back Eddy Pub 11, SKB Wreckers 21 
M~yl3 
Inn of the West 12,Terrace Custom Cycle 9 : ..... : 
Westpoint Rentals 18,Terrace Paving 10 i ' i :  
Team W:  L T GBL  
SKI3 Molson Wreckers 4 0 0! : ~2~ i
Inn of theWest :~ 3 I :: 0 ; 1' 
Terrace Custom Cycle : : 3 2 0 1.5 
Westpoint Rentals 2 1 0 li5 ~; 
Rudon 1 2 0 2.5' 
Back Eddy Pub 0 3 0, 3.5 
Terrace Paving 0 4 0 4 
yours! ~}.,...? ....... ' .. ~uss~33S..~ i'f,@ 
" . , 
FERRACE • LI LE 
ALAN AYCKBOUiqN'S 
HIT COME E3v 
• THE NORMAN CONQUESTS 
R 
DIRECTED BY 
KEN MORTOI 
Ber fi-I- i: 
NY: 7, 25. 29,  
t cCOLL I TH0tlSE %25 KALI 
Badminton 
Below, the full results of the 
Terrace Elementary Schools 
Sports association badminton 
tournament held May 9 at Thorn- 
'hill Jr. Secondary school 
Abbreviations for schools are: 
CC = Centennial Christian, CH 
= Cassie Hall, Th = Thornhill, U 
= Uplands and V= Veritas. 
GRADE 6 
Boys Singles 
1 - Pheonlx Diep (CC) 
2 - Fraser deWalle (CC') 
3 - Ryan Frazen (U) 
Boys Doubles 
1 - Chris Brown/Roy Hernes (V) 
2 - Clint Sheppard/Miko McMynn 
(u) 
3 - Ricky Chart/Andrew Watts 
(cri) 
Girls Singles 
1 - Judith Casoy (U) 
2 - Rhon da Freeman (CC) 
3 : Becky Luedtke (U) 
. Girls Doubles 
1 - Cheryl Heppner/Beth STanley 
(u) 
2 .. . .  • Judith Casey/,~mber!y. 
; ; . .~ , ;  ~ , t  , . . ,~ , , . , ,  ~ , ,  , , , , ,  . . . . .  • . . . . . .  rzaugtanu (,u) . . . .  ~ ...... ,. ~ ... 
3 - Meggie Casey/Kim Crltchley 
(u) 
GRADE 7 . i  
Boys Singles '~, 
i - Ryan err (CC) 
2-K:e I ng 
3-BoysTaVinDoublesLOngridge (V) .. i i ~, 
1 - Nick Butjas/Kosts Kolias ('V) .,' ".
2 - Joshua Smith/Frank. Hogue (Th) . ~i.~: ! 
3 - Jason Cote/Kyle King (Th) 
Glrls Slngles ;" :~: . , ' , !  
1-Rosa Mikaloff (U) :~ :! 
2 - Megan Henderson (CC) 
3 - Lee'Anne Chritchley (U) ..... ' :,'. 
Girls Doubles ' 
1 - Roxanne Chow/Mette Liz Berg :ii" 
(U) . : ' .  ',';, 
2-Nikki Foster/Kirsten Graham 
(u) 
3- Aeron Ried/Jill Springer (Th) I '~ 
FINAL STANDINGS !: i!:. 
Uplands - 35 
Centennial Christian- 20  ii: i 
Thomhill- 12 . . . . .  
Veritas- 10 ..... 
.Cassie Hall - 3 , .~i  .:,~5~:, i,::' 
DUCTION: 
on Toyota Pick-Ups! 
•. ~ ~, 
i ,  
We're 0ve 
Over  12  To Choose  From.  See  Us  Today  and. i 
............... : .  4912 Hwy. 16 .,West 
. i I : : ,,~: : , Terrace, B.C... 
I I 
M,.,., .  Do...,o. = I1 
P ='ro It TERRACE MOTORS " 
TOYOTA 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL  
.... "Canada 's  O ldest  Toyota  Dea lersh ip"  
• 635-2942 ii II 
i 
, i  I . 
635-6558 
I 
Craig 
I t  had all the ingredients the 
organizers of Terrace Speedway's 
opening day could have hoped 
for. 
A good turnout of racers, hot 
lapping and drivers turning the 
event into a contact sport. 
But stealing the show May 10 
was Major Craig in car 777 who 
fashioned aspectacular run down 
the stands traight ... on his roof. 
Tha t earned him the "honour" 
of first roll-over of the season but 
hewas  not the only casualty of 
the day  as the pace proved just 
too much for a couple of other 
vehicle. 
SPORTSMAN TROPHY 
Dash: Albert Weber (6) 
Heat: Emie Perkins (5) 
Main: Ed Johnson (93) 
'~ A HOBBY TROPHY 
Dash: Blaine gauss (56) 
Heat: Jeff Giesbrecht (87) 
Main: Blaine gauss (56) 
B HOBBY TROPHY 
Dash: Dan Thickett (97) 
Heat: Don Pearson (36) 
Main: Dan Thickett (97) 
A STREET TROPHY 
Dash: Gord Klassen (776) 
Heat: Major Craig (777) 
B STREET TROPHY 
Dash: Dave Bruce (556) 
Heat: Keith Marshall (777) 
Main: Dave Bruce (556) 
C HOBBY 
Heat: Jean Pearson (36) 
Main: Jean Pearson (36) 
C STREET 
Heat: Elizabeth Cloakey 
Main: Shelley Reinhardt 
(556) 
JAMBOREE 
Hobby: Warren Hart (87) 
Street: Dave Reinhardt (556) 
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hits the roof track opener 
borce Hobby. 
Main: Dave Reinhardt (556) 
HEADING INTO THE TURN, Ed Johnson (93) holds a narrow win the Sportsman Main, but Perkins notched a win of his own in 
lead over Ernie Perkins in the number 5 car. Johnson went on to the Sportsman Heat at the local track's opening day, May 10. 
+i+~++~++ ++ ,~ ++:,+t, 
+ • 
Two new faces 
at the Peaks 
There's a new team at the 
coaching helm of the Terrace 
Peaks Gymnastics Club -- Krb 
Falrless and Scott Hanley. 
Fairless is a local product, 
having started her gymnastic 
career with the Peaks at age six 
and eventually reaching Provin- 
cial B level before retiring from 
competition. 
She acted as a junior coach 
for the club at both the recrea- 
tional and competitive l vels as 
well as being involved in sum- 
mer camps. 
Fairless next headed for 
Kitimat and the post of head 
coach of its Dynamics club. 
She returns to the Peaks hav- 
ing just completed the two year 
coaching course at Seneca Col- 
lege, Toronto. She graduated 
with a Level l I l  coaching certifi- 
cate. 
Like the rest of her family -- 
the Peaks building was named 
the Ed Fairicss Memorial Gym- 
nasinm -- she was an active and 
dedicated club member when 
last here. 
The club is therefore pleased 
with her return and anticipates 
her  expertise and enthusiasm 
will prove an great asset. 
For Scott Hanley, Terrace is 
about as far away from home as 
it gets. 
Born in Goose Bay, Labrador, 
his family later moved to 
Cornerbrook, Newfoundland. 
Involved in gymnastics for the 
past 11 years, his interest was 
sparked by his brother's pur- 
suit of the sport. 
When his brother--  he still 
trains with the national team -- 
began ,gymnastics, Hanley 
asked if he could help out at the 
club. 
It was there he got hooked on 
the idea of becoming a profes- 
sional coach. 
• Like Fairless, he attended 
Seneca College which offers the 
only program of its kind in 
North America. 
He graduated last year with a 
Level HI certificate and is also 
a Level IV judge for men's 
gymnastics. 
Describing Hanley as full of 
new program ideas, the club 
says he wants to encourage its 
members to reach their poten- 
tial whether at the recreational 
or competitive l vels. 
Girls lead the 
Uplands charge 
It was ladies day at the recent 
Elementary schools badminton 
tournament, at l~ast as far as 
Uplands chool was concerned. 
Uplands girls led the school's 
charge to victory by sweeping the 
grade 6 doubles, taking the top 
two spots in grade 7 doubles and 
finishing first and thii-d in both 
grades' singles competition. 
In doing so, they contributed 28 
of the school's final tally of 35 
points. 
Uplands winners were Judith 
Casey (grade 6 singles), Rosa 
Mikaloff (grade 7 singles), 
Cheryl Heppner and Beth Stanley 
(grade 6 doubles) and Roxanne 
Chow and Mette Liz Berg (grade 
7 doubles). 
First place singles finishes by 
Pheonix Diep in grade 6 boys and 
Ryan Orr in grade 7 boys helped 
the Centcnnial Christian school 
clinch sccond place. 
Veritas provided the other event 
winners as Chris Brown and Roy 
Heroes combined for the grade 6 
boys doubles title while Nick 
Butjas and Kosta Kolias cinched 
the grade 7 event. 
Howevcr, strong performances 
by its grade 7 boys enabled 
Thomhill to edge Veritas for third 
spot overall. 
For full results, see the 
Scoreboard on page C2. 
Nannies give the 
Wallbangers lesson,, 
Off.the-wall action was the or- 
der of the day May 3 as the Net- 
nannies took good care of the op- 
position to emerge victorious in 
this year's Wallyball League in- 
house tournament. 
Six teams took part in the May 
3 event held at the NWCC Stu- 
dent Body Racquet and Fitness 
centre. 
The Netnannies (Earl and Bon- 
nie, Hovland, Nancy and Lloyd 
Hull) defeated the WaUbangers 
(JorgeSilva , Margo Holosko and 
Rick Dhami) to take the double 
knockout tourney showdown. 
Third spot went to the 
Spikeheads (Byron Mikaloff, 
Jenn MeMynn and Brett Kluss), 
an impressive performance given" 
this is their rookie year. 
The tournament marked ihe 
wrap up for the '91-'92 league 
season but the courts are still 
available to the public until May 
31. 
The new season will get under 
way in September. 
==, 
m 
Yukon Mountain Bike 
Complete Chro-moly frame ~ J ~  
(rear triangle also). Shlmano 
200 GS Groupo. 21 speed ~ SALE 
Hypergllde shifting. Quick ~../47~'~"~" ! 
Release axles, front and rear. 1 • 
1/8 headset. Gel seat. Purple, 
Mulberry, White. Sizes 16"-22". 
Regular $550.00 
=+, .:+~, ,: = ~., 
i:?ill i i ::I(Y!:~/~i ¸:I)/!+~ 
t l 
Giant Rincon Mountain Bike 
~ Chro-moly frame and fork. 21- speed. Shimano Hypergllde 100 GS rapid fire shifters. Quick Release axles and seat. Gel saddle. Alloy rims. Colours 
- Matte Black "HOT" Sizes 
16"-22". Regular $450°00 
28 355 
Parts and Accessories 
Tires Tires Tires 
Onza Porcupine 
tires. White wall and 
i black wall. 26"x2" 
1/2 Price 
s14  95 
Ritchey Megabite 
Overdrive, 26"x2". 
Excellent high speed 
low rolling resistance 
tire. Also offers great 
traction Off-road 
Reg. $1Q 95 
$29.95 ,A, q~' 
Ritchey Megabite 
Harddrive. 26"x2.1". 
Greet for soft, loose 
and rugged terrain. 
The 1989 World 
Champion tire 
Reg. S 1 N95 
$29,95' .L  
Suntour XC comp. Micro drive (complete hubs, cranks, brakes, 
derrailleurs. Groupo) Chain and Shifters s399 
Regular $775,00 Special 
Clothes - all 1991 stock 
25.70% off 
All Helmets! 
25% off 
Terrace 
4613 Lazelle 
Avenue 
635-5225 
Smithers 
3704 South 
Alfred Avenue 
847-5009 
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CALL t 
638-SAVEJ 
ACTION AD RATES 
ACTI ON ADS___ 
BUY v"SELL I I  RENT v'TRADE 
7.  For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale• 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
638-SAVE 
!DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When s stst holiday falls on e 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 
S p.m. for ell display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 168 
All classified end classified display ads must be prepaid.by either cash, 
Vtaa or Maotercerd. When phoning In ads please have you Visa or Master. 
card number reaOy. 
20 words (first Insertion) $5.26 plus 12¢ for additional words, *(Addl. 
lionel Insertions) $3.60 plus 9¢ for additional words. S9.96 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commsrctal) Prlcee include 7% G,S,T, 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS.I 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities i 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements • 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 
20. Pets & Livestock 
21. Help Wanted 
22. Careers 
23. Work Wanted 
I i 
The Tames  St l~  reserves the dOht to clas,~fy ads 
30, Obituaries 
31. Auctie'n Sales 
32. Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
I 
1. Real Estate under zp!ptop~lte headings and to tel rates therefore I~d Io dare,nine page IncaOm. 
The Terrace St~ fiends advertisers tltll It is Naln~t 
the provlnda/I'halt~n PJght'= ACt to dlscdmlnais ~ the ba.,~ 
of chllden, marital status atKI en~nt  when placino "F~ 
Rent" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking 0~ference. 
The Te~ace StzuxJ~d resm~ms the right to revise, edtL 
classify or re}eel any advlrtL.,=ement and to retain any 
answem directed to the News 6ox P, eply .T~ntk:e, znd Io 
relw/the customer the ~ paid for the advertisement a~l 
box nm~. 
8~ n~k~ on "Hold" In~IxucUons ot p4¢ked up within 10 
of ex~ of an adver~me~t will be destroyed unle~ 
malHn9 Insb'ucflons are received. ~ ~worlng Box 
flumbe~ ~ requl~led hal Io s~nd origlmUs of dncum~mls Io 
avoid loss, 
An cia~ns of errors In adver0se~ents must be received by 
the puidlsber within 30 days after the ntst p~em.  
H is agreed by the adv~ requesu~ space tl~t the 
eabelly of 01e Tlmace Standanl In the everd of ~l~'e to 
ixddlsh an advertisement as p~ished shag be ii~tsl to the 
amount ~ by the adve'~ser for (xay one incorrect Insertl~l 
for the is~rtlon of the advort~n0 si}a¢o OCCl4)led by the Incor. 
rect or mlnntod Itum ordy, and that Ulere shJdl be no flablSty In 
any ev i l  gm~ter than the amount paid for such adver~ng, 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE, Finished cabin of approx. 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 58 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro. 
pane stove, cook stove-and propane lighting, 
Finished cupb .oards and interior water system. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 4915 GAIn AVE. 
(Bench area) Comfortable and clean 2 plus 
~edroom home, Completely finished base- 
ment. 2 ~athroom, natural gas heat. Single 
garage, large lot (fenced back yard), 1 block 
from Uplands School. 638.8578, Please call 
between 6and 9 p.m. for viewing. 4p3 
3 BEDROOM HOME, renovated, 2V= baths, 
sauna, two fireplaces, large landscaped lot, 
fruit trees, shop. 3687 K'san Ave. $119,000. 
638.0273 3p3 
136 ACRES, 2V= MILES SOUTH OF TOPLEY. 
Close to Sunset Lake. Would make excellent 
recreation property. 1-696.3605 4p3 
4 BEDROOM HOME IN HOUSTON. on 3.6 aces 
• on Vlewmont Court. Full unfinished basement. 
To view contact 635.3592 or 845-2728 after 
5 p.m. 4p3 
HANDYMANS SPECIAL. Four bedrooms, 11/2 
bathrooms, living room, family room, laundry 
and shop. Located on 1/3 acre fenced lot. 
Close to school. Natural gas heat and auxiliary 
wood heat. $58,000., Phone alter 5 p.m. 
635.9207 4p3 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE In Granlsle. Full base- 
ment, view of Sabine Lake. $20,OO0. Will 
No field O r well. Lake has private air stdp, consider small truck as part payment. 
Asking ~j'6,50~(or"quFd~sale.Catl I~~t~ :':~ 8;~'2:5-1"97 ~!~'~T~'!~ ~'~'~" ..... ':~.:: 3p4 
inner at Realty World Northern for further into. 4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON QUIET STREETI;Close 
398-826"~.~ays or 398.7470 evenings. Lease 
is assunla~le or available for purchase from to park and schools. 1,100 sq. ft. Full un- 
finished basement, natural gas heat with 
the B.C. Government. 44tin 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKSI You're 
reading this aren't you? 638.SAVE, tin 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B.C. Vz hour from Salmon Arm - 45 
sin. from Kamloops, 10 mln. from Shuswap 
Lakes, Fully renovated with vep/attractive 
living quarters, ,Showing excellent return in an 
area of growth and terrific limate. Start the 
New Year On a positive note. Phone 
1.679.8904: . " tin37 
PRIVATE SALE, 1,525 sq; It. custom design- 
ed rancher In Thornheights. Three bedroom, 
large kitchen, 2Vz baths, double jacuzzl, 5 
skylights and many more features. Asking 
$129,900. Phone 635.2833 fo~ appointment 
woodstove in living room. Asking $75,000. 
Call 638.0202 4p4 
BUIL01NG LOT 4400 BLOCK Walsh. $26,900. 
Phone 635-9593 6p4 
CHARACTER HOME IN HORSESHOE. Wood 
floors, 3 bedrooms, family room, basement, 
garage, barn, onganl¢ gardens, 5 appliances. 
$85,000, Call 635-2436 3p4 
33 ACRES, 1/= NORTH LOT 1712 off the Nass 
R. Asking $19,500. Call (313) 725-6363 • 
Michigan, USA. 3p4 
COMPLETELY RENOVATED 2 bedrooms house 
on 70' x 230' lot. NIS cable, fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer and many extras. 635-5410 
3p4 
to view. • 4p2 6,35 ACRES IN TOPLEY. On Valleyvlew Ddve. 
RANCH: 240 acres, six bedroom home, 159 Asking $10,000. House In Granlsle, Backs on 
acres fenced, 70 acres In hay, With or without oreenbelt, 3 bedroom, garage, $25,000. Call 
3 bedroom rent=il. Call Houston 845:2417 4p2 845.7568 4p4 
LARGE 92' x 140' CORNER LOT on Cotton- FOUR BEDROOMHOUSE ON HALF ACRE. Year 
2. Mobile Homes 
14X70 MOBILE HOME. 10xl 2 porch. Factory 
size snow roD1. Located in Stewart, B.C. Can 
be moved. Will consider trade on holiday 
trailer. Phone Craig 638.2603 4p3 
1967 KNIGHT 12'x56' 2 6R. CIW 6'x22' addi. 
• tion. Propan heat, clw w/d, f/s, propane 
cookstove. Located Topley Landing. Excellent 
condition. $8,O00 firm. 1989 11V2 Big Foot 
Camper $14,000. 1979 F-250 Camper 
Special Pick.up (New motor, 1 year) $5,000, 
1980 Canaventure 14' runabout with 1985 
Mercury 50 HP outboard, clw trailer. $4,000, 
1-692-7625 4p3~ 
12 X 68 TRAILER WITH JOEY SHACK. 2 
bedrooms, laundry, large newly renovated kit. 
chen and bath. Four new appliances. Must be 
seen. 635-4228 3p3 
MUST BE MOVED 12 X 68 Safeway with 12 x 
38 addition. 3 large bedrooms, 5 appliances. 
Owner will pay $2,500 towards move. 
635.4563 3p4 
12 X 68 MOBILE HOME. 3 bedrooms. N.G., 4 
appliances, porch and storage shed. $15,000. 
635-4730 3p5 
1974 MOBILE HOME. 12 by 60 with an 8 by 
30 addition. Five appliances and wood stove 
included. $11,500 OB0. Call Houston 
845-3348 4p5 
NEWLY RENOVATED 4BR 12x70 MOBILE plus 
two additions at 8x20 and 14x30. Two new 
patio decks. Pine Park. $30,000 
638.2083 3p5 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V, 
Houston, Phone 845-3161. 31 tin 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT dght down town. 
Fridgelstove, security entrance. Paved park. 
inn. On site management. 635.7957 15tin 
FOR LEASE: RANCH - 240 acres, six 
bedroom home, 150 acres fenced. 70 acres in 
hay. Calf Houston 845.2417 4p2 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT CLOSE to town. 
Ridge, stove, drapes, laundry and parking 
facilities. Available June 1. $4251mo. No 
pets. 635-2556 4p3 
R00MATE REQUIRED for 2 bedroom house in 
Terrace. $250 per month, utilities included. 
Phone Mike 638-1261 3p3 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT AVAILABLE 
June 1. Appliances included, laundry and 
parking facilities. $4851mo. No pets. Clost to 
town. 635.2556 3p3 
ONE BEDROOM FOR RENT FOR gentleman with 
kitchen facilities. Phone 635-5893 3p3 
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE IN THORNHILL. 
Comes with fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
635-4313 2p4 
FURNISHED APARTMENT for single or couple 
with references. No pets. Phone 635-6950 
evenings. 3p4 
~OOM AND BOA.0 ~'o" WORK,NG PERSON. 
638-8293 3p4 
HOUSE ON 5 ACRES. 5103 HALLIWELL AVE. 
Available immediately, Phone 638.0161 after 
6 p.m. 2p5 
FOR RENT. $175 per month. 180 sq. ft. office. 
Location -- 4623 Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1P9. 635-2552 5tln 
FOR RENT 
SERVICE/COMMERCIAL 
880 & 1,320 80, FT. 
12'xl 2' overhead oor, washroom and 
natural gas heat. Central location. 
Phone 635-7459 
FOR RENT 
RETAIL OR 0FRCE 
6,700 SO. FT. 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
PHONE635-7459 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.O. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500, 32 ft. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum .has overything & trailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2,door auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 It. Tri-hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda rite plant & 
battery change $550, Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph, 697.2474. 19tin 
BUY HARDWOOD FLOORING ~rom Francois 
Lake Woodworking Ltd. Our products are all 
kiln dried. Blrch clear 2318", $4.15 per sq. ft. 
Birch knotty 23/8", $3.10 per sq. It. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23/8", $2.10 per sq. 
ft. Pine knotty 23/8" $1.50 per sq. It. 
1.695.661 6 12tin 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and tirewond. We can supply any and 
all demands for size and volume, Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur- 
chase of private wood. Burns Lake. 695.6365 
or 695.6391 tin44 
ANTIQUE DINING ROOM TABLE. 4 chairs, 
hutch & buffet $1,500. 66 Austin Healy Spr. 
inn coovertible. Asking $3,500. HD16 AlMs 
Chalmers Cat needs some work, Has all the 
necessary parts, blade & winch, Asking 
$6,500. 1977 International heavy duty 
transtar tandem gravel truck, 440 Cummins. 
G.C. Asking $12,500. 635.7840 4p2 
170 LITRE ELECTRIC HOT WATER TANK, one 
year old, e~c. condition, $150 060. 
632-5775 (after 5 p.m.) 3p3 
FAX MACHINE - SANYO SANFAX 520. C/w 
telephone. Like now, New price $1,700, will 
sell for $800. Phone 635.61 46 3p3 
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS FOR SALE. China 
cabinet $400; 3 pce. livingroom set $300; 
rocker/recliner $50; rocker & couch $300; 
dresser $50, 635-4313 2p4 
16 FT. FLAT DECK TRAILER. Brand new, tear 
drop fenders, ramps, brakes, radios, GVW 
7500, pinstripe, Introductop] price. Call 
845-7785 (Houston) 4p4 
PAINTBALL BUNS AND ACCESSORIES sales 
and rentals. New and used. Hobby shop 
located in Studio 4 Mall, Smithers. 847.4606 
VHS MOVIES $t9.95; 2,500 titles, Studio 4, 
Smlthers 847.3454, Beta movies $7.50, 
2,500 titles. Smlthers Surplus 847.5138 
4p4 
IMPROVE YOUR SUCCESS AND SAVE $. Hand 
crafted spinners and lake trolls. Write Boyce 
Fishin' Works. P.O. Box 1 347, Burns Lake, 
B.C. VOJ lEO 4p4 
PRECISION BAND CUT:, Lumber, timber, siding 
and firewood. We Dan supply and and all 
demands for size and volume. Will negotiate 
custom sawing, logging and/or purchase of 
private wood. Burns Lake 1.695-6365 or 
1.695.6391 4ttn. 
TWO 10-SPEED BIKES in excellent condition. 
21" frame. 635.3418 after 6p.m. 3p4 
,'~WJ~NTEO TO BUY:'~NWMP/RCMP i:oll~ta~les 
and m soellaneous items. Call Kevin~ 
V 842,6730 & leave message. 6p5 
PINE ROCKING CRADEL. $300. Thornton 
Crafts in tho Tiger Bus selling woodwork, 
jewelery, etc. Farmers Market. Sat, 8.1. Flea 
Market Sun, 11.4 638-0436 3p5 
ONE MANN ELECTRIC GUITAR. Complete with 
hard case; one Tagus RB5OO0 two channel 
power amplifier and pie.amp; one small stone 
phase shifter. $500 takes all. Also one Martin 
clarinet Frores La Monte $1 DO. 635-6516 lp5 
ELECTRIC 
CEMENT MIXER 
=399 * 
3 cu. ft. drum 
PHOTOCOPIER KONICA 1500 
Originally $3,200. Quick sale. 
For Sale 
$1,449 
Phone 638-0555 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE, 
PRINCE RUPERT, SMiTHERS 
AND KmMAT 
Window & Door Screen 
Repairs Too 
Call Steve 638-0838 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur. 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Alfairs Canada 
(604) 666-5003 to ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards. The sale of non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic acci. 
dent but also is a violation ol the Hazardous 
Products Act. tin 
WANTED 
SPRING 
MUSHROOMS 
DEPOT OPEN 
5:00 p.m. -9 :00 p.m. 
Now Buying 
MOREL 
MUSHROOMS 
No Brain.Mushrooms Accepted 
.... '~' '"FOI' More Infor~atlo~l ''~' "": 
635-5645,  
MO-NA FOODS 
8. Cars for Sale 
1985 WHITE HONDA PRELUDE 5 SPD., 
AM/FM radio, Pioneer stereo, excellent condi- 
tion. Must sell. $8,800. 635-7867 43tin 
SHOPPERS 
TERRACE,  B .C .  
1989 GRAND AM 
SE 
2 Dr. Sed., Fully Loaded with all the 
toys. Bofck with custom wheel bra. 
Excellent car in great condition. 
wood Cresc.; Thornhill. $17,500. 638.1843 
• . .  3p3 
ii 
"BUY DIRECT" From Owner 
- SAVE 7%!! 
"BUY OLDER" Home 
SAVE GSTI! 
HOMES FOR SALE 
Phone: 636-9080 
Pager:. 638-3996 
Two bedroom home, natural gas, 
in town ............... :......... $04,500 
Three bedroom home full base. 
ment, garage, natural gas, big lot, 
in town, has had suite in base. 
inert ............................ $89,500 
Two bedroom home, with garage, 
natural gas, in town. "Handy Man 
Only". .......................... $86,900 
Two bedroom home totally 
renovated, new fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, in town...$74,900 
Three bedroom home, nGw foun- 
dation, P.W.F., in town. "Handy 
MaR Only". .... , ......... ,..$66,900 
For the entrepreneur. Apartment 
bid. in town. Will consider home 
on trade ..................... $284,900 
I I I I I  
I I  ¸ I I 
With 2 
round creek, garden, new bathroom with 
whirlpool tub. Numerous teatures. $46,000. 
Call 696;3380 4p4 IRL. ,  IRD D.OP,N AND LET O" 
FOR SALE: 160 ACRES IN ROSSWOCD, B.C'. ~ SHOW IT TO YOU OR PHONE 
Inclades boautiful stand of Birch trees, some ' 6 3 5  5 5 5 3  
merchantable timber. Picturesque setting. 
Asking $50,000. Phone 638-1161 or Fax " 638"8700 " Day 
638-1162 AC 2 p d R E s  0F PRIME proporty on Hwy 16 E Terrace 635-3348 Nights OLOne0 
FOR SALE: 2.5 OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 
downtown Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. In- 
cluding 2 rental homes. Asking $250,020:~ BAILIFF SALE 
Phone 638.1161 or fax 638.1162. 
TERRACE TUBS 199o Rockwood 40' 5th Wheel Trailer, 
FOR SALE. 5 BEDROOM HOUSE double expando, completely furnished in. 
, shopphoneOn842.5310 % acre in South H~elton, $79,560;~ , Mays Hot Tub clnding VCR & Stereo. 
FOR SALE OR RENT NEWER 3 BEDROOM Specials 1989 Pontiac Tempest LE Auto, A/C, 
• AM/FMICassette, 75,000 kms. 
house on 30 acres. Year round flowing creek, 
corrals, haybam, fenced playyard and electric 
heat, $65,000 Firm. Call Cyndy 996.8051 
4p5 
3 BEDROOM HOME WITH 10' x 32' deck on 
3.8 acres in Danskln. 26' x 48' shop, 
greenhoUSe, woodshed, outbuildings. Must 
sell. Asking $35,000.1.692-7870 4p5 
FORECLOSURE: QUICK SALE: MOBILE HOME 
with addition DO five acres in the Houston 
, area. Needs work. $9,000 or best offer, Call 
635.2826 4p5 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOTS. Thornheights 
Subdivision Phase IlL $17,900. Commercial 
lot on Grelg Ave. $27,500. Phone 635-2148 
between 5- 7 p.m. 3p5 
2. Mobile Homes 
1979 DOUBLEWIDE. Three bedrooms, two 
bathrooms, fddge, stove and dishwasher, 
wood and oil heat, Call today $37,500. Phone 
696.3270 Uplands Mobile Park. 4p3 
FOR LEASE OR RENT 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Building 
washrooms, N/G heat and air 
VIEWPOINT 
AND 
KULDO PARK 
APARTMENTS 
Starting at $350 per month. 
Cleanest suites In townl 
Attractive two bedroom 
suites, close to schools. 
W/W carpets, heat & hot 
water included, professional 
on.site staff. 
For appointment to view 
Phone 
Kuldo Park 
632-2450 
Viewpoint 
632-4899 
4. Wanted to Rent 
SINGLE PERSON TRANSFERRING from Pr, 
George to Terrace approx. Jund 1/92, Seeks 
accommodations in the way of apartment, 
basement suite or Vz duplex if reasonably prlc. 
ad. Ph. 583.0136 days, Ask for John or leave 
message, 3p4 
5. For Sale Misc. 
Rent As I'ow As 
$99 Per Night 
Own As Low As 
'2,599 
6-7 Man Hot Tub 
Terrace Tubs 
635-9731 
: ...... i' ~.~i '~ !~1': '~ i :~ • "::'.~ 
! ' "L "i 
VENETIAN 
BLINDS 
VERTICAL 
BLINDS 
1983 Pontiac Grand Prlx LJ Auto, Power 
windows, Power locks, Tilt wheel, 
AMIFM/Cassetto, T-Bar Roof, 110,000 
kms. 
1989 Ford Aerostar V6, Auto, Cruise, Tilt 
Wheel, AM/FM/cassette, Running Boards, 
75,290 kms. 
1991 Mustang 5 spd, cruise, 5 litre, VB, 
conditioning. 
Phone 635-2411 
Ask for John orMarilyn, . 
I I 
FLEA MARKET EVERY SUNDAY 12-4. Setup I, , SOLAR 
at Farmers Market lot, Sellers wanted, Com. l 
mu,,groups wofcomel $31spaoo $201soason I BLINDS 
635'5470 3p5 I ~ . . . . .  " . . . . . .  ~,~,~ 
Cr.OAR,SttAKE BLOCKS. Paying up t0 $750 
per e0rd, Call AM Cedar Ltd 359.812t, 6p5 | ~ ~ ~ ~  
8. Cars for Sale 
91 FORD RANGER PICKUP. Extra cab, 
aluminum wheels, stereo, 8,000 miles. 
$14,000. New condition. 697-2474 or 
697.2393 4p2 
1988 SAMARA ECONOMY CAR. One owner, 
excellent condition, new tires. $3,350.0B0. 
Phone 846.9690 or trade for small tractor 4p2 
1980 Z28. Grey/red stripes, P/B, P/S, 4 new 
tires. Very good condition. $4,500. 638.8578 
after 6 ~.m, 4P3 
1987 FORD THUNDERBIRD. Power steering, 
power brakes, air conditioning, new tires. 
Grey. Excellent condition. ~lust be seenl 
Phone 635.7411 3p3 
1986 FORD ESCORT, Two door hatchback. 5 
speed. New tires. New paint. No rust. Very 
clean. Low ks. $4,900 0BO. 635.9294 3p3 
1967 MERCEDES BENZ. 250 SE. Looks and 
runs like your dreams. $4,800 Houston. 
845-2529 4p3 
MAZDA RX7 GX 1989 (blue). Loaded, 
sunroof, security system and much more. 
24,000 ks. Excellent condition. $13,900: 
Phone 638.8894 3p3 
1986 DODGE ARIES. 4 door with PS/PB, very 
low mileage, good brakes and muffler. Years 
of reliable driving. 635.9359 3p3 
1980 DODGE 0MNI. 4.speed, 4 cyl, standard, 
good condition. $1,200. Phone 635.3048 3p4 
1990 VOLKSWAGON JETTA. Turbo ddve. 
55,O00 ks. Dealer maintained. 11/= years. 
warranty left. Excellent condition.' 
1-847.2743 4p4 
1977 GRAND MAROUIS. Excellent cond. No 
rust, auto. air, etc. 4.door. $3,500 0BO. Ph. 
638-1109 3p4 
1979 MERCURY MARQUIS. Fully loaded. Very" 
good running condition. Immaculate interior 
(non-smokers) $2,900 080. 635.5965 3p5 
1989 BERETrA GT. Fully loaded $10,500. 
1987 Ford F.150 XL 4X4, new paint and 
tires, tinted rear slider, sport mat. $10,500. 
638-2083 3p5 
1979 FORD FARIMDNT. Best offer 635-7461 
2p5 
'89 PONTIAC SUNBIRD. Fuel Injected, 4cyl., 5 
spd., cruise, tilt, intermittent wipers, quality 4 
spkr. cassette, 73,000 highway kilometres. 
$9,900. Anytime 638-8753 3p5 
SHOPPERS 
/  HVt A RT 
TERRACE,  B .C .  
1989 PLYMOUTH 
ACCLAIM 
4 Dr. Sed., Automatic, Air/Condi- 
tioned, Super Clean, Economical, 
Great Looking Car. 
CQI~.e ~C~e~ T~IIs Qne ~,pt. ~ ~Z ~. 
DROP IN AND LET US 
DEMONSTRATE IT FOR YOU 
635-5553 
635"3348 Nights DLe3eo 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1990 DODGE 4WD 150. 0nly 13,000 ks, 
Like new. Will consider full size van as partial 
trade, Asking $16,000. Firm. 635-5959 3p3 
1989 CHEV SILVERAO0 Z71 4X4 Pickup. Has 
dual luel, propane gas, new Yokohama tires, 
White with black moulding. $16,000 0BO, 
635.5426 3p3 
1990 CHEV STEP SIDE 4X4. Short box, load. 
ed, 8,600 ks. Extended warranty, diamond 
coat, chrome running boards by Neid Enter. 
prise, $21,500 No GST. Chrome tool boxes 
and cover not inc. Will sell separately $2,500, 
635-9080 4p3 
1976 FORD ECONOLINE E250 Custom 8 
passenger window van. 24,000 miles on 
motor and tran~mss on. $3,500. Ph, 
635-2777 evenings. 3p3 
1988 FREIGHLINER CABOVER 444 Cummins, 
456 rearends. RTO 15 speed transmission~ 
Justlnspected. $37,000. Call 635-5793 3p3 
1988 Ford F450 4 spd, Diesel, Complete 
with Thermo King Reefer and Box, 
1986 Ford F350 4X4 Diesel, 5 Spd, A/C, 
186,125 kms. 
1981 Bayliner 25' Boat complete with 
Volvo motor and leg and 1981 Roadrun- 
ner trailer. 
Call 635-7649 
ALL UNITS REDUCED! 
10 % OFF STICKER PRICE 
1991 Blazer,  4 w.d. ,  deed 
1991 $15 p/u, 4x4, canopy 
1988 Olds Calais,  2 dr., loaded, 1 owner 
1986 Pont iac Par is lenne,  4 dr., low mileage 
1986 Ford Tempo,  4 dr., air, clean 
1985 Chevy Citation, 4 dr. 
1983 Chev Blazer, 4x4  
1978 & 79 pick-ups,  4x4  
1980 Citation, good motor & transmission for, 
parts 
s 3 USED CAMPERS IN STOCK • 
REUM MOTORS LTD, 
4521 Lakelse 635-2655 
I I 
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1979 JEEP 4X4 ¾ TON PICK UP. 20,000 km 
on rebuilt 360 V8. Also has new tires and ex. 
, haust,$2~5000BO. 638.1621 evenings, 3p4 
1984 CHEV PICKUP HALF TON 2WD. New 
:tires, rebuilt motor and transm ssion, good 
Condition, $6,5001 Phone 635.3334 days or 
638'8255 eves. 3p4 
1983 GMC $15 V6, 4X4, 5 spd., sunroof, 
tapedeck, canopy, $4,500.1.697-2720 4p4 
'1990 SS454 CHEV PICKUP. 6,800 kin. Sum. 
mer drivern, extended warranty (4 yrs, left) 
$19,800 days 635.3334, evenings 
638.8255 3p4 
i990 CHEVY $10. 2.5 Lt. 5 speed. 6,200 
km. Like new, Asking $8,400.635.3104 3p4 
HOT ROD 1929 CHEVROLET PICKUP. All steel 
body, straight lrame, good mugs. Great project 
'vehicle. No engine or transmiss!on. Stored in 
Smithers. $2,000. 1.564.0265 Prince 
21. Help Wanted 
FULL TIME OR PART F:IME DENTAL assistant 
needed In Burns Lake, Please call 
1.692.4362 4p3 
TELEMARKETERS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. 
Commissi~ only. Apply to Charleen or Marlee 
at the Terrace Standard. 638.7283 3tin 
9. Trucks for Sale 
I /BUY  v"SELL  RENT  'TRADE 
i 
20, Pets & Livestock 
COMPLETE REDUCTION. Gentle, safe bay. 
appaloosa mare, Well started. Also profes• 
sional jumper and several others. Plus two top 
quality youngsters. Hillcrest Farm. 
1.692-3403 4p3 
REG. Q/H MARE. 9 yrs. old. Trained western 
gentle, needs work. $1,500. Also her 2 yr. old 
filly. Very friendly, gentle, registered. $2,000 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
1974 TRIPLE E GMC 350 Automatic. 46,000 
miles, awning. Would consider trade lot 
Subaru station wagon. View at Terrace Totem 
Ford. 849.8495 3p4 
10' CAMPER WITH FRIDGE, STOVE and 
.bathroom. Asking $20,000 OBO. 635-9192 
3p4 
1984 WILDERNESS 19' TANDEM AXLE 
trailer. Self contained, sleeps 6 i super clean, 
stored undercover. Used 20 nights, awning, 
storm windows, electric furnace, $9,000. 
697.6256, 699.6466 4p4 
17 FT. WILDERNESS TRAVEL TRAILER. For 
sale, sleeps 6, fridge, stove, oven, 3 pce. 
bath, tandem axle. $5,000. 635.5617 3p5 
1981 23 FT. FRONTIER MOTOR HOME. 350 
engine, air conditioner, cruise control, 3.way 
fridge, Iorced air furnace, tub'in washroom, 
sleeps 6. Michelin tires, large canopy, very 
clean & in good shape. $19,000. 632.2262 
2p5 
1975 23 FT. CENTURION MOTORHOME. 
Sleeps 6, bathroom with shower, new radials, 
only 39,000 miles. Mint condition. $13,900 
OBO. 638-1171 after 6 p.m. 3p5 
WANTED TO BUY: 8 FT. Standard camper in 
good condition, with jacks. Phone 632-3244 
3p5 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING lur. 
niture chain in North America: United Buy and 
Sell Furniture• From High School graduation to 
Manager in 3 yrs., to Supervisor in 4 yrs,, to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next 12 months and 
have openings lor 2 Individuals who are deter. 
mined to become leaders in this exciting in. 
dustry. No experience necessary, but you 
must be wilting to start at the bottom and 
work hard, No smokers. Phone 635-4111 9tin 
64?-9554 4p3 HOUSTON PRESCHOOL REQUIRES A Supe~ 
100 MILE SELECT SALE. Featuring 75-100 
quarterhorses, paints, other reg. breeds, grade 
saddle horses. "Our intention is to keep this 
annual sale a safe and honest place to buy 
quality horses" Sat. June 6.12 noon. Bridge 
Creek Arena. 100 Mile House. Phone 
1-395-2485 or 1•397-2537 4p4 
HORSE CAMP GIRLS, 8.18. English/Western. 
Certified coaching weekly. July and August. 
WrNe/call Saddle Tramp Ranch, Southbank 
B•C, VOJ 2PO. 1-694.3521 4p4 
BARREL RACING PROSPECT. Excellent quality 
gelding, If you have the .training - we have 
the horse! Call 1-692.3722 anytime. 4p4 
BEAUTIFUL QUARTERHORSE GELDING. Broke 
and gentle for lady or youth. Halter and parlor- 
mance. Box 562, Burns Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO. 
4p4 
SOME OF THE BEST POMERANIAN puppies in 
Canada! Come see! Ph. 1-692-3722 - Lot it 
ring! Box 562, Burns Lake, B.C. VOJ lEO. 
visor Starting September• Six classes per 
week. ECE prelorred. Send resumes to: Box 
791, Houston, B.C. by May 31, 1992. 4p2 
MAGAZINE DISTRIBUTOR wanted for Terrace. 
Part.time.Call collect 876.6268 or leave 
message. 3p4 
320 ACRE RANCH needs emi or retired older 
(over 40) couple to maintain ranch by Burns 
Lake, B.C. Must experience in carpentry, oleo. 
trical, cooking and general repair• 
(206) 884.2619 4p3 
BRIGHT ENERGETIC PEOPLE with good 
telephone manners for telephone sales for the 
Paul Royter Show. Hourly wage plus bonuses, 
Delivery drivers needed to deliver small 
envelopes. Paid by the delivery, Call Monday 
- Friday 9 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. 635.9124 2p5 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS required. Ex. 
perienced operators only need apply. All In. 
terested applicants please reply to File 101 
clo the Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave,, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 168 3p4 
LPN OPPORTUNITY. Permanent part-time posi- 
tions at Burns Lake District Hospital. Salary 
and benefits according to the H.E,U. contract. 
Phone collect or write to Barb Pedersoni Box 
479 Burns Lake, B,C. VOJ lEO. 1-692.3181 
4n4 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights codo in British 
Columbia forbids publication ofany advertise- 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires a Job applicant o furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as  'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given In the ad. Address to: File , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 168. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies• 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, 
Iraming, siding, finishing inside or out. No job 
too small. Mike Gray. 638-0822 32tfn 
CLEANING SERVICES, PAINTING ETC. Please 
call Lana 635.3112 or Lavina 635-4655, 
references available. 3p3 
RELIABLE MATURE WOMAN would like to do 
in 
23. Work Wanted 
CARPENTER WITH TRADE QUALIFICATIONS. 
15 years experience will do carpenter work. 
Also condo and apartment mainlenance• Call 
638.0136 3p4 
JOB AS NANNY/HOUSEKEEPER. Excellent 
relerences available. Phone 635.7048 
3p5 
MATURE WOMAN WITH GAROENING and lawn 
care exp. to take care of private lawns and 
gardens. Call 635-7993 3p5 
I GARDEN 1 ROTOTILLING 
Quality Work, Reasonable Rates 
635-9369 
24. Notices 
• ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sunday School: 
(all ages) 9 :45  a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11 :O0 a.m. 
Speaker. Arthur Gellert 
2911 s. Sparks St. 638-1336 
, ~  N IRVANA 
METAPHYSIC  
AND HEAL ING CENTRE 
Offers personal healing and spiritual 
Georqe 4p4 INCOME PLUS OWN AN RV. Earn up to $4,000 Also toy aild teacup poodles available now in 
per season with your own 1975 GMC 21' white. 4p4 
Security motorhome. RV in good conditiOn.red• C U T E r _  -- - - - - r  _ _______AND CUDDLY. Miniature Samoyed hower, bathroom, oven, etc. Low miles, i - crossed with blonde poodle puppy. H ve had 
cludes rental contracts, client list, successlul all shots. $100 each. Phone 635-4600 or 
ad~.1468.  Leave rness~goe ~ 635.6110 3p5 
12. Motorcycles 3p5 
1984 VIRAGO 1100 co. Three helmets, re- ~ 1  
ingear, cover, heated vest, (hooks to battery), be holding a Paula Bach clinic June 11, 12, 
gloves, 1990 new motor, brakes, battery 13 at Gorslines in Tintagel. Classes in 
seat, pipes, recent paint, Dan at 845.3134. dressage, jumping and flat. To register call 
$2,800 or best offer. 4p2 1-692'3766. Barb. 4p5 
1988 HONDA HAWK NT65OJ. Black and .~1.  HIBln WRnted  
$4,500: Must be seen, it's clean and like 
"new". This 650 is the one for you• Call 638-8411 3p5 WANTED ELECTRICIAN. Some sawmill ex. 
patience required. Must be certified and have 
experience with PLC's, shift work required, 
14. Boats & Marine competitive rates, company benefits, send 
20 HP MERCURY OUTBOARD. Excellent condi- resume to Box 5, Fort St. James BC VOJ 1PC 
tion, Also 7.5 HP Mercury outboard• Call 4p3 
635.3592 or 635-9156 alter 5 p.m. 52tin 
STO..._..PP 
Wasting time at a dead end Job with no 
tralnlng, no advancement opportunities 
and no incentives. 
LOOK 
For a career whe-'~e advancement and 
financial compensation is not limited, but 
is truly based on your own efforts. 
LISTEN... 
We are a la rge~ company, the 
Leader in our field. We offer excellent 
training, benefits and Ungmlted opportunl. 
ty for advancement• 
QUALITY PEOPLE QUALIFY 
If'you are bondable, dependable, and am- 
bitious and available for limited travel, 
then this may be the Career Opportunity 
you've been looking forl 
Pleale reply 10 file no. 66 c/o the: 
Ten'ace Standard, 4647 Lezelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1S8 
your house cleaning. Reasonable rates. Phone awareness courses, hearings, readings, 
pastoral counseling and a shop full of or leave a message 635-5230 2p4 . . . . . .  
__"  ....... ~ . . . . . . . . .  mezapnysrcal eoo~s and items. 
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE WILL TUTOR all sub . . . . . .  
- r h Histo ,=,n 8nmauve ne8mg jects, specialize m ueogap y, ry . . . . . . .  
English and Essay writing, $101hr. Phone ;;11~11 uononwood 635-7776 
635-3048 3p4 
• • . , • . .  , , • . {"!"" " 
?-. I 
1991 GMC S15 4X4• Balance of warranty, 3p3 . 
sunroof, alum. running boards, tilt steering,6 18 FT. FIBERFORM BOAT. 140 HP in- I~a~,  
cyl.automatie.$14,0000BO, 635.68933p4 board/outboard Mercury leg. Fullsolttopcutty ,==aut i fu l  
i ~ .  cabin and toilet, 7.5 hp kicker, depth sounder, , 
VHF radio, and tratier• Serious enquiries only• 22 ft ~ 
ESPhedliner.$13,500.Cal1638-1726 3p5 $9,200 firm. Phone Doug 632-2303 after • 
~ 1  6:30 p.m. 4p3 
Condition. White w/beige interior. $5,000• Ex- 1 1 . .  - - .  - - .  = ,~, .  ~ ~  ==0 
cellent truck Ior work or play, Call 638.8411 ridge, stand up head, 12-110 volt fridge, ~ 
3e5 stove, radar, espar diesel heater, VHF radio, ~ ~  
] d'epths°uOder;'tfailer~'VoIv°350enginewith' I D I" xe  Boat  ' ..... 
efectronic'[ooi~on.:Only 20..his, o~new voIvo~ ;:',':. e .u .  ' ...... :,: ..... ..... [:. i,: - ~ ~ : : : :  
~ l~j. Price $~5~0d0: Call 6~8.b~26 and ask:, i'~,, - Walk through windshield ..... , ,,:.,{;.);. ,,,,r; -,.~. ~,! . . . . . . .  !, :' ,. ~. '~,.;~.:' ~:'~ :': 
r; ,o rKev ln .~ lp5  - 460  Ford inboard engine, 3 stage Kodlek Jet  D I l l  I I / A T E D  OUADT . . . .  ' 
15. Machinery Painted hull, upholstered interior n r  I I  m'l [] r n  . ' l l l l I = i - -  [ ]  " I Im min i  l u I  V l l in l I I l  
TDS15B WINCH, ARCH, RIPPER TOOTH, tiii - Full canvas top, smell engine bracket  
blade first class condition $17,000; 9UD6 - Tandem trailer RECKLESSNESS SPOILS T iE  FUN OF IT ALL 
Cat, good condition $10,500; 350 JD loader, Bu i l t  in P r ince  George,  B.C. 
new under carriage and engine $12,500. Call g ~ ~ LIFE SAVING 
697-2474 or 697 2393 tin2 Askin $32 000 OBO ,.F,O,^, 
10 FT. BRILLION SEEDPACKER. $600; Bale For appointment to view, Phone 635-4 ~ ,o~,,,~^.^u^ 
elevators (2) $200 & $50; 6 section diamond 43 or 635.9396. 
spike harrow draw bar $300; 2 cream 
separators $1 O0 ea.; Oliver model D.crawler, 
blade winch, air brakes. $3,500; round baler 
Massey 560 51;500.1-692-7072 4p2 BR~CsYH C N A BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS • -I or-. 
1988 PETEHBILT• 1988 BRODEX TRIAXEL log 
trailer. H plate, 1981 Fruehaut super B train A~NNL~j~N These ads appear in more tha. n 100 .~ommunl!y newspa, pars in B.C. and Yukon ~ / ~/ t . /  
5th wheel. Many parts, tires and supplies. COMMUNITY ano reacn more man u mdllon reaoera, ._" . . . . . .  NEWSPAPER8 0 $3 70 earn additional wore Comes with i0b to haul 17,000 m 3 logs• ASSOCtKn(~ 256 TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BOYCNA AT(6 4)669-9222, ' 
$70,000 firm. Serious inquiries only please. I 
1.694.3546 Burns Lake. 4p3 
10. Aircraft 
1972 CESSNA 182 P. 1357 TT Continental 
230 HP. TO0 1,500 hr. SMOH 150 hr., lull 
audio panel. Intercom/4 David Clark headsets. 
C of A April, 93. $58,000 firm. Salmon Arm• 
1.604.632-1029 4p3 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
1989 35 FT, FIFTH WHEEL Road Ranger, top 
of the line. Fully equipped, v~asherldryer, 
microwave, airconditioning, in excellent con- 
dition. Asking $30,000, Phone 635.7364 p2 
1984 VW WESHPHALIA CAMPER. Clean unit, 
air cond. $11,250. Vanderhoof 567.4446 4p3 
1982 FRONTIER MOTORHOME. Chevy 
chassis, 350 engine, cruise control, intermit• 
tent wil)ers, tilt, roof air, AM/FM cassette, 
new BF Goodrich radial tires, highback captain 
chairs, full size awning, forced air furnace, full 
rear bathroom, eye level oven, 2 swivel 
(:helm; snack table, 4.burner stove, double 
sink, SerioUs enquiries only. $23,000 firm. 
Phone Doug 632•2303after 6:30p.m. 4p3 
8W SECURITY CAMPER. Hyd. jacks, fridge, 
stove,, furnace, excellent condition. $2,000 
OBO; 1'692.7463after 5 p.m, 4p3 
;199021 FT. 5TH WHEEL RUSTLER TRAILER. 
. Spetlessly clean and In "excellent condition. 
$16,000 firm. Phone 638-8172 after 6 p,m, 
: 3p3 
HARWOOD BAGSHAW 7 wheel root rake. 
$6,500; 12 It. Rome breaking disc. Excellent 
condition. $9,0001-698.7348 eve. 4p4 
ALLIS CHALMERS 390 MOWER CONDI• 
TIONER. $2~500. 9-loot cut. 635-3380 
3p5 
16. Farm Produce 
RED & YELLOW POTATOES for sale, $15 for 
1 O0 Ibs. or 20¢ a lb. 635-5289 4p2 
GOOD CHEAP HAY. Round bales. $20 to $30 
per ton. Haul now pay later. Call for more in- 
formation, Mike Bond at 567-9856 
Vanderhoof. 4p5 
POTATOES FOR SALE. Red and yellow. Phone 
635-5503 or 035.2961 3p5 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Advertise your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638.SAVE, tin 
GARAGE SALE 4813 DAVIS. MAY 16, 23, 
30• 9:00 a,m,- 5 p.m. 3p4 
THE ULTIMATE GARAGE SALEI Flea market, 
every Sunday 12 - 4. Set up at Farmers 
Market lot. Sellers wanted, community groups 
welcome! $3/space $2O/season. 635.5470 
3p5 
GARAGE SALE: 4712 Loen Ave, 9 a.m,. 12 
p.m. Toys, household goods, etc. No early 
blrdsl May 23, 1 p5 
19. Lost & Found 
LOST: BLACK LEATHER WALLET with I.D. " Hobert Holmherg. 635.7019. Reward %e:~a~, i35;L2ivestick 2p MI.40, Contact 635.9333 during working hours. 4p4 
7. Phone 635-2383 2p4 
RING FOUND IN THE CEDARvALE AREA. 
Phone 638.1324. Ask for Kim. 2p4 
A BEIGE FISHING JAC, KET AT Zymacord River, 
a 5 
CHICKASAW 4 HORSE STOCK TRAILER: 
$3,000. Will consider 2 horse trailer for par• 
t~7671BurnsLaks  eva. 4p2 
STANDING AT STUD. Nega Jet Bar registered 
quarter horse. 16.1 HH. Pure black. More In• 
Iormation call Jerry Cummings Z847.3311 or 
write Box 4548 Smlthers, B,C, V0J 2N0 4p2 
AUTOMOTIVE BUSINESS OPPORTUNmE8 
Engines rebuilt for care 8, 
trucks, 6 Cyl. from $995, 8 
Cyl, from $1095. 5 Year or 
100,000 Km Ilmltedwarranty. 
Bond Mechanical 872-0641 
8-7 p,m. 7 days. Toll-free 
Mon-Fri 1-800-663-2521, 
CANADA ENGINES LTD. 
Quality Rebuilt Engines: cars, 
light trucks. 6 Cylinder from 
$995., 8 Cylinder from 
$1095., 5 year, 100,000 Km 
ltd. warranty. 7 Days, 
(604)580-1050, 1.800-665- 
3570. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSI WINDOWSI Inte- 
dor and exterior wood, metal 
and French doors, wood win- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
et (604)266-1101. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES 
DRUGRAIDSEIZURESI Buy 
dlrt chaapl Cars, houses, 
boats, computers, more. DI- 
rect from U.SJCanadian Gov- 
ernmentl FREE ILLUS- 
TRATED REPORT: Sei- 
zures/b¢3, #150-1857 West 
4th, Vancouver, B.C. V6J 
IM4. 
EXCELLENT FATHER & 
SON BUSINESSI Do you 
want to: Be your own boss? 
Control your own income? 
Live and work under ~our own 
rules? THEN DON T WAIT 
FOR THE NEXT OPPORTU- 
NITY. DO IT NOWl North 
Vancouver Island'sONLYes- 
tabllshed Formal Battendlng 
Service is for sale. Offering 
you outstan(ling Growth Po- 
tential. Get In on me grouno 
floor of a rapidly expanding 
z~uslness ituated In the beau- 
tiful Comox Valley. All assets 
Included, Asking $16,000, 
For more Information leave 
message at (604)339.0802 
or write 604 Prltchard Road, 
• Comox, B.C. V9N 6Zl. 
FOR SALE: Radiator Repair 
Shop located In 26'X80' build- 
Ing. Same location for 14 
yeats. High gross & good 
clientele $75,000. Includes 
inventory. Phone: 765-3865, 
Evenlni;is: 785.7506. 
ECOWATER. Think BIg, The 
Sky's The Limit, Minlmum 
incomeguarantee. Training 
provided, own business or di- 
rect saJes expedense an as- 
sot. Call Mr. From at 765- 
5480. 
BUSINE88 PERSONALS 
ADD A LITTLE SPICEI B.C. 
College Roommates- Cindy, 
Wano'y and Usa - have excit- 
Ing Personal Photos of them- 
selvea for sale. For discreet 
Ink) write to: Spice, 8ox 670- 
GB, Kelowne, B.C. V1Y 7P4. 
Adults only please. 
CAREER OPPORI"UNmES 
Expanding Interior Ford Deal- 
ership Is adding one Journey- 
man Parts Person and one 
Servlco Technician, Resume 
to: Coblln Agencies Ltd,, 
10680 Blssatt Drive, Rlch- 
mond~ B,C. VTA 4L3. . 
COMING EVENT8 
June 6 - Inventors and entre- 
eneursvvorkshop- Burnaby, 
C. - Patenting, Licensing, 
Marketing, Financing, Prod- 
uct Development and morel 
$95 + GST. Call Hildred for 
details 1.800-265-4559. 
EDUCATION 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an Apart. 
ment/Condomlnlum building. 
Many]obs available. Govern- 
ment licensed home Studycar- 
tlflcatlon course. Call for de- 
tails: (604)681-5450 or 1.800- 665-8339. 
HOW TO PLAY POPULAR 
PIANO. New home study 
course. Fast, easy method. 
Guaranteedl FREE Informa- 
tion, Wdte: Popular Music, 
Studio (131), 103-1054 Ellis, 
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y lZ l .  
EMPLOYMENT OPP. 
DO YOU have a background 
In farming? Uke to travel? 
Aged between 18-30? Con.- 
ta~ the Intematlonal Agncul- 
rural Exchange Association, 
1501 - 17Ave. S.W. Calgary, 
AB T2T 0E2. 
FINANCE 
Government Grants & Loans. 
Billions of dollars are made 
available to new and existing 
B.C. boeinesses. The Bred 
Book can show you how to 
~04 t your allure, Cell now 
)753-9424. . .  
FOR 9ALE MISC. 
Backhoes 2 & 4 W.D., 950, 
960, loaders, 18" x 36" Jaw 
crusher, dump trucke and 
pupa, 455 case loader water 
truck, excavators, and more 
equipment not listed. Call VIc 
493-6791. 
FREEI 20 Westernized 
meatless redpes. Delicious, 
nutritious and easy to make. 
Send $4. for postage and 
handling to A.D.M., Box 7035, 
Depot 4, Victoria, B,C, VgB 
4Z2. 
EXCLUSIVE SHEEPSKIN 
PRODUCTS. Car seat cov- 
ers, Rugs, Slippers, Baby's 
lambskin etc. Mall Order 
anywhere, 30 Day money- 
back guarantee, free cata- 
logue. Call: Shear Comfort 
Toll-free 1.800-663-7750. 
1037 Pull-type Ball Wagon. 
New Holland 1037. Like-new 
condition. For further Infor- 
mation call (403)742.4331. 
Box 203,Stattler, Alberta T0C 
2L0. OAROERING 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Store. 1,000's of Products, 
Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
Ddp Irdgatlon, Huge Book 
Selection, 60 Page, photo 
filled 1992 catalogue $4, re- 
fundable on order, Western 
Water Farms, #103.20120 
64th AVe., Langley, B.C. V3A 
4P7. 
HELP WANTED 
EDITOR required for weekly 
newspaper. Expedenco pre- 
forred, Will consider report- 
ere with two years experi- 
ence, Stmngwdtlng, editing, 
photography and layout skills 
needed. Jobdemands solid 
performance In a two news- 
paper town, Faxworkhlatory 
and byllnedcopyto Publisher, 
The Golden Star, Golden, 
B.C. 1(604)344-7344. 
G,M. Dealership requires ex- 
perienced painter. Knowl- 
edge of base coat, clear coat 
and Galsurit Paint System 
would be an asset, Phone 
Jim at 378.9255 or 378-5656 
after 5 p.m. 
OVERSEAS POSITIONS, 
Hundreds of top paying pod. 
t~ons, AJI occupations, Free 
details, Overseas Employ- 
ment Servtcee, Dept, CA, 
P.O. Box 460, Town of Mount 
Royal~ Quebec. H3P 307, 
MOBILE HOMES 
PROVINCE OF B,C., Pur- 
chasing Commission, OF- 
FER TO PURCHASE: 26/FT 
MOTOR HOME. Offere must 
be received on OTP #1422 
by the Purchasing Commis- 
sion, 12135-86th Ave,, Sur- 
rey, B,C, V3W 3H8; fax 
(604)860.1871, phone 
(604)660-1922, not later than 
2pro May 29, 1992. 1984 
CHEVROLET FRONTIER 
MOTOR HOME: beige, 26' 
long, 146,000/kms, Located 
at: 12135.86th Avenue, Sur- 
rey, B.C. Viewing: May 18th- 
May 29th; weekdays 9am- 
3prn, weekends by appoint- 
mant only, For further Infor- 
mation and o0ndltlone of eele, 
contaot: Joe Tymchuk, Pur- 
chasing commission, at 
(604)660.1922. 
PERSONAL 
Physlolanandor~d personal 
computer diet. You choose 
the foods, You achieve your 
goal. You fly to Hawaii free. 
For Free brochure call 1-800- 
775-DIET, Ext. BO100. 
PERSONAL 
INTIMATES BIG AND BEAU. 
TIFUL. Fine Llngede. IN. 
TERESTED? " Can order by 
catalogue, phone or home 
parties. Don't hesitate to call 
day or evening, Call Gall 
439-2476. 
REALF..STATE 
Thompson River Estates, 
Valley View lots. 314 & 1 acre 
lots, 6 & 10 sore lots. 1 only 
5 acre lot on the Thompson 
River 30 rain. west of 
Kamloopson the TCH#1, Call 
collect 1(604)373-2282. 
=ROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid texae, Crown Land 
ave,ability. For Informs~on 
on both write: Properties, 
Dept. ON, Box 5380, Stn. F, 
Ottawa, K2C 3J1 
:ORECLOSED & repos- 
sessed properties. Going 
once, going twlco..,For Infor- 
mation wdte: A-REO Comm,, 
#3.20306 Dewdney Trunk 
Rd., Maple Ridge, B.C. V2X 
3E2. 
:OR SALE: 3 Bedroom 
Rancher on 112 acre lot with 
beautiful view of Arrow Lakes 
$125,000. 1(604)932-7007, 
RECREATIoNAL VEHICLE8 
R.V.'s New & Used, Motor- 
homes, Fifth VVheele, Trucks, 
Trailers & Campers, Trade- 
up or Trade.down at BuUer 
Auto & R.V. Centre, DL5333, 
Kamloops B.C, 2405 
E.T.C.H, 8-8 Call Now 372- 
5518, 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC and Injury claims, 
Joel A, Wener tdal lawyer for 
24 years. Call collect: 
(604)736-5500. Contingency 
feee available, injured In B.C. 
only. ...... 
I I - - , - i I  
II An advertising II 
Page C6 - Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 20, 1992 
CALL ~ 
638-SAVE ' 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: File , The Ter. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8~ Please do not include bulk 
3onds or mo~ey to Box replies. 
21. Help Wanted 
ATTENTION 
SUB-CONTRACTORS 
Concrete work, framers, ,oglers, elect# 
clans, plumbers, dry wallors, and painters 
who are interested In quoting on a new 
house coustruction scheduled to begin 
June 15, 1992, please submit your name 
and two references to: 
R.C. ROSS 
//1302 - 2607 Pear Street 
Terrace, B.C. VOG 4VS 
JOB OPPORTUNITY 
DIRECTOR OF RESIDENT CARE 
A senior management posit ion, responsible to the 
Administrator for all day to day activities and resident care 
programs within the facility. 
Candidates must be graduates of an approved School of 
Nursing currefitly registered with RNABC, Baccalaureate 
Degree preferred, with post-secondary education in Health 
Administration or Long Term Care Management. Significant 
continuing care clinic and managerial experience r quired. 
This is a new fRe-standing 30 bed multi-level care facility 
slated to open August 1,1992 and will be an integral part of the 
Burns Lake & District Hospital operation, which is a 36 bed 
acute care facility. 
Interested persons may apply in writing by May 27,1992 to: 
T. Smith 
Administrator 
Burns Lake & District Hospital 
Box479 
Burns Lake, B.C. 
.;_ ),.. V0 j l~  ~- 
-- Telephone: 692-3181 
Fax: 692-3633 
~KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
/~ ' (}  J~ 3224 KALUM STREET 
.~  ,~  "FERRACE, B.C 
~ . ~  V8G 2N1 
JOB POSTING 
EMPLOYER:  Ksan House Society 
:, :EOC~TlON~;Te'ffai~T~afi~ltl6h~Hb(jSe :i,,~:~'~':' ........ ~. ~.,...,,: .-;. ... 
POSIT ION:  On call Auxiliary worker (shift work) 
TERMS:•$9 ,22  per hour (under review) BCGEU 
QUAL IF ICAT IONS:  Diploma or certificate in field of Social 
Services or related field and/or extensive experience In crisis 
management preferably in the area of wife assault. A First Aid 
certificate is required. 
APPL ICANTS SHOULD POSSESS:  
• Good knowledge of community resources. 
• Ability to deal with residents in a professional manner and 
ensure Complete confidentiality. 
• Possess good listening and communlcatlon skills• 
• Ability to work as a team member 
• Ability to assist women arid children in crisis situations. 
• Must be willing to submit to a criminal record search. 
Resumes will be accepted until June 1, 1992 at 4:30 p.m. 
and should be addressed to: 
Lesley McCauley 
3224 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N1 
For more information contact Leslie McCau!ey at 635-6447. 
I 
TION AD 
11' BUY II' SELL 11 RENT I," TRADE 
l t lC  A 
OFFICE CLERK 
The Terrace branch of a national food service company has 
an immediate opening for a senior office clerk. 
You must have several years experience in accounting and 
administration In a computerized environment. Knowledge of 
ACCPAC is a definite asset. 
"°0  . Please forward your resume to 
the attention of the manager at 
the following address: 
ATTN:  Frank English 
2901A Kenney Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 3E8 
MOTEL 
MANAGEMENT 
If you are a hard working, results oriented couple we 
have employment opportunities for you. We are a 
Western based motel chain with properties throughout 
B.C. & we are Iook!ng for the right couple to run our 
motels. Successful candidates should have previous 
motel or apartment management background. In- 
terested couples should send their resumes to: 
General Manager 
c lo  File 35 
Terrace Standard 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1S8 
L~j  
Best  I~aser mills I,td 
Pacific Inland Resources Diu. 
CERTIFIED SHIFT ELECTRICIAN 
required for our modern sawmill complex. 
Day shift rate $22,78 per hour, with generous benefit 
package. 
If you are a highly motivated individual with A/B PLC-2 
and PLC-5 experience and prepared to work limited 
overtime, as required, submit resume to: Brian J. 
Northup, Electrical Supervisor, West Fraser Mills Ltd., 
Pacific Inland Resources Division, p.o, Box 3130, 
Smithers, B.C., VOJ 2NO. 
Deadline for applications is May 30, 1992. 2p21 
TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
.INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
NURSING MANAGER 
Terraceview Lodge is a 76 bed multilevel Long Term Care 
facility. Recent reorganization has led to the creation of a Nur- 
sing Manager position. The encumbent will be responsible for 
overall management of the nursing department and be com- 
mitted to ensuring a high standard of resident care. Duties in'- 
clude responsibility for the department budget, hiring, evalua- 
tion and discipline. 
Quali f ications include current registration with 
RNABC/RPNABC, BEN or nursing unit administration, ex- 
perience in a geriatric setting, supervisory experience and 
excellent •communication skills. Applications will be accepted 
until May 29, 1992. 
Apply in writing to: 
nods MHchell, Director of Resident Care 
Terraceview Lodge, 4103 Sparks St,, Terrace, 6,C, V66 569 
Telephone 638-0223 
MANAGER, FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 
Northwest Community College, Terrace is seeking 
candldetas for the position of Manager, Financial Services. 
Reporting to the Vice President, Administration the 
successful candidate Will be a highly skilled 'an d',d'yllnmic 
IndlHdual with a strong financial and informatiohsyMems 
background. He/She will manage the day-to-day operations 
of the accounting, payroll, and information system 
departments and will work closely and effectively with 
management and staff throughout the College. 
The successful candidate will have an excellent track 
record as a financial and staff manager. He/She will have 
five year's experience In management accounting In a 
large corporate or public sector setting as well as hold a 
professional designation such as s C.A., C.M.A. or C.G.A. 
The position offers a competitive salary, and anattrectlve 
benefit package. 
Please reply not later than Juno 5th, 1992, in full 
confidence to: 
Competition 92.018M 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
Phone: (604) 635-6511 
Fax: (604) 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Students are open for 
businesS this S~mmer! 
i i 
. . . . . . . . . . .  - -~tudent~'are"o  en"=to'W.orklng for any business, 
.... I~r{ig"dr,small.'this-"s[iii~'~i~K ' Not  only  that,  many  
students already have special training that could 
benefit you. So, hire a student for a day. a week, or 
longer. 
Call the 
Canada Employment 
Centre at 
635-7134 • i ¸:¸,/ :!•i/:•/(• 
HIRE 
A STUDENT: 
Canad~ '0~ -= 
Government of Canada Gouvernemenl du Cane ~?. a~ 
HI flail Bi Mil~islOr O, Sta|o ,0, Youth Ml,lJ,lre ~*~tBt ~ la Jeur~.  jf~ I ~l~.~nl~ • / 
have an excellent opportuni- 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time. 
If you or someone you know 
is Interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! 
: : !! i 
CARRIERS 
BED 
OF 
ANDS AREA 
1 Standard 
-7283 ~:  ;: i  ~ ~ . . . . . .  
THE UNIVERSITY OF 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
SESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS IN 
ENGLISH, HISTORY AND PS YCHOLOG Y 
The University of Northern British Columbia is accepting 
applications for both full and part.time sessional appointments for the 
Fall/Winter of the 1992/93 academic year in the following ames: English 
(Shakespeare, Commonwealth and Canadian literature), History (Western 
Canada, First Nations--Immigrant Relations, and Women's Histoly), and 
Psychology (Social Psychology, Abnormal Psychology and Psychology of 
Gender). Renewals for the 1993/94 academic year may be possible. 
The successful candidates will be expected to take teaching 
assignments in Dawson Creek/Fort St. John, Terrace or Prince George. 
Some travelling will be required. Instruction will be primarily at the third and 
fourth year level. These positions are dependent upon.course snmlments 
and budgetsw considerations. 
This is a limited offering of courses for the Fall/Winter of the 
1992/93 academic year. While the University will not be fully operational 
until the fall of 1994, this offering is designed to assist students within the 
UNBC region to pursue various degree programs. 
Salary has yet to be finalized, but will be similar to prevailing 
rates at the other Bdtish Columbia universities. Qualifications: PhD and 
publications preferred. Individuals With an appr0pdats combination of 
graduate education and universRy-level teaching experience will be 
considered. 
, Along with your curriculum vitae and the names of at 16oat hree 
referees, please submit evidence of teaching experience arid Identify the 
preferred instructional location. 
In accordance with Canadian immigration requirements, priority 
will be given to Canadian citizens and pen'nanent residents of Canada. 
The University of Northern Bdtish Columbia is committed to the principle of 
equity in employment. 
Applications hould be submitted by June 15, 1992 to: 
Director of Human Resources U # B ~ C  
University of Northern British Columbia 
P.O. Bag 1950, Station A 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 5P2 
Weather Watch 
LAST 
WEEK 
Max. Min. 
Temp. Temp• 
May 9 
May 10 
May 11 
May 12 
May 13 
May 14 
May,15' 
LAST 
YEAR 
9.6 3.7 
10.6 3.4 
13.3 4.9 
17.9 2.2 
15.3 6.1 
16.5 6.2 
19.8 4.7 
Max. 
Temp. 
Min. 
Temp. 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
Information Line: 635-4192 
Consultations: 635-3224 
May9 
May 10 
Mayll 
May 12 
May 13 
May 14 
May 15 
16.0 7.0 
11.9 7.0 
12.3 8.3 
14.1 7.2 
12.6 6.0 
13.6 4.3 
13.9 7.1 
Snow Rain Sun • As we head into (hope- 
(cm) (ram) (hrs) fully) the sunny season, did 
you know... 
0 2,0 4.2 • The component of sun- 
0 Trace 4.4 light that causes tanning is 
0 1.2 3.5, called ultra-violet (UV)? 
0 0 12,5 This is high-energy radia- 
0 0 13,2 iion occuring just beyond 
0 0 + 13.2 thepurple nd of the visible 
0 0 12,8 spectrum 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
r pub l J c ;  videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor. 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome; Call 635.3646: 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635-6181 and catch the spiritt 2tin 
26, Personals 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES• Is there something 
about he Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
but don't know what it is? If so, you are not 
alone. Phone 1-847-4354 for recorded 
message. , tfn40 
LOOKINGFOR ADVENTURE..,Fly air combatlt 
, Be a fighter pilot for a:day!! Call Elan Travel 
i' : 635-6181. • + . tin51 
: D/W/M/>42 N/S, S/D.:Due to being a shill 
;~.  Worker it makes it dil icglt to meet women 
~ through normal activities. If you're employed 
and like yourself and wish to explore a rela. 
. ~ tionship then consider this ad. P.S. a snapshot 
i ~! i: would:be appreciated! Send replies to File 89 
c/o The Terrace Standaid 4647 Lazelle Ave, 
• ' Terrace B.C. 4p2 
i" " MOH.QUE.-:• DON'T LAMENT, if you would like 
~~: a fii'eplace like Niseis, installed in your home, 
i ~ give Mi.ke a Cal at Tweedsmuir Plumbing and 
Heati'ngLtd. 1:695~6373 4p3 
:::.: S/W/M/31 N/S, N/D, 5'10", 160 Ibs. proles. 
i : !  .:siona !, Enjoys lifcs simple pleasures uch as 
i ~ an evening with friends, going to the movies, 
sk ng Vo!ley-ball hik ng and PomanUc times. If + 
'." i any of this interests yo u lets give the personal 
iadsa try and meet over coffee or lunch. P.S. • 
send whatever you Wish to receive in return. 
ii.el photo', ph. no., address, etc. Please reply 
toFile No. 65 clo The Terrace Standard 4647 
Lazelle AVe., Terrace, B.C. 1 p5 
Snow Rain  i Sun • You can get a sunburn 
(ram) (brs) on a cloudy day? Thin 
0 Trace 
0 Trace 
0 3.8 
0 1.0 
0 0.3 
0 Trace 
0 3.0 
clouds, mist and fog only 
8.6 + reduce ultra-violet radiation 
1.6 by 20 per cent. Even if you 
0 can't see your shadow, your 
4.4  skin can be burning. UV 
5.0+ radiation is strongest when 
2.7 the sun is highest -- between 
1.6 10 a.m. and3 p.m. 
25,  Business 
Opportunities 
BUSINESS FOR SALE• Established 25 year 
business• Mobile home towing, house moving, 
and raising equipment. Phone after 6 p.m. 
635.6755 3p4 
WELL ESTABLISHED BUSINESS Opportunity. 
Wolfe tanning bed with or without client 
cards. 635-2474 3p4 
.WANT TO START A BUSINESS? We have a 
complete set.up. Griddle, deepfryers, tan, 
hood, chemical system. Worth $2,656, Sell 
$1,950. Will sell hoed, fan, chemical ex. 
tinguisher for $1,100. Burns Lake. 
1-692-3474 4p4 
i .  
27. AnnoUncements 
I I  
S IGHTSEE ING 
TOURS @ 
Special iz ing in customized 
town & country scenic  tours. 
Bever ley Green ing ,  Owner  
(604)  635-7868 
m 
I 
ALL CASH BUSINESS 
No selling required, will not interfere with present employ- 
ment .  No exper ience necessary. Manufacturer  seeks local 
person  to service established accounts  with our proven pro- 
ducts :  Unbelievable repeat business. Work 6-8  hours per 
week.  Profit potential over $3 ,000  per month. Best 1 man 
business ever. Secured investment of $14 ,500  required. 
For free information colour brochure on a proven money 
maker call collect: 
Market ing Manager  
464-0296 
Vancouver  
~'Recycle newspapers, corrugated cardboard, 
magazines, non-commercial glass and tins. 
Glass and tins must be clean --  (prefer without 
labels). 
BEHIND THE BINGO PALACE 
MONDAY- SATURDAY ......................... 10 AM- 4PM 
About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our office is open 8 :00  a.m. - 5 :00  p,m. Monday  to Friday 
DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classified advertising is 5 :00  p.m. Friday 
before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for space booking of  display advertising is 5 :00  pro, 
Friday before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for submission tc the editorial department  is 1 2 :00  
noon Friday before Wednesday paper. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
Subscription rates for the Terrace Standard are $31 .00  per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
% We are located at 
• 46~7 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace,  B.C. V8G 188 
phone 638"7283 FAX 638"8432 
I I r I i I 
" .  :27" , '~  ~ :~r . ) , .  , . " - - 
! 
PRICED RIGHT 
Newly  decorated  beauty  
salon ' for sale. Owner  retir- 
ing .  Exce l lent  re turns .  
Serious enquir ies only. 
Phone 635-2753 
evenings 
33. Travel 
, _ - "~ 
For Al l  Your  Travel Needs  
I 24 HRS. 635-61811 
• Sunny Cancun from. =599 
Friday May 29,  or  June 5, 
12, 1 9. Air from Vancouver ,  
hotel, transfers, 
• ---U'MITE~E OEFERI! 
• Van0ouver-Toronto = 169 
One way,  limited departures 
MEXICAN CRUISE HOLIDAY 
From .......................... =899. 
Includes 4 nights cruise, 3 
nights Anaheim, al l  from Van-~ 
couver  
I 
i 
Province of  Ministry o l~ l~ 
Bd l l lh  Co4umble Forestl 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tenders for the aubgrede con~thJctlon of: 
RCB2R09-01: Bob Qulnn Forest Servloe Road 
'+ 4,4 ktlonletras (located approximately te l  
kilomeb'as south of Desse Lake) 
Tender packages may be obtslned from the 
Ministry of Forests, Gene~ Delivery, Oease 
Lake, e,C., VOC 1LO, teledhone 771-4211, 
Please take notice that a $25.00 non.refundable 
charge of each contract tender package will be 
required, 
Tenders will be received by the MlnleW of 
Forests, Gene~ Delivery. pease Lake, B,C,, 
V0C 1LO, until June 15. 1992 et 3:00 p.m, 
The lowest ~ any lender may not neaessartly be 
accented. 
Contact: Brad Martin 771-4211 . 
MlntsW of 
Province el Health 
Bdnsh Cdumbla DIVISION OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to lhe Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provisions ol the "Name Act" by 
me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN RILL: 
Alfred Karl Lubke 
OF 5417 Hepple Rd. 
IN Terrace, B.C. 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY 
NAME FROM 
SURNAME, Lubke 
GIVEN NAMES, Altred Karl 
TO 
SURNAME, G/awe 
GIVEN NAMES, Alfred Karl 
BATED THIS 8th DAY OF May A.O. 1992. 
Province of Ministry of 
Bdtlzh Cotumbll Forests 
CALL  FOR TENDERS 
Sealed tendara f~ the following spring planting 
contmcla will be rea01vad by the Ministry of 
Forests, OenereJ Delivery, Dasas Lake, B.C. 
VOC t LO, no later than 4:30 p.rn. June e, 1992.. 
planting contract P92R09.02, eprtng planting 
on 441 hectaras n'~re or less, located el the 
Eastman fire, Eastman Creek area to plant 
392,800 bees more or less. 
FlanOng contract Pa2ROB.03, spring planting 
on 225.4 hectares more m less, located st East 
fire, Eastman Creek area, to plant 3e1,16o 
trees more or less. 
Planting contract P92R09,04, spring planting 
on le3 ,3  hectares more or lass, located el East 
fire, Eastman" Creek area, to plant 268,820 
bees, more or leas. 
A mandatory viewing will commence on May 26, 
1992, at 8:00 e,m. from Chateau Bob'e, Bob 
Qulnn, B.C, Tenders must be submntsd on the 
fore1 and in the envelopes euppaed, which with 
partlculam, will be Issued st the time of the man- 
dstow vlewlno. 
Deadline for receipt of lenders will be 4:30 p.m., 
June 8, 1992, 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
Conlact Person: 
Bruce van Os, Resource Assistant at 771.4211 
Amy J~u'sma, Resource Asststant st 771-421 t 
.or. ~aul Rickette.. Resource ,Assistant, st 
771-4211, 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways Act, Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the 
following: 
Project No¢ N/A 
Location: Dsase Lake, B.C. 
Description: Provide traffic control services In Dease Lake, 
Casslar, Tatogga Lake, Bobqulnn Lake end Telegraph Creek 
foreman areas. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways at District Office, Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, Stlklne Avenue & Commercial 
Dr., General Delivery, Deasa Lake, B.C. VOC ILO until 3:00 p.m. 
(local time) on May 29, 1992, when tenders will be opened in 
public. 
A aecudty deposit/surety bond will not be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting win not be held. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifica- 
tions and conditions of tender are available from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, Stlklne Avenue & Commercial 
Drive, General Delivery, Desae Lake, B.C. between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or money order, mede payable to the 
Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are 
non-refundable. 
For further Information contact B.F. MacKay, District Highways 
Manager at (604) 771-4511, or fax (604) 771-4510. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
. ~  Province of 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
• • • I • • • • • • * • • I p • • • • • • 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
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I . . . . . . .  
m BOhgdro ,,, 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
B.C. Hydro Invites tenders from contractors  interested in her- 
bicide (Round-Up) application at various substat ions in the 
Prince Rupert, Terrace and Kitlmat areas. Two project 
packages are developed and tenderera are Invited to bid on 
either or both: 
1) Project J604-92-02  SGC Substat ion Herbicide Applies- 
tion - -  Prince Rupert Area. 
2) Project J604-92-03  SGC Substat ion Herbicide Appllca- 
l ion - -  Terrace/Kit lmat Area. 
Tenders will be accepted until 1 1 :00  hours, 1992 May 28.  
Interested renderers can contact B.C. Hydro, Product ion 
Department, 5220 Kelth Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R5 to 
request a copy  of the detailed project specif ications. For  fur- 
ther information or clarification phone Stu Connacher  at 
638-5673.  
RESORT PROPOSAL 
PUBLIC REVIEW PROCESS ANNOUNCEMENT 
All parties wishing to participate In the "Seven ,Sisters 
Wilderness Resort"  public land use rev iew process are in- 
vited to attend any of the fol lowing publ ic forums: 
June 16 - -  Publ ic Meet ing at Terrace (Inn of the West) 
7 :00  p.m, - 9 :00  p.m. 
June 1 7 - -  Open House at K i twanga (cud ing Rink) + 
3 :00  p.m,,- 7 :00  p.m." 
June 18 - -  Open House at Cedarvale (Cedarvale Care) 
3 :00  p.m. - 7 :00  p.m. 
June 19 - -  Publ ic Meet ing at New Hazelton (Lions Club Hall) 
7 :00  p.m. to 9 :00  p.m. 
For further details and/or  for a copy  of the "Seven Sisters 
Wilderness Trails and Resort Execut ive  Summary"  please 
contact:  , 
Ministry of Environment, I_ands and Parks . . . .  : 
B.C. Lands 
Bag 5000 .... 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO : i 
Attention: Ed Opal, M a n a g e r . ,  ~ 
Development and Market ing 
rt-,r~ tal,anhnn,~. RA7.7:':IRA. 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways Act, Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders are Invited for the 
following: 
Project No: N/A 
Location: Dcase, Lake, B.C.  
Description: Provide traffic control services in the Atlln foreman 
area.  
Sealed tenders, completed In accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of TransPortation and Highways at the Dletrlet Office, Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, Stikine Avenue & Commercial 
Drive, General Delivery, Dean Lake, B.C. VOC 1LO until 3:15 
p.m. (local time) on May 29,1992, when tenders will be opened in 
public. 
A security depooll/eurety bond will not be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender.) 
A pre-tender meeting will not be held. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifica- 
tions and conditions of tender are available from theMInlstry of . 
Transportation and Highways, Stiklne Airenue & Commercial 
Drive, General Delivery, Dean Lake, B.C. between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment far contract documentation shaft be  
made by certified cheque or money order, made payable to the 
Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are 
non-refundable. 
For further information contact B.F. MacKay, District Highways 
Manager at (604) 771.4511, or fax (604) 771-4610. 
The lowest or any tender willnot necessarily be accepted. 
P rov ince  o f  
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
,+ . i • • • * • i • • • • * • • • • * + * • 
Min is t ry  o f  T ranspor ta t ion  
and  H ighways  
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF K IT IMAT-ST IK INE 
VOTERS'  L IST 
COURT OF REVISION 
TAKE NOTICE that any person entitled to be registered as an elector in the Regional District of Kltlmat-Stikine may make objection to the retention of any name appearing on the fist of 
electors for the Regional District, and the objection may be made on any ground that would disqualify the elector or applicant from having his name retained or registered as an eleclor 
on the list of electors. This objection must be filed at the Regional District Office, before May 29, 1992. 
A COURT OF REVISION has been appointed and will sit at the Regional District Office, Suite 300. 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B,C. on May 29, 1992, between the hours of 9:00 
a,m. and 12:00 noon, and will continue to sit if required, from time to time thereafter until all appeals have been heard, - - . 
The Court of Revision shall hear all complaints and correct ann revise the list of electors. The Court of Revision . 
(a) may correct he names of electors incorrectly stated; " 
(b) may add names of electors omitted from the list; 
(¢) may strike from the list the names of persons not entitled to vote or disquallfed from voting; 
(d) may correct any other manifest error in the list; or -. . . . . .  i . . . . .  , , .  
(e) sha add to the st the name of a person qualf ed on August 31 to have h s name enlered on the I st and fo~ ths purpose the Court Of Revision ' 
pfeted under section 42 if de vered to the Court of Revision at Its first sitting. : .i :+_:: ~:i~i II .= )~ ~i/:~: 
and she add to the st ot e ectors the name of any'person who s qua fed to have his name on the Ist of eleotors,, ::~i '!! " ~" :i:~:i'i~:: I 
ELANE JOHNSON . ' L :;. ~;i i::.. : :i, ~, 
RETURNING OFFICER ' , . . . . . .  + .~>' ~;i~ ~.i (y~ Y~:~! i: 
Application for Registration forms are available frmn the REGIONAL OISTRICT OFFICE, or by 'calling 1.600:663,3208 (Tall Free): ~ 'J ~":'-.i'! ~:~; 
i i i i 
rdyv  bo  - -  IG I IC l taU  UL I ,  I l lUL I *U I  'V~'U I I~ '~UUyt  I¥1~.  V t "u t  IUU/ - -  
i 
LEAN QUALITY 
GROUND BEEF 
Approx. 10 lb. bag 
4.141kg 
t 
. . . .  ~ ,~ * . ~ • 
i 
HAMBU 
BUNS 
Or Hot Dog. 
Skylark 
Pkg. of 12 
Limit 2. 
Over limit price 1.28 ea. 
" /  ' ] m l  R 
: i~  ~ i~ ~: ~ ~ ~,~i ,  ~ ,~:i~iill !~ 
t i 
OT HOUSE 
TOMATOES 
B.C. Grown. Canada'No. 1 Grade. 
Large Size 
| .94/kg II: -:i ~z!il i:: ;- i i ~:I¸I~¸:¸! ~i: ~' 
I 
88 
t 
MAY.  
WED THURS 
20 21 
Adver t i sed  I~rices In e f fec t  at your .  
1 992 
FRI SAT 
22 23~ 
AI 
BONus 
La I ILes  , 
nelghbourhood Terrace Safeway Store, Quantity • 
rights reserved. Some items may not be exact ly  
as shown. , I ' 
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MILES BONUS DAYS 
GET OFF  TO A FLY ING START!  
Introducing the first of many AIR MILES T~' Bonus Days at SafewayJ Just show your 
AIR MILES TM card at Safeway before Saturday May 23, 1992 and in addition to the 
AIR MILES TM you would regularly receive, you'll receive 50 bonus travel miles for 
every $150.00 purchase. Remember, Safeway is just one of may fine AIR MILES TM 
sponsors. The more you usethe card, the sooner you'll take off. 
"This special offer excludes tobacco prescriptions and other coupon offers 
Your AIR MILES 'M conneclion. ,~¢lusive Grocer, Drug Store and Flottst 
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